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THE TOWN OF HUDSON
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To Tlie Inhabitants of The Town of Hudson in the County of
Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dr. H. O. Smith School
Auditorium in said Hudson on Tuesday the 14th of March next
to elect Town Officers for the ensuing year by ballot for which
purpose the polls will open at 10:00 A. M. and close at 8:00 P. M.,
and to act upon the following subjects at 7 o'clock in the evening:
1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same.
2. To see if the Town will vote to accept numerous bequests
as Trust Funds, the income to be used for the perpetual care of the
various cemetery lots.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
pledge the credit of the Town up to $275,000.00 in anticipation of
taxes.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and empower the
Selectmen to sell and convey any and all real estate acquired by the
Town for unpaid taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to give regular employees of
the Highway Department two additional paid holidays, making a
total of eight paid holidays each year. By petition.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the salary of the Tax
Collector by $600.00 (Annual salary would be $4,000.00). By peti-
tion.
7. To see if the Town will vote the sum of $500.00 to continue
improvements to the Hudson Center Playground. By petition.
8. 1 o see if the Town will vote to amend Section 4 of Article
I of the Zoning Ordinance as adopted at a Special Town Meeting
lield January 12, 1956 and adjourned to July 17, 1956 as follows:
Add a new paragraph (k) to said Section so that said para-
graph shall read as follows:
(k) Beginning at a point on the west side of Lowell Road
where the north line of Sagamore Park Road intersects; thence, (1)
Westerly by the north line of Sagamore Park Road and an extension
of the same to the east bank of the Merrimack River; thence (2)
Northerly by the east bank of the Merrimack River to a point that
lies on a line which is at right angles to the Lowell Road at the cen-
ter of the Willis Fuller Brook or Third Brook; thence (3) Easterly
to a point on the westerly line of said Lowell Road at the center of
said Willis Fuller Brook or Third Brook; thence, (4) Southerly by
the westerly line of said Lowell Road to the point of beginning at
Sagamore Park Road. By petition.
9. To see if the Tow^n will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
purchase a new Mack Truck ($7,600.00), dump body ($1,360.00),
snow plow assembly, complete ($4,200.00) for a sum not to exceed
$13,200.00 and issue serial notes for same. $2,200.00 to be raised
this year, 1961, and the balance to be paid by the issuance of five
serial notes, one payable each succeeding year, 1962 through 1966.
10. To see if the Town v\'ill vote to authorize the Selectmen
to purchase a new, 750 gallon-per-minute triple combination fire
truck for a sum not to exceed $21,000.00 and issue serial notes for
same. $3,000.00 to be raised this year, 1961, and the balance to be
paid by the issuance of six serial notes, one payable each succeeding
year, 1962 through 1967.
11. To see if the Town will vote to hire a second regular
police officer for an annual salary not to exceed $4,000.00 and to
raise the sum of $3,000.00 this vear.
12. To see if the Town will vote to hire a laborer for the
Highway Department at the rate of $1.50 per hour and raise the
amount of $3,200.00 for same.
13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to work
with any projects and accept any funds made available through the
New Hampshire Public Works and Highways Division and the Fed-
eral Road Administration to facilitate traffic flow at the present
Taylor Fails Bridge, or any new location. The financing of any
change that cannot be incorporated under the Town Road Aid "B"
Fund, which the Tow^n must support, to be presented at a future
Town Meetinar.
14. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to nego-
tiate with, and secure one-year purchase options from, property
owners for the acquisition of land for a sewage treatment system.
To secure estimates of construction costs, methods of financing
under Federal Public Laws 660, 84th Congress and New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 267, laws of 1959. These
plans to be approved by the New Hampshire Water Polution Com-
mission and brought into a future meeting for action.
15. To see if the Town will vote to accept the seal on the
rear cover of this Town Report as the official seal of the Town of
Hudson.
16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum of
$25,000.00 for the purpose of constructing a new sewer extension to
serve Pinedale Avenue, Oak Avenue, Cross Street, Clark Street and
parts of Porter, Andrews and Riverside Avenues pursuant to Chap-
ter 252, New Ham.pshire Revised Statutes Annotated. Such sum to
be raised through the issuance of serial bonds under, and in compli-
ance with, provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (Chapter 33 of
New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated) and authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds and to determine the
rate of interest thereon and the time and place of payment thereof
and to take such other action as may be necessary to effect the issu-
ance, negotiation and rate of such bonds as shall be in the best
interest of the Town of Hudson. By petition.
17. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordi-
nance by adding to Article X the following section
:
Section 3. Additional Duties.
In addition to the duties outlined in section 2 said Board of
Adjustment may in harmony with the subject to the provisions
of Chapter 31 Section 67 New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated, 1955:
A. Permit in the rural and commercial areas an industry
which at a public hearing proves it will meet the following re-
quirements :
1. Be located at least 60' from the edge of any right
of way, and not less than 35' from each side and rear
boundary line.
2. Provide adequate parking facilities for:
a. Freight and delivery trucks and
b. Employee parking.
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3. Will not offend by reason of the emission of
smoke, dust, gas, noise, odor or fumes.
4. Receive from the applicant for a permit under
this section the written approval, either formally or in-
formally as the Board may require, a statement from the
majority of real estate owners within five hundred feet of
the location of the proposed industry.
18. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordi-
nance by striking out in Article III the following: Section 1 (a) ;
Section 6, last two lines starting with "no building" and ending with
"stories"; Section 7 (c) "no building or structure shall be built of a
height of more than two stories" and insert the following in each
section : "no building or structure shall be built of a height of more
than 35 feet and shall not be over three stories above ground. Any
three-story building must be built according to the National Building
Code."
19. To see if the Town will abandon that portion of the old
Lowell Road westerly of the layout as recorded June 13, 1895 in the
records of the Town Clerk, lying between the premises of Edward J,
Denault on the north and land of Edmund and Rose M. Jette on
the south, being property formerly of George E. and Ruth 1. Smith.
20. To see if the Town will vote to amend Section 4 of Article
I of the Zoning Ordinance by adding at the end thereof the. follow-
ing new paragraph:
(j) Beginning at a point 300' easterly of the Lowell Road and
in line with the south line of Riverside Avenue; thence, (1) in a
northeasterly direction to the center of the bridge over Ottarnic
Brook whex^e Ottarnic Brook crosses Melendy Road; thence, (2)
Southeasterly and southerly by Melendy Road to the intersection of
Melendy Road and Pelham Road; thence, (3) Southwesterly from
the intersection of Melendy Road and Pelham Road to a point on
Burns Hill Road, said point being approximately 1725 feet south-
easterly of the intersection of Burns Hill Road and Pelham Road;
thence, (4) Southwesterly about 3125 feet more or less to the Lowell
Road; thence, (5) Northerly by the easterly side of said Lowell Road
to a point on the easterly side of said Lowell Road opposite the north
line of Atwood Avenue; thence, (6) Easterly in a line which is the
extension of the north line of Atwood Avenue 300 feet; thence, (7)
Northerly parallel with and 300 feet east of the easterly line of said
Lowell Road to the point of beginning.
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21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, receive and administer any grants in aid
from private foundations, trusts or other charitable groups; from
any State or Federal agencies and from any other source or sources
for municipal purposes; or for any assistance in performing munici-
pal services where no appropriation or financial liabilities on the
part of the Town of Hudson is concerned or involved.
22. To see if the Town will vote to abandon that portion of
Elm Street that lies southerly of the present southerly line of Elm
Avenue as laid out and constructed during 1960 and lying westerly
of the so-called Derry Road between the southerly line of Elm
Avenue and land of Ernest E. Morey and Leonard McCallum. This
section of Elm Street or Elm Avenue having been reclassified by the
New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways by their
letter to the Board of Selectmen dated December 23, 1960.
23. To see if the Town will vote to ratify and confirm the
adoption of the Building Code in accordance with the action taken
at the Special Town Meeting called June 12, 1956 and adjourned
to July 17, 1956 as required by Chapter 156A, New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955 as amended.
24. To see if the Town will vote to purchase rescue equip-
ment in the amount of $400. ($295.00 for a Porter Power "P-FRK-
4" and $98.00 for a portable electric saw).
Given under our hands and seal this 25th day of February in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and sixty-one.
ROBERT C. LYNCH
FRANK A. NUTTING, JR.
LAURENT S. BRAULT
Selectmen of Hudson, N. H.
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
ROBERT C. LYNCH
FRANK A. NUTTING, JR.
LAURENT S. BRAULT





Budget of the Town of
Hudson, New Hampshire















Interest and Dividends Tax $ 950.00 $ 1,101.90 $ 1,100.00
Railroad Tax- 1 70.00 104.26 104.00
Savings Bank Tax 100.00 101.46 101.00
Head Tax Commissions 1,300.00 1,325.40 1,350.00
Dog Licenses 850.00 927.00 930.00
Business Licenses, Permits
and Filing Fees





Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Sale of Town Property
Poll Taxes—Regular @ $2.
Yield Taxes
TOTAL FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY
PROPERTY TAXES






































Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,450.00 $ 5,450.00 $ 5,450.00
Town Officers' Expenses 10,200.00 10,653.15 11,000.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,290.00 1,672.64 585.00
Employees' Retirement & Social Sec. 3,500.00 3,349.13 3,050.00
Police Department 15,547.00 16,085.07 19.000.00
Fire Department 13.500.00 12,939.05 13,500.00
Blue Cross, Blue Shield 550.00 444.85 450.00
Ambulance Service 1,500.00 2,052.00 2,000.00
Damage by Dogs 400.00 463.95 467.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 2,000.00 1,138.65 1,000.00
Vital Statistics 200.00 213.75 220.00
Sewer Maintenance 2,300.00 2,518.22 2,400.00
Town Dump, Garba2,e Removal
& Health 2,200.00 2,166.50 2,600.00
Street Lighting 6,200.00 6,217.95 6,700.00
Expenses of Highway Dept. 66,000.00 67,402.98 73,200.00
Town Road Aid 6,394.86 6,394.86 6,389.32
Library 3,506.14 3,506.14 4,779.00
Town Poor 10,000.00 14,097.20 12,500.00
Old Age Assistance 4,600.00 7,648.12 7,500.00
Memorial Day 75.00 65.22 75.00
Aid to Soldiers and Their Families 800.00 1,927.43 1,025.00
Parks and Playgrounds, Alvirne Field 3,009.00 3,209.98 3,961.00
Cemeteries 50.00 56.00 55.00
Hydrant Rental 16,400.00 16,433.50 17.200.00
Unemployment Assistance 2,500 00 2.924.65 3,000.00
Interest 4,562,50 6,264.38 7,839.00
Town Construction 3,435.00 2,902.54 3,235.00
Sewer Construction* 100.00
New Equipment 2,710.00 2,690.88 7,200.00
Bonds 7,000.00 7,000.00 11,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $195,979.50 $207,888.79 $227,380.32
*Appropriations Submitted Without Recommendation ol
Budget Committee, 1 961—$25,000.00
LIONEL R. BOUCHER CLAYTON E. SMHH
ERNEST E. McCOY MAURICE R. FRENCH
ARTHUR M. SMITH HERBERT W. CANFIELD
EDWARD R. KINVILLE PAUL E. LeCLAIR




STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1960
Appropriations $
Town Officers' Salaries 5,450.00
Town Officers' Expenses 10,200.00





Insurance—Hospital and Physician 550.00
Vital Statistics 200.00
Sewers—Maintenance 2,300.00
Health, Dump and Garbage Removal 2,200.00


























Total Town, County and School Appropriations $516, 989.62
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Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest on Taxes $ 1,900.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 1,101.90
Railroad Tax 104.26
Savings Bank Tax 101.46
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 500.00
Dog Licenses 850.00
Business Licenses and Permits 525.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 2,000.00
Head Tax 1,300.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fes 26,000.00
Sale of Tax Deeded Property 2.000.00
Sewer 2,491.66






Net Amount to be raised by Taxation $480,286.22
Less:
Poll Taxes at $2.00 $4,078.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00 —4,088.00
Amount to be raised by property Taxes
on which Tax Rate is figured' $476,198.22
Taxes Committed to Tax Collector:
Property Tax $476,198.22
Poll Tax 4,078.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00
Total Taxes to be Committed $480,286.22
Approved Tax Rate $6.58 per hundred
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SUMMARY OF VALUATIONS
Lands and Buildings $6,758,275.00
Electric Plants 655^700.00
House Trailers Used as Dwellings—45 76,600.00
Petroleum and Gas Transmission Lines 59,000.00
Stock in Trade 120,525.00
Boats and Launches—55 9,650.00






Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 2,800.00
Road Building, Construction Machinery 14,900.00
Portable Mills 300.00
Lumber 1,600.00
Golf Course, Miniature 1,500.00
TOTAL VALUATION $7,738,155.00
Less: Veterans' Exemptions and
Exemptions to Blind 501,100.00
NET VALUATION $7,237,055.00
Amount of property valuation exempted to veterans 501,100.00
Number of inventories distributed 1,705
Number of inventories returned 1,580
Number of veterans who received property exemptions 484







General Sewer Project 18,201.04
Accounts Due to the Town
1954 Sewer Project 840.00
School, Oakwood and Third Streets
Sewer Project 1,535.12
Lo\velI Road & Bond Street Areas Project 3,484.00
Unredeemed Taxes
Levy of 1959 3,986.28
Levy of 1958 1,366.35
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 1960—Propertv and Sewer Taxes 88,358.23
Levy of 1960—Poll Taxes 1 , 1 98.00









Due School District $173,497.63
Appropriations Liabilities 5,686.47
Due to State





Fire Station Bonds 24,000.00
General Purpose Bonds 75,000.00





Net Debt 1960 $181,385.21
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STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS




Balance Due 24 @ $1,000.00 24,000.00
Matures 1972










Date Esti- Estimated place-
Pur- Net mated Replacement ment
chased Amount Life Cost Year
HIGHWAY
t*Mack, EH 1947 $ 6.310.00 10 years $ 8,953.00 1958
Mack, EQ 1947 6,745.00 14 years 8,000.00 19bl
Mack, AUOX 1952 5,846.60 10 years 9,000.00 1952
"Cat" Grader 1953 15,500.00 15 years 1968
I. P. Compressor 1954 5,050.56 15 years
Mack 1956 6.604.00 10 years 9,000.00 1966
Hough Loader 1957 12,499.00 6 years 15,000.00 1963
Chevrolet Pick-up 1959 1,729.11 5 years 2,000.00 1965
Jr iiviii
Chevrolet Utility 1933 500.00 25 years 3,500.00 1958
tAm. LaFrance Pump. 1941 4,500.00 20 years 18,500.00 1961
Am. LaPrance Pump. 1946 6,369.00 20 years 19,500.00 1966
Chevrolet Tanker 1948 2,161.60 15 years 6,500.00 1963
Ford Brush 1951 3,500.69 20 years 1971
Dodge Tank Truck 1957 125.00
*Overdue replacement
tREPLACE THIS YEAR 1960
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EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS
TO THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND THE TAXPAY-
ERS OF HUDSON, we are writing this open report on equipment
use, condition today and suggestions on replacement and additions,
which we feel, if followed, will be for our mutual best interests, both
financially and service-wise without a complete upset in our budget
in any one year.
Under our type of Town Meeting Government, we cannot pur-
chase new or replacement equipment without your approval at
Town Meetings. Therefor, we are asking you, after reading this
report, to come to us, or the department heads for any additional,
accurate facts and figures which may be desired. Thus you will
obtain them at first-hand rather than by hearsay. Then at Town
Meeting vote for what you feel is best. Putting off what should be
spent today, can cost far more tomorrow.
The Highway Department
1947 EH Mack. This truck is 14 years old with 100,000 miles or
more and should be removed from heavy duty service and used as a
spare and for light work in summer, but still used for plowing in the
winter. Next year, it would be advisable to put a sanding and salting
body on it. This would add a few more years to its life before ex-
cessive repairs are needed.
1947 EQ Mack. This truck is used as a sander and Salter and is in
good shape now, but is 14 years old with 1 10,000 miles. In this type
of service it will go a few years more.
1952 Mack. This one has just been overhauled and is good for a
few years, or to about 1966. It has gone over 100,000 miles, also.
1956 Mack is in good shape, except for a ring and valve job, which
is to be done this spring. It has 51,000 miles.
1957 Loader. The Loader has over 5000 hours on it and should
be replaced within a year or two, as repairs become very heavy. It
needs new tires this year at a cost of $1200.00.
1953 Cat Grader. This machine is very good still. Replacement
should be in 1968, but it is too early to set a positive date. It could
go for years longer without serious breakdown.
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Our recommendation for the Highway Department is to buy a
new Mack with body and snow plow equipment to replace the 1947
EH. The cost of this unit is about $13,000.00. Next year, get a
sanding and salting body for the 1947 EH, giving us the two 1947
trucks for the tarvia and winter seasons. This would give us pro-
tection at all times in cases of breakdown, as well as speeding up
operations. As all of us well know, breakdowns are more frequent
with old trucks and high mileage. This would give us a fleet of three
dump trucks and two salters. A fleet of this size will do for Hudson
formany years. It is also our recommendation that, as the 1952 and
1 956 trucks get older and are due for replacement, that we use them
in place of the 1947 trucks which would be junked.
We have approximately 90 miles of town roads to maintain and
plow. One piece of equipment is tied up during snow storms on the
several miles of main roads which leaves us with only three other
units to cover the other 80 miles. In order to make one trip each
way on each road, or street, these three units must cover about 60
miles each, plus the dead-ends where back-tracking is necessary. The
average speed is approximately 6 to 8 miles per hour. This, as you
can see, requires ten hours to cover the Town once and by that time,
in a heavy storm, the roads are again impassable. In order to keep
our roads clear of snow and ice, as has been done in the past, as well
as take care of all of the new streets which are being built, plus
roads which the state is turning back to towns each year, we need
the new truck now—not in years to come.
The Fire Department
In the Fire Department another serious problem has been im-
posed. Our main pumping engines, which are the units that the in-
surance underwriters use in establishing insurance rates, are far
from being worn out where only mileage and use are concerned,
but failures from age and metal fatigue, as well as difficulty in ob-
taining parts, make this a major item to consider.
Engine 1. This truck is a 1941 Federal 500 gal/minute pumping
engine and where this equipment is used to protect life and property,
it should be replaced this year for about $19,000.00.
It would be well to mention that our other engine is a 1946 and
that all other equipment ranges from 9 to 27 years in age and their
replacement must, also, be considered soon.
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In the Fire Department we should plan to purchase a new 750
gal. pumping engine this year and the second one in 1967. Also,
the pump on the 1 948 Tank Truck is giving us trouble. This pump
was purchased second hand in 1947 for $200. and is now 20 years
old which makes it impossible to obtain parts. A new one must be
considered at approximately $1300. The Chief has tried for the
past few years to find a good used one, but none are available.
In purchasing new equipment for the Fire Department, the re-
placed engines should not be disposed of at the present time, at least.
As the years have proved, there are many times when we have more
than one fire at a time and this older equipment can be used. We
are well aware that we have neighboring cities and towns who are
only too glad to give us aid, which will be gladly accepted when
there is need for it, but we must be equipped to take care of our
own needs as much as possible. The trade-in value of old equipment
is so low that for the better protection of the Town, it is to our ad-
vantage to keep it. We have a well-trained Civil Defense Auxiliary
who could man these trucks if the need should arise.
We must, and must should be emphasized, consider the fact
that as the Town grows and the years go on, we cannot, and must
not, slip backward. Equipment has to be replaced and updating of
services as well as improvement is necessary. When we put off what
we should do today until a later date, it could completely bankrupt
the Town. Let us keep on an even keel by doing a little each year.
Lest we forget, we have had a 38% population increase in the past
10 years with no let up in sight. A forward look has to be consid-
ered. The 1950 population was approximately 4310; 1960 approxi-
mately 5800 and the estimated population for 1970 is about 7200.
Let's go forward!
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
SEWER TREATMENT STUDY COMMITTEE
The Committee with Town Ofiicials made a trip to Derry to
look over a Lagoon System and to Goffstown to see a Primary
Treatment System. Both towns are slightly larger than Hudson and
their systems are the size which we would require. The Lagoon
System from the best estimates available, will cost $100,000 and the
Prim.ary Treatment System about $250,000.
The advantages of the Lagoon System over the Primary Sys-
tem are its low cost of construction and its requirement of only
about ten hours a week for upkeep, or about $1000 per year. The
Primary System, on the other hand, requires approximately forty
hours per week of upkeep or around $4000 per year. The greatest
disadvantage of the Lagoon System is its land requirement of thirty
acres over five acres for the Primary System.
From our own experience on our field trips and available in-
formation, the odor is so slight that either system can be constructed
within a few hundred feet of a residential area with no annoying
odors, even with the wind blowing. We stood in the middle of a
clover leaf system within twenty feet of the ponds and could de-
tect no odor.
After the report of the Selectmen's conference with Mr. Healey
of the New Hampshire Water Polution Commission and reading
the reports in the Readers Digest last summer, we feel that a La-
goon System along the river, starting near the sewage outfall at the
old R-ochester Railroad bed, would be advisable. Land running
southerly approximately 2000 feet from this point and 500 feet east-
erly should be obtained just as soon as possible before homes or in-
dustries are built in that area. This land is now of low value, and
where we are under order from the Water Polution Committee to
start work immediately, we feel that we should not delay any longer.
We will continue to serve you to the best of our ability as long
as such services are required.





To the Sewer Treatment Committee and the Voters:
As all are well aware, we are under order to progress in the
treatment of sewage by the Water Polution Committee, under New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated.
We have worked with the Committee and concur with their re-
port. An article will be presented for your action, and if favorable
action is taken, we will follow it up with the Sewer Treatment Com-
mittee and bring in a cost figure at a future meeting.
The financing of this program is under the Federal Govern-
ment Public Law 660, 84th Congress, with a 30% grant and by the
State of New Hampshire Chapter 267, laws of 1959, for a 20% prog-
ress payment on the bond issue for the length of the issue. The bal-






Date: February 15, 1960
Total Annual
Semi-Annual Principal &
IAnnual Principal Interest Semi-Annuai
Pay't Dates Payments Payments Int. Pay'ts
8-15-60 $1,655.50 $1,655.50
2-15-61 $3,000.00 1,655.50 4,655.50
8-15-61 1,591.00 1,591.00
2-15-62 3,000.00 1,591.00 4,591.00
8-15-62 1,526.50 1,526.50
2-15-63 3,000.00 1,526.50 4,526.50
8-15-63 1,462.00 1,462.00
2-15-64 3,000.00 1,462.00 4,462.00
8-15-64 1,397.50 1,397.50
2-15-65 3,000.00 1,397.50 4,397.50
8-15-65 1,333.00 1,333.00
2-15-66 3,000.00 1,333.00 4,333.00
8-15-66 1,268.50 1,268.50
2-15-67 3,000.00 1,268.50 4,268.50
8-15-67 1,204.00 1,204.00
2-15-68 3,000.00 1,204.00 4,204.00
8-15-68 1,139.50 1,139.50
2-15-69 3,000.00 1,139.50 4,139.50
8-15-69 1,075.00 1,075.00
2-15-70 4,000.00 1,075.00 5,075.00
8-15-70 989.00 989.00
2-15-71 4,000.00 989.00 4,989.00
8-15-71 903.00 903.00
2-15-72 4,000.00 903.00 4,903.00
8-15-72 817.00 817.00
2-15-73 4,000.00 817.00 4,817.00
8-15-73 731.00 731.00
2-15-74 4,000.00 731.00 4,731.00
8-15-74 645.00 645.00
2-15-75 5,000.00 645.00 5,645.00
8-15-75 537.50 537.50
2-15-76 5,000.00 537.50 5,537.50
8-15-76 430.00 430.00
2-15-77 5,000.00 430.00 5.430.00
8-15-77 322.50 322.50
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2-15-78 5,000.00 322.50 5,322.50
8-15-78 215.00 215.00
2-15-79 5,000.00 215.00 5,215.00
8-15-79 107.50 107.50
2-15-80 5,000.00 107.50 5,107.50
TOTALS: $77,000.00 $38,700.00 $115,700.00
Date
Town of Hudson Various Purpose Bonds
Garage Alvirne Sewer Interest Principal
1961 $2,500.00 $1,000.00 $2,500.00 $1,875.00 $6,000.00
1962 2,500.00 1,000.00 2,500.00 1,725.00 6,000.00
1963 2,500.00 1,000.00 2,500.00 1,575.00 6,000.00
1964 1,000.00 5,000.00 1,425.00 6,000.00
1965 1,000.00 5,000.00 1,275.00 6,000.00
1966 1,000.00 5,000.00 1,125.00 6,000.00
1967 1,000.00 6,000.00 975.00 7,000.00
1968 1,000.00 6,000.00 800.00 7.000.00
1969 1,000.00 6,000.00 625.00 7.000.00
1970 1,000.00 6,000.00 450.00 7,000.00
1971 1,000.00 6,000.00 275.00 7,000.00
1972 1,000.00 3,500.00 100.00 4.000.00
These bonds, numbered 1 to 105 inclusive, are issued in serial form,
5 of which become due on Sept. 1, 1955 to 1960, inclusive, 6 of
which become due on Sept. 1, 1961 to 1966 inclusive, and 7 of
which become due on Sept. 1, 1967 to 1971 inclusive and 4 of which
become due on Sept. 1, 1972.
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that information contained in these reports
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief.
December 31, 1960.
ROBERT G. LYNCH, Ghm.







1. Construction Previous Years $100,542.79
Construction 1960 1,927.70
Total thru 1960 $102,470.49
2. Bonds Previous Years $ 4,500.00
Bonds 1960 1,500.00
Total thru 1960 6,000.00
Interest Previous Years $ 4,958.30
Interest 1960 991.66
Total thru 1960 5,949.96
Total Expended thru 1960 $114,420.45
Received
1. Taxes & Bond Issue Previous Years $100,736.99
Taxes 1960 4,780.20
Total Taxes and Bonds thru 1 960 $ 1 05 ,5 1 7 . 1
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Services Previous Years $ 23,643.50
Services 1960 3,174.00
Total Services thru 1960 $ 26,817.50
3. Pipe Previous Years $ 272.50
Pipe 1960 14.30
Total Pipe thru 1960 $ 286.80
Total Received thru 1 960 $ 1 32,62 1 .49
Balance on Hand, December 3 1 , 1 960 1 8,20 1 .04








3. Interest 1960 $ 1,655.50
Total Expended 1960 $89,865.66
Received
1. Bond Issue 1960 $77,322.03
Taxes 1960 281.90
Total Taxes and Bonds 1960 $ 77,603.93
2. Services Previous Years $ 1,056.00
Services 1960 7^591.00
Total Services thru 1960 $ 8,647.00
3. Pipe 1960 607.30
Total Received thru 1960 $ 86,858.23
Amount Due on Entrances, December 31, 1960 3,484.00
Expended







Manhole Covers, Frames, etc. 545.17















Cost of Bond Issue 623.45
Manholes 2,752.00
I'otal $ 81,268.87
School, Oakwood and Third Streets Project
Expended
1. Total Expended thru 1959 $ 2,948.26
Expended 1960 124.00






Total Services thru 1960
2. Taxes Previous Years
Taxes 1960
Total Taxes thru 1960
Total Received thru 1960
Balance Due Town, December 31, 1960















REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
Total Property, Sewer, Bank Stock and Yield Tax
plus additions committed to Collector, 1960
Less: Veterans and other abatements $ 4,543.97
Uncollected 88,358.23
Remitted to Treasurer:
1960 Property, Bank Stock &
Yield Taxes
1960 Sewer Taxes
1960 Poll Taxes Collected
1960 Head Taxes Collected
1960 Head Tax Penalties Collected
1959 Head Taxes Collected
1959 Head Tax Penalties Collected























AS PER TAX COLLECTOR'S RECORD
1 960 Property, Sewer and Yield Taxes
1960 Poll Taxes (Less Abatements)
I960 Head Taxes (Less Abatements)
1959 LTnredeemed Taxes
] 958 Unredeemed Taxes






















John Bednar — Recount 10.00
Junk Licenses 35.00
Total Receipts $ 30,465.24






REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Receipts
Received from:
State of New Hampshire
Boston & Maine Railroad Tax for 1959 $ 104.26
Interest and Dividends Tax 1,101.90
Savings Bank Tax for 1960 101.46
Head Tax Reimbursement 126.21
Old Age Assistance Recovery 213.90
Reimbursement from Department of Public Welfare 30.96
Fire Departments Credits 147.63
Police and Fire Department Credits 349.79
Highway Department Credits 1,919.02
Fire and Highway Department Credits 202.37
Police Department Credits 219.93
Reimbursement — care of minor child 530.00
Reimbursement— Town relief slip 25.00
Reimbursement — telephone calls 13.30
Reimbursement — paper 1.93
Sewer entry fees 12,046.00
Sewer entry pipe sold 575.60
Ambulance fee recovery 77.50
Insurance damage to police car 85.53
Social Security payments .88.26
Insurance payments 96.90
Donations for use of Youth Center 65.50
Indian Head National Bank
Temporary Loans 147,953.62
Bond Issue 77,000.00
Interest and premium on Bond 322.03
Rebate 3.68
Because of voided 1959 check 1.00







Tax Deeded Property 2,416.73
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John E. Baker
Town Clerk's Remittances 30,465.24
Poll Taxes 1959 1,174.00
Property Taxes 1959 94,101.81
Sewer Taxes 1959 1,077.23
Interest 1959 2,086.74
Head Taxes 1959 4,160.00
Head Tax Penalties 1959 416.00
Yield Taxes 1959 329.66
Cost of Tax Sale 1959 212.80
Poll Taxes 1960 2,774.00
Head Taxes 1960 9,505.00
Property Taxes 1960 386,819.81
Sewer Taxes 1960 3,886.54
Yield Taxes 1960 1,176.19
Interest 1960 2.88





Cash on Hand January 1, 1960 19,775.96
$819,178.06
Payments
See Selectmen's Report $741,823.15






STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
INVESTMENTS, INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
TOWN OF HUDSON, N. H.
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1960
Investments
U. S. Treasury Bond













During Year During Year
Balance
12/31/60
^5,702.16 $2,087.08 $1,212.14 $6,577.10
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MONIES PAID*
Abbott, Roland W. $ 693.65
American LaFranee Co. 68.17
B. I. G. & R. Autobody, Inc. 185.53
Bailey, Frank H., & Sons 55.00
Baker, John E. 502.80
Banner Photo Service 218.54
Barkin, R. E., M.D. 100.00
Benner Electronic Service, Inc. 163.24
Bigelow Waste Co. 88.55
Blackey, Vernila 640.00
Boucher, Roger L., Postmaster 111.10
Bresnahan, Viola 474.68
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc. 238.03
Caldwell, George A., Co. 130.09
Canfield, Herbert W. 600.00
Caron's Oil Service 188.62
Carter, Merrill L. 1,450.00
Charest, Leon & Lorraine 183.94
Claveau Motors, Inc. 210.00
Condon, John P., Corp. 2,635.84
Corriveau, Donat, Reg. 203.68
County Commissioner's Office 108.08
Economy Drug, Inc., 110.91
Eddie's Super"^Market 549.32
Elliott Hospital 2,006.54
French Insurance Agency 3,170.80
Fuller's Fuel Oil Service 2,660.33
Gamewell Co. 3,895.15
Gas Service, Inc. 153.76
Goodwin & King 52.50
Goulet Printing Co. 313.00
Groves Ford Sales, Inc. 1,810.00
Guertin & Widener, Attys. 275.00
Hackett, Raymond W. 55.00
Hammar Hardware Co. 63.43
Ha/.elton, R. C, Co. 1,745.08
Hedge & Mattheis Co. 77.49
Hillsboro Countv Home 2,824.42
Hirsch Bros. ' 1,398.25
Hudson Auto Body Shop 209.40
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Hudson Pharmacy, Inc. 93.56
Hudson Super Market 215.00
Hudson Water Co. 16,511.30
Hume Pipe of New England 776.69
Indian Head National Bank 58.70
Indian Head Plate Glass Co., Inc. 63.38
International Salt Co. 2,303.16
Irving Subway Grating Co., Inc. 356.77
Johnson's Electric Supply, Inc. 73.22
Jordon-Milton Machinery Co. 102.00
KashuUnes, Arthur J. 201.00
Kelley's Answering Service 213.50
Koppers Co., Inc. 14,276.14
Labrie, Joseph E. 71.25
LaForest, Alice 165.00
Law Motor Freight, Inc. 813.18
LeBaron, R. W.,"lnc. 167.88
Levesque, Etienne 912.00
MacLeod Co. 130.49
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance Co. 284.90
Memorial Hospital 2,140.70
Motor Service & Supply Co. 691.54
Nadeau, E. E., & Sons, Inc. 97.12
Nashua Foundries, Inc. ^ 806.88
Nashua Police Department 2,075.75
Nashua Sand & Gravel Corp. 1,859.52
Nashua Welding Co. 564.02
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 1,418.04
New Hampshire Explosives & Machinery Co. 610.61
N. H. - Vt. Hospital & Physician Service 1,271.10
Osgood's 692.03
Paleosolite, Sterie 528.00
Palmer Spring-Equipment Co. 225.26
Pariseau, Eugene 600.00
Parker Banner Co. 67.45
Patten, Doris 430.00
Phaneuf Press 641.71
Polak, Andrew J. 199.60
Portland Stone Ware Co. 838.20
Poulin Machine & Tool Co. 85.54
Price, Carrie C. 50.00
Proctor, Gerald E. 54.00
Public Service Co. of New England 7,851.90
Ray's Super Market 157.10
Retelle, Edward A. 593.30
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Riccitelli Granite Works 75.00
Rice's Pharmacy 135.10
Rila Concrete Products, Inc. 1,040.00
Robinson Clay Product Co. 1,989.87
Rowell & Miller, Inc. 831.92




Shapiro's Drug Store 207.90
Shepherd, Henry L. 54.75
Smith, Deering G., M.D. 60.00
Smith, Harrison E., Atty, 425.15
Socony Mobil Oil Co. 388.11
Spaulding, Martha 235.20
Spaulding, Ned 2,020.60
Spring, John P., M.D. 72.00
Swartz Auto Parts 125.00
Telegraph Publishing Co. 122.30
Tessier, Ernest 232.10
Tiny's Garage 420.58
Towers Motor Parts Corp. 752.74
Twentieth Century Stores 2,199.00
Webb, F. W., & Co., Inc. 1,293.76
West, Charles 123.00
Wheeler & Clark 83.13
Widener, J. Russell, Clerk 71.70
Willard's Auto Radiator Shop 142.50
Wingate's Drug Store 455.22
Wirthmore Stores 727.61
Young, Oscar D. 2,406.80
Zing, Maurice I., Sec. 156.00
^- Not Listed
(a) Forest and Brush Fire Pay






























Fire Department I^ 150.00
Supervisor of Check List 50.00
Brush Cutting 484.00
Tax Collector Salary 3,400.00
Motor Vehicle
Permit Fees 1,563.00
Head Tax Commission 422.22
Vital Statistics Fees 213.75








Police Duty at Polls 10.00
Selectman 400.00
















Delivery of Surplus Foods 50.00




Clerical Work Assistance 117.50
Ballot Clerk 60.01
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Naro, Henry L., Jr.










Police Duty at Polls 25.00
Fire Department 150.00












Supervisor of Check List 50.00
Special Police 493.75
Police Duty at Polls 12.50
Selectman 400.00




Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
Special Ballot Clerk 7.50


















































(a) Forest and Brush Fire Pay
(b) Individuals receiving less than $50.00
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THE YEAR 1960
To the citizens of the Town of Hudson:
This is 1961, a year which should be quite interesting. We need
new equipment for the Highway and Fire Departments, an addi-
tional Police Officer and another laborer for the Highway Depart-
ment. VVe must also proceed with our sewage disposal problem with-
out delay. All of these, we hope, can be accomplished with only a
slight increase in tax rate.
We have spent many hours in reviewing the assessment records.
Approximately one hundred, which we felt were low even though
they had had no improvements, were raised. You will find else-
where in this report a record of all of the property valuations pub-
lished for your inspection.
We welcome the expansion of the former Ruge Associates,
Inc. which is now known as the RdF Corporation, The Daw
Tire and Supply Coixipany, Inc. and Contact, Inc., which are the
largest of our new enterprises, however sincere welcome is also ex-
tended to several smaller businesses which have developed in Town
this year.
Our Relief expense took a decided jump in 1960. Two new
cases were added to our list this year which involved large hospital
bills. One was in excess of $2000. The doctors donated their services
in both cases. Also, Old Age Assistance was nearly doubled from
$4,259.00 in 1959 to $7,648.00 in 1960. Hudson is one of the four
towns in Hillsborough County which took advantage of the Sur-
plus Food Distribution and we delivered foods to approximately
twenty-five families during the year.
We contacted the State Tax Commission for excess expendi-
tures of $7,900. to cover over-expenditures of Relief and Election
and Registration, but it was found that, of this amount, only
$1,618.24 was needed to balance the budget. The change in net
debt is due to the new sewer construction.
The Fire and Police Department reports will give you some
idea of their activities, but we must commend the Police for the
solving of the Benson break and the Fire Department for the ex-
cellent low loss record.
It also should be noticed that calls in both departments for
accident and rescue work are increasing steadily and we are, there-
for, requesting some equipment under the New Equipment Item to
expedite these rescue operations.
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The air compressor, grease gun and power saw were put out to
bid and purchased early in the year. Small items of this nature
should be added each year to increase efficiency and to better main-
tain the heavy equipment.
The Highway Department completed almost all of this year's
projects as well as some which were held over from previous years.
Siu'facing was clone on Musquash, West Windham and Sagamore
Roads, Bond, Blackstone, Vinton, Bruce, Abbott, Chapin, Notting-
ham, Power Streets and Elm Avenue. Also, major work was done
on Canna Path, Bungalow, Stanley, Ridge Avenues and others.
Many more were improved and sealed, besides the repair of the
streets which were torn up where sewer pipe was installed.
The Civil Defense Organization is growing steadily. The
musses are all organized and can be contacted readily. We are now
working on the project of an emergency hospital with a minimum
of ten beds, which we hope to have in operation by the end of 1961.
About thirty members of the Fire, Auxiliary Fire, Auxiliary
Police, Engineering and First Aid groups have completed a light
rescue course. It was an excellent course which was taught by Leo
Burgess of Bedford, N. H. W^e hope that this particular knowledge
will never need to be of use, but in this day and age, we must be
prepared.
After nearly thirty months of negotiations with the State and
Federal Civil Defense Organizations, we have at last on order an
emergency Civil Defense warning network which we expect will be
in operation in 1961. Many evenings and weekends have been spent
in running the wire for this and we wish to thank those who gave
so much of their time.
We are still in need of active volunteers for the Fire and Police
Auxiliaries. We should be pleased to receive calls from anyone
who is interested. The Fire Chief and Police Chief may also be
contacted.
Considerable time was also spent with the New Hampshire
Public Works Department, City of Nashua Officials and our Plan-
ning Board relative to traffic flow in and near the bridge. We all
feel that a new bridge is needed, although not quite as close to the
present one as proposed. We also disapprove of the one-way traffic
flow at the bridge which would necessitate the elimination of some
of the present business buildings. We are working on another plan
that, we feel, would mean considerable less tax loss as well as better
flow and control of traffic.
We wish to express our deep appreciation to all those who have
assisted us in offices, on committees, as employees of the various de-




An Ordinance Relating To The Use Of
Dynamite And Other Explosives
Be it ordained and enacted by the Selectmen of the Town of
Hudson, New Hampshire:
Section 1. That no person within the Town of Hudson shall
engage in the use of dynamite or other explosives, excepting gun-
powder, without first obtaining a permit from the Board of
Selectmen.
Section 2. That any person applying for such permit shall
file with the office of the Selectmen a copy of a liability insurance
policy, issued by some insurance company authorized to do business
in New Hampshire, in an amount of not less than $10,000. property
damage and not less than $100,000. personal injury coverage. Such
liability policy must extend coverage to the applicant for damage
or injury sustained in the course of using dynamite or other
explosiv^es.
Section 3. After obtaining such license the applicant shall
seasonably notify all persons within five hundred (500) feet of the
proposed site where such explosives are to be used, that the blasting
is to take place. All roads within five hundred (500) feet of the
proposed blasting site shall be suitably posted with signs and /or
road guards.
Section 4. That any person violating this ordinance shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be subject to a fine of not less
than $10.00, and each day that this ordinance is violated shall con-
stitute a separate ofTense.
Section 5. That this ordinance shall take effect and be in
force from and after May 16, 1960.
Passed and approved by the Board of Selectmen this 16th day of
May, 1960.
ROBERT C. LYNCH
FRANK A. NUTTING, JR.
LAURENT S. BRAULT




An Ordinance Regulating The Parking
Of Vehicles On Connell And Water Streets
Be it ordained by the Board of Selectmen for the Town of Hudson,
New Hampshire:
( 1 ) The parking of motor vehicles or other vehicles shall not be
permitted on the SOUTHERLY SIDE OF CONNELL AND
WATER STREETS FROM THEIR INTERSECTION OF LI-
BRARY STREET to a point 500 feet easterly.
(2) Any person parking a vehicle in the above restricted areas
shall be subject to a fine not to exceed five dollars ($5.00) and
costs.
This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Filed March 17, 1960
John E. Baker, Town Clerk
ROBERT C. LYNCH





Your Planning Board submits the following report for the
year of 1960:
The board reorganized early in the year with a new chairman
and clerk. Meetings were scheduled for the last Tuesday in the
month at 7:30 P. M., to be held at the office of the Selectmen.
A new pamphlet on the Zoning and Subdivision regulations of
the Town were published, and can be purchased at the Selectmen's
office or from the Building Inspector. .Anyone planning to build or
sub-divide should have a copy.
Many new sub-divisions were submitted this year, showing the
board that long range planning must be very carefully considered.
Members of the Planning Board were in Concord with the
Selectmen, Town Representatives, and the Town Road Agent to
hear the preliminary report or survey on the need for a bridge or
bridges to Nashua. We were very much dissatisfied with the report
as given to us. We felt that it was lacking in the total understanding
of the situation.
A bridge is needed immediately for the future development of
the town and its lack is very seriously hampering our growth right
now. We are going along with Nashua in asking for a Bridge as
soon as possible regardless of where it is located.
Your board realizes the need for better approaches to the Tay-
lor's Falls Bridge and are looking into the feasability of rotaries, one




POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1960
Your Police Department has had one of the busiest years since
the Town has been incorporated. As you people realize, the Town is
growing larger, more people are moving in and more streets are
being added, which have to be patrolled. The number of complaints
and investigations have grown by leaps and bounds. However,
your Police Department has operated with the same personnel and
has not grown with the Town. Two additional police officers are
needed to take care of the additional load.
Complaints registered 4014
Property and money recovered $23,011.17
Accidents reported and investigated 272
Breaks reported 19
BREAKS CLEARED UP 16
Two car accidents with damage over $50 or personal injury 119
One car accidents with damage over $50 or personal injury 36
Three car accidents with damage over $50 or personal injury 2
Accidents involving utility poles 10
Accidents involving deer 2
Accidents involving trees 2
Accidents involving motorcycles 2
Accidents involving bicycles 2
Accidents with damage under $50 and no personal injury 97
There were three fatalities and fifty-nine persons injured in the
above accidents.
There were 166 persons arrested and convicted for the follow-
ing violations:
Armed robbery 3
Accessory before robbery 1
Accessory after robbery 1
Speeding 96
Hit and run accidents 2
Stop sign violations 6
Careless and negligent operation 8
Center line violation 1
1




Operating after revocation of plates 2
Passing red light 2
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Operating without a license 3
Left wheel to curb 1
Assault and battery 2
False pretenses 2
Operating while under the influence 4
Drunk 2
Unregistered trailer 1
No safety chain on trailer 1
Lascivious act 1
Malicious destruction 2
Passing on curve 1
Shooting too close to buildings 2
Unnecessary noise 1
Concealing mortgage property 2
Contributing to delinquency of a minor 1
Allowing improper person to operate a car 1
Number of cases in Juvenile Court 4
Persons transported to State Hospital 4
Persons transported to Hillsborough County Jail 8
Persons transported to Hillsborough County Farm 3
Persons transported to Industrial School 2
Number of times assistance given to other Police Departments 221
Number of times assisted by other Police Departments 233
Homes checked for persons on vacation 327
Street lights reported out to Public Service Co. 191
Doors found unlocked and owners notified 52
Windows secured and owners notified 33
Stolen cars recovered 11
Bikes recovered 29
Lost children located 43
Emergencv runs to hospitals in cruiser 35
Emergency runs to hospitals in CHIEF'S PRIVATE CAR 1
1
Emergency runs to hospitals in ambulance 53
Persons questioned 331
Motor vehicles checked which were left on highway 61
Warnings issued for minor infractions 234
Bikes registered and scotch-reflectorized tape issued 448
Dogs taken care of by Humane Society and Police Department 98
SAFETY SIGNS WERE POSTED ON SEVERAL STREETS
AND ROADS
WE ALSO MARKED MANY STREETS AND ROADS
WITH LINES AND ASSISTED THE STATE IN MARKING
OTHERS
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In this report to you, the Town's People, I have previously re-
ferred to the growth of the Town. This, in many ways, causes a tre-
mendous increase in the work load of the Police Department. As
the population and the number of homes increases, the complaints,
accidents, larcenies and housebreaks increase. As new streets are
added and roads improved the number of traffic accidents multiply
and the need for additional patrolling arises. The nightly check of
all business establishments is a worthwhile, but time consuming, job
and as each new company is added these hours are augmented.
Each year more and more of my time is being taken up in in-
vestigations and prosecuting cases which leaves very little time for
the routine patrolling and checking of property. If the additional
officers on a regular schedule are not put on this year, the services of
the Police Department cannot be maintained adequately.
Regular meetings have been held at the Police Station and the
Special and Auxiliary Officers have ben receiving instructions in all
phases of police work such as, accident investigation, criminal in-
vestigation, the handling of firearms, taking photographs of crime
scenes and accidents, instruction in prevention of accidents and
crime, first aid and all phases of police work so that they will be
better prepared to protect and assist in any emergency. All this in-
struction is given to these men by your department without any cost
to you, the public. The officers give their time so that they will be
better prepared to serve you.
HUDSON POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Andrew J. Polak
Auxiliary officers are:
Edward G. McLavey, Edgar Trudeau, Norman Vallerand,
Maurice R. French, Ernest McCoy, Joseph E. Richard, Donald A.
Merrill, Maurice J. Levesque, Gilbert E. Latulippe, Stuart Groves,
Raymond Landry, Roland A. Bossie, Jr., Robert Dean, John E.
Winslow, Arthur Kashulines, Carl F. Anderson, Sr., Omer Lecleix,
Raymond Boisvert and Harold M. Bothwick.
All of the Officers and Auxiliary personnel are to be commend-
ed for their participation in the Civil Defense Drills that were held
in our Town. The turnout of both units w^as very good and I want
to thank them for taking so much interest in these drills.
CHIEF ANDREW J. POLAK
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THE BENSON WILD ANIMAL FARM ROBBERY
On the 13th of July of 1959 at 3:55 in the morning I was
awakened by the ringing of the phone. It was a call from the
Nashua Police Department stating that they had received a report
from a telephone operator that someone had called her saying there
had been a robbery at the Benson Animal Farm.
Little did I realize that this call meant the start of an investiga-
tion into one of the largest robberies in the history of this state and
would last eight months.
Moments later when I arrived on the scene, I found the watch-
man, Charles Pelkey, covered with blood, staggering around in a
dazed condition and in great pain. I gently put him into the cruiser
with the aid of Joseph Acaris, the animal trainer, and rushed him to
the hospital, where he remained for some days in a very serious
condition.
xA.n emergency call was put through to the State Police notify-
ing them of the robbery and asked them to alert their cruisers to be
on the lookout for three men who had been responsible for the rob-
bery. They were told to use extreme caution as the men were armed
and dangerous. The State Police sent a man down to assist me in
the investigation.
I also notified the agent of the FBI who lives in Hudson of the
robbery and he sent an agent to assist me.
After we had searched the premises for clues and had taken
photos of the scene, we questioned Joseph Acaris, who lived on the
second floor of the building where the robbery had been committed.
It was impossible, at this time, to question Mr. Pelkey due to his
physical condition.
There was very little information that Mr. Acaris could give
us. He stated that he was asleep when he heard Mr. Pelkey cry out.
He thought that some animal had broken loose, so he grabbed a
baseball bat and went downstairs. As he opened the door he was
met by a man with a grotesque rubber mask on who pointed a re-
revolver at him. Mr. Acaris was ordered to turn around and not
look at the man and not to say anything or he would get hurt. Mr.
Acaris saw Mr. Pelkey lying on the floor in a bloody heap, moaning.
He and Mr. Pelkey had their hands and arms bound behind them
and were carried into the office and ordered t© lie down on the floor.
They were ordered to be quiet or they would be killed. One man
with a gun watched them while the other two went into the room
where the safe was kept. The gunman who was watching them
ripped the phones out so that they could not be used.
I'he two bound men could hear the other two bandits working
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in the other room on the safe, but never once did they dare to look
tip.
The bandits worked on the safe for about three hours, but to
the two men who were tied up, it seemed as if it were days, not
knowing whether, after the money was obtained, they would be
beaten up or silenced forever.
One of the robbers came into the room and told the other one
that they were ready to leave as soon as they loaded the equipment
that was used in cutting the safe open. The three robbers then left
with a stern warning to Mr. Pelkey and Mr. Acaris not to move for
one hour or they would be shot.
As soon as the noise had subsided, Mr. Acaris freed his hands
and arms and freed Mr. Pelkey and then went out to the booth in
the yard and told the telephone operator what had happened and
she, in turn, called the Nashua Police, who called us.
The robbers obtained over $23,000 in the robbery.
In our search for clues, we found a bloody sneaker print left by
one of the robbers, which they had overlooked, two blankets and
seven shingle nails. The blankets were used to cover the windows so
that the reflection of the torch that was used to burn the safe would
not be seen from the outside.
The manner in which the crime was engineered led us to believe
that it was pulled by some "professionals" with the aid of someone
on the inside.
We asked for a list of all past and present employees of the
Animal Farm. The very first day of the robbery we picked up Ev-
erett Wacome, as we knew that he had a criminal record and also
had two brothers working at the farm. We wish to state that the
brothers did not have anything to do with the robbery. We interro-
gated Everett for several hours to no avail. An agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation assisted in the interrogation. At this time
we had no evidence of any kind on which to hold him. He was re-
leased with our apologies and returned to his job in Lawrence. Had
we kept him under surveillance, he would have led us to where the
stolen money was hidden that same night, as we later learned that
he went to the hideout where he met his partners in crime, to work
on the safe.
One week later, I received a call from the Haverhill, Massachu-
setts Police. Two of their officers had chased a car for several miles
and lost it. The operator was recognized and was known to be a
"safe" man. The car was located in Methuen. A State Police Of-
ficer and I went to Haverhill where we searched the suspect's car.
We found some steel "shavings" which had been dropped from a
safe. We gathered them into a vacuum cleaner and had them an-
alyzed at the Laboratory in Concord. They proved to be from some
safe, but we never found out from which one.
We interrogated the owner, who had been picked up by the
police, but he was very defiant and denied any participation in the
robbery. He stated that he would not tell us if he knew. We re-
alized that from his actions and manner.
In the meantime our phones rang incessantly. We received
calls from Police Departments, citizens and some from "crackpots".
No matter how minute they seemed, each was thoroughly checked
out.
Treasury Agent, Lester Roche, was assigned to assist me when
it was learned that some guns were stolen in the robbery. Together,
we drove thousands of miles throughout five states, questioned sev-
eral hundred persons, visited a number of prisons, staked out nu-
merous places, only to come home bitterly disappointed after many,
many sleepless nights. Each time we thought we had been spotted,
we changed cars. We used our personal cars as well as those pro-
vided by the Govermnent.
After a very discouraging three months of getting nowhere, we
decided on another angle. Theorizing that this gang may have
pulled other jobs to obtain guns to use on this robbery, we checked
records and found there had been a large gun robbery in Troy, New
Hampshire about six months before the Animal Farm Robbery.
We went to Troy and obtained the numbers of the stolen guns
from the owner of the gun shop. We also contacted the Sheriff's
Departments, the Town Police and the State Police, but they didn't
have anything on it. They didn't know, or have any ideas, who
could have done it.
Our next stop was to the State Police Headquarters in Boston,
where we left them a list of the stolen guns from Hudson and Troy.
We also obtained a list of criminals who were known to use guns and
violence in committing robberies.
When we had exhausted this list of suspects, we decided to
cover the race track with the presumption that possibly the money
stolen in the robbery was being gambled there. With the co-opera-
tion of the track police, we obtained the description of a man we
suspected as one of the robbers. Plans were made to keep this man
under surveillance from that day on. He frequented the race track
and bet large sums of money. We practically liv-ed with this suspect
for over a month without his knowing that he was being shadowed.
He was finally apprehended, but not until we had enough evidence
to stand up in court and get a conviction as one of the robbers.
Then we received a call from a Maine Sheriff that two guns
whicJi had been stolen from the gunstore in Troy, N. H. had turned
up there. Through the wonderful cooperation of the Sheriff, we ob-
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THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN IN CONNECTION WITH
THE BENSON ANIMAL FARM ROBBERY
1 . What was left of the safe after the robbers got through with it.
3. Photo showing the telephone ripped from the wall, the ad-
hesive tape used to tie the watchman and animal trainer and
the bloodstained pillows that the men laid on as the safe was
being cut up in the next room.
7. Treasury men watching and assisting in locating the safe.
8. Chief examining cash boxes that were buried with the safe.
10. Guns are found inside of the safe. These guns were one of the
main items that we needed to convict the men in the robbery
as we had the serial numbers and they checked with the num-
bers on the guns after they were dug out of the mud in the
swamp on the Pelham and Methuen line.
1 1
.
Another photo of guns as they were taken out of the muddy
safe.









tained the auto registration number of a man who had sold the guns
in Maine. He was from Tewksbury, Mass. We went to Tewksbury
and interrogated this man who stated that he had purchased the
guns from a man he knew as "Whitey".
The name "Whitey" was not new to us. We knew that Everett
Wacome was also known as "Whitey."
A quick decision was made to raid the home of Everett Wa-
come. With the cooperation of the Dracut and Massachusetts State
Police, we staged a raid on Wacome's home. A large truck was
needed to cart out the many items that were found in his home. In
checking our list of stolen articles, we observed that a number of the
items answered the description of those stolen from homes in Hud-
son. As a result of this raid, seven breaks were cleaned up in Hudson,
Although Everett Wacome was picked up for violation of parole
and returned to the Walpole State Prison, he insisted that all the
articles that were in his home had been given to him.
How little people realize what a tough job it is to have a well
known criminal, who has spent many years of his life in prisons,
admit his participation in a crime, especially a crime of the nature
of the Benson Animal Farm robbery.
Several more guns ^vhich had been stolen in Troy turned up in
different parts of Massachusetts, but still nothing on the guns that
had been stolen from Benson's.
During one of our many meetings in which we were continually
sifting our information to see if we had overlooked anything, we
finally decided that we had sufficient evidence on our main suspect,
so that if shown, he might break down and tell us all we wanted to
know about the robbery. It was not difficult to pick him up as we
had him under surveillance. We had also received a tip from an in-
formant that our suspect was planning to leave for parts unknown.
Two Treasury Agents, two Lowell Inspectors and I converged on his
home. On February 12th, almost eight months to the day that the
robbery had been committed, Russell J. Bixby was taken into cus-
tody. He was taken to the Lowell Police Department Headquarters
for interrogation. He was questioned until midnight from the time
he had been arrested at 5:30 P. M. At midnight we asked him if he
wanted something to eat and he said that he would like a cup of
coffee. The six of us went out and had some coffee and a sandwich.
Due to the number of interruptions at the Lowell Police Headquar-
ters we decided to have Mr. Bixby accompany us to the Lowell Of-
fice of the Treasury Agents. Questioning was resumed and when we
proved to Russell Bixby what we had and the amount of money
that had been stolen, he finally, at 5:00 o'clock in the morning of
the 13th of February, stated that he would take us to where the safe
and guns, which had been stolen from the Animal Farm, were
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buried.
No one will ever realize, or know, what a feeling one experi-
ences when, after months and months of nerve-wracking work, al-
most to the point of exhaustion, you reach the conclusion, the
climax.
It was a very tired group of officers who got into two cars, and
with Russell Bixby directing us, went to the hideout of the safe and
guns.
No living persons, other than the ones who had buried it, could
ever have found the spot. We then returned Mr. Bixby to the Treas-
ury Agents' office and obtained a four-page written and signed state-
ment from him implicating two other men. We lodged him at the
Lowell Police Station and then went back to where the safe was
hidden. After looking the scene over we decided that we needed a
pump to draw the water off so that we could get at the safe. We
located a man with a pump who was sworn to secrecy. After hours
of pumping the water we had to remove a large stone which weighed
in the vicinity of 300 pounds that had been put over the spot where
the safe was buried. We dug in mud and muck and about three feet
down we located the cash boxes and the safe. It was very well
concealed.
I believe this was one of the greatest thrills of my life, and in the
lives of the Treasury Agents, when we finally had the safe uncovered
and found the three missing guns inside. We knew and were posi-
tive then, that we had all the proof needed for a conviction in our
courts.
Our job was still a long way from being completed. Two men
were in custody and an alarm was sent out for the third. Although
the Treasury Department sent out word immediately to Chicago,
where we knew Michael Rodziewicz was believed to be residing, he
had already fled, leaving behind his wife and two children.
As time went on, we traced every lead we had in trying to locate
him, but to no avail. We visited with Mr. Bixby and with Mr. Wa-
come, but they could not, or would not, furnish us with anything
about Mr. Rodziewicz.
Michael Rodziewicz was finally apprehended in Florida.
I can now say these three men were responsible for a large
number of robberies and breaks. All of the information we ob-
tained relative to any breaks or robberies was given to the city or
town where they had been committed.
You may have heard, or read, that there is honor among
thieves. There is no such thing. One member of the gang kept
nearly $16,000. of the loot and the other two received approximate-
ly $4,000 each. Convincing one of the robbers that there was about
$23,000. stolen was one of the things that finally persuaded him to
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tell us all about the robbery.
About eight months had elapsed between the day of that gory
crime and the final solution. The final chapter to this crime will be
written vvdien these three men, plus two others, who were involved,
are brought before our courts and sentenced to prison where they
rightly belong.
Once again persistance and perseverance paid off.
Many details and names have been omitted to protect our wit-
nesses and sources of information.
We were very much pleased to learn that the Nashua Tele-
graph and the Radio Station WSMN called this story of the solu-
tion of the Benson Wild Animal Farm Robbery, one of the most im-
portant events which occurred in 1960.
We wish to state now that on January 11, 1961 indictments
were returned against Michael Rodziewicz, Everett Wacome and
Russell Bixby as the man who committed the robbery and indict-
ments against Alexander Zeogas as an accessory before and after the
robbery. One other secret indictment has been returned against one
other man who was involved after the fact of the robbery.
I want to personally thank every one who assisted us in any
way to tlie final solution of this vicious crime. The different police
departments, treasury agents, citizens and especially my dear wife
who really did a wonderful job in taking down information from
the public and for the patience she had with me, when many times
Treasury Agent Roche and I would come in at daybreak for a cup
of coffee, get a couple of hours rest and start out again.
CHIEF ANDREW J. POLAK
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Venereal (Out of Town) 1











Cases of water polution investigated 12
Homes inspected for Boarding Home Licenses 44
We are still having trouble with some persons who insist on
transporting rubbish to the dump without its being covered. We
have warned them and the majority have cooperated with us. We
do not want to get "tough" with these violators but they are leaving
us with no alternative but to give them a summons into court, if they
persist in this practice.
GIVE US YOUR COOPERATION. THIS IS YOUR TOWN
AND IT IS YOUR MONEY WHICH IS SPENT TO CLEAN UP
THE MESS THAT YOU LEAVE WHEN YOU FAIL TO






RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT FOR 1961
The Hudson Playground was opened to boys and girls from
June 27th through August 26th, under the supervision of playground
instructors Mary-Ellen Packor and Larry Kleiner. Craft program
was under the direction of Mrs. Mildred Boulanger. Over 400 chil-
dren participated during the season.
Special events were bicycle and doll parade, field day, treasure
hunt, tournaments and a cook-out.
We would like to thank the following who donated food and
helped to make the cook-out such a success: Hudson Super Market,
Roland's White Cross Store, 20th Century Store, Ray Lefebvre's
CJlover Farm Store, Joe's Variety, Moore's General Store, The
Meadows, and Edgar Trudeau for Nashua Bottling Works.
The comuiiittee with the assistance of Lester Gove, organized
the Little League of Hudson. There were four teams, creating an
In-Town League consisting of St. John's Men's Club, Lions Club,
Philip Lamoy-Roland Abbott, Rodgers Brothers-French Agency and
Hudson American Legion. The Lions Club team were the cham-
pions of the season.
Babe Ruth team was entered into the Inter-State League, con-
sisting of Dracut, Tyngsboro and Hudson.
The craft program was held three times each week for eight
weeks and attendance was at times over 100 in one day, so the group
was divided into two age groups and was the best attended craft
program we have had. Several new items were made during the
season.
More groups have been using the Youth Center and we hope,
with added improvements during the coming year, that more groups
will enjoy the facilities.
We are still receiving many requests for a tennis court and we




BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT 1960
Permits issued 184
Alterations 13
Single family dwellings 63
Two family dwellings 1
Houses moved 1
Greenhouse 1
Club House (Fish & Game) 1
Breezeways 9
Garages (single) 28
Garages (2 car) 2
Garages (4 car) 2
Garages moved 2
Public Garage & Filling Station 1
Junk Yards (issued before March 8) 2
Additions (such as extra rooms) 19
Road side stands 1





Gasoline Storage Tank -1
Sign permits 2











FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1960
Building Fires 38
Brush, Grass and Incinerator Fires 30
Dump Fires 13
Automobile Fires 19
First Aid and Emergency Calls 20
Out-of-Town Alarms 6
False Alarms 4
Smoke Scares, Honest Mistakes & Wrong Locations 6
Total Alarms 136
Fire Permits Issued 430
Oil Burner Installations Inspected 74
Homes Inspected for Welfare Children 1
1
Value of Property and Contents Exposed by Fire $403,600
Property and Contents Damaged by Fire 58,028
Insurance Paid on Damage 55,971
Loss 2,057
1 take pride in presenting a record like this for the Fire De-
partment. It should prove to you, the Town's People, that the
Firemen are ready and well-trained for their work. I also wish to ex-
press my appreciation for your excellent cooperation throughout
the year, which also helped in establishing this fine record. May we
continue- to make every effort to reduce fires in the coming year.
NO OPEN FIRES are permitted without a FIRE PERMIT.
Permits may be obtained by calling:
Chief Campbell TU 2-3993
Deputy Fuller 2-2747 or 2-0801
Captain Gallagher 3-8350
FOR FIRE CALL ONLY 3-7707
For Information PLEASE do NOT call on Fire Phone^Call 3-3161
For RESUSGITATOR call 3-7707 FIRE DEPARTMENT
3-5508 POLICE DEPARTMENT
Respectfully Submitted
CHIEF OSCAR P. CAMPBELL
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PREVENTION IS YOUR BUSINESS
Carelessness, HUMAN CARELESSNESS, causes 9 out of 10
forest fires. Each year 200,000 fires burn over 30 million acres in
the United States. This represents 5 percent of our nation's wood-
lands being wasted each year. Every fire takes its toll. Floods fol-
low; stream flow is affected; timber, buildings, grazing and wildlife
are destroyed—all because MANY are CARELESS with fire in and
near woodland. This can be remedied. YOU can put an end to this
shameful waste! PREVENTION is YOUR business!
YOU, whether YOU be a farmer, homemaker, business or pro-
fessional man or woman, municipal, state or federal official, clerk
or woodsman can play an important part in the continviing and
vital prevention program.
First—by setting a good example YOURSELF—being sensible
and complying with the necessary laws and regulations governing
the use of fire in and near woodlands.
Second—by using YOUR individual influence in your com-
munity and valued council with others in insisting and encouraging
them to do likewise.
The following simple rules may be used as a guide both for
YOU and for them.
L Before burning, secure a permit from your local forest fire
warden—the law requires it.
2. Be sure to properly supervise your burning—don't leave it.
3. Make certain your fire, camp or debris, is DEAD OUT before
leaving it.
4. Don't throw down lighted matches, cigars and cigarettes or from
moving vehicles—make sure they are out—use your ash tray.
5. Don't burn at home—use your town dump and save yourself
much possible difficulty, both personal and financial.
Number of local fires, 30
Number of acres burned, 2/2





































Association Dues and Expenses
Stamps
Safe Deposit Vault








































$ 6,910.00 $ 7,400.13 $ 7,916.00


















































Bicycle Expense & Scotch-lite Tape
Commitments & Warrants




















































Salaries, including Oil Burner Insp. $ 4,675.00 $ 4,400.00 $ 4,975.00
Supplies, including Fire Prevention 400.00 313.12 450.00
Repairs 462.50 134.66 400.00
Gas & Oil 200.00 164.52 160.00
Radio Maintenance 673.50 857.52 273.00
Electricity 675.00 709.44 700.00
Telephone 380.00 382.60 385.00
Telephone Answering 200.00 200.00 200.00
Heat 650.00 639.37 650.00
Water 24.00 24.00 24.00
Insurance 1,365.00 1,458.08 1,525.00
Water Holes 400.00 205.50 400.00
Brush Fires 400.00 189.74 400.00
Personnel Equipment 150.00 369.40 350.00
Building Maintenance 375.00 374.38 350.00
Fire Alarm 500.00 584.48 500.00
New Equipment 1,970.00 1,932.24 1,758.00
Totals $13,500.00 $][2,939.05 $13,500.00
RETIREMENT & PENSIONS
Social Security $ 1,500.00 $ 1,441.85 $ 1,500.00
E. R. S. 900.00 1,007.24 700.0J
Police Retirement 500.00 300.04 250.00











Blue Cross, Blue Shield











Dog Officer Salary $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $. 200.00
J. E. Baker, Fees 70.00 78.20 80.00
Dog tags and books 50.00 61.25 62.00
N. H. Humane Society 55.00 71.00 75.00
Dog Damages 25.00 53.50 50.00





Payroll $29,500.00 $30,366.59 $32,000.00
Supplies 740.00 1,182.74 900.00
Repairs 3,500.00 4,252.80 3.200.00
Gasoline 4,200.00 4.642.06 4.300.00
Oil, Grease, etc. 600.00 580.78 600.00
Tires 1,570.00 1.803.12 3,000.00
Tarvia 12,000.00 9,603.76 11,000.00
Plant Maintenance (chimney
fire door $100., miscellaneous $75.) 200.00 33.87 375.00
Brush Cutting 500.00 488.00 500.00
Dynamite & Caps 200.00 147.00
Drain Pipe 700.00 804.05 800.00
Grates & Frames (24 sets @ $15. ea.) 300.00 806.40 360.00
Electricity 120.00 128.20 130.00
Telephone 246.00 279.55 280.00
Heat 1.300.00 1,215.00 1.200.00
Water 24.00 25.80 26.00
Insurance 1,900.00 1,851.62 2,222.00
Salt & Calcium Chloride (240 ton @
$15.25/ton) 3.100.00 3,187.89 3.660.00
Stone 3.000.00 2,944.75 3.000.00
Gravel 1,500.00 1,672.90 1.500.00
Surveying & Bounds 300.00 161.60 300.00
Grader & Plow Blades 500.00 1.081.50 400.00
Chain Saw 19.00
Posts 123.00 100.00
Diesel Oil Pump 40.00
Glasses 36.00
Bulldozer 72.00



































Salaries $ 751.00 $ 737.50 $ 875.00
Boys' Supervisor^— 10 weeks





Gas (Heat - Youth Center)
Insurance (Playground & Youth Center)
Raking, Mowing, Cleaning Playground
Craft Materials
Repairs & Painting Equipment
Supplies
Electrical Work at Youth Center

















Paint Flag Poles, Hudson Center &
Hills Park
Improvements (Flag Pole cable)
Gas, Oil, Misc. Repairs



















































































































$ 800.00 $ 1,927.43 $ 1,025.00
DAMAGES AND LEGAL
$ 1,500.00 $ 574.35 $ 500.00
500.00 564.30 500.00


















$ 6,218.00 $ 6,264.38 $ 7,839.00
BONDS
$ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00
5,000.00 5.000.00 *6,000.00
*3,000.00
Totals $ 7,000.00 $ 7,000.00 $11,000.00
^Recovered in income from Sewer, approximately $9,700.00
NEW EQUIPMEiNT
Police Cruiser $ 1,810.00 $ 1,810.00 $ 1,600.00
Air Compressor, Grease
Gun & Chain Saw 900.00 880.88




Street Tax Revenue Town Cost T.R.A
Chatham $ 2,400.00 $ 290.00 $
Thorning 2,000.00 625.00
Linda 2,100.00 1,020.00
Deny Lane—School Bus 500.00 580.00
Moody 1,500.00 500.00 860.00
Easy 1,050.00 300.00
Musquash 2,600.00
Steele Rd. Half way 1,820.00
Cowing 1,320.00
W. Windham 1,160.00




Payroll $ 1,300.00 $ 1.354.69 $ 1,300.00
Pipe 208.00 459.10 200.00
Cement, Mortar, Blocks 60.00 88.00
Covers & Rings @ $33. 90.00 100.00
Backhoe 200.00 21.00 200.00
.Supplies & Maintenance 42.00 280.95 100.00
Electricity - Pumping Stations 360.00 378.10 400.00
Insurance 40.00 8.38 12.00
Engineer's Service 16.00
Totals $ 2,300.00 $ 2,518.22 $ 2,400.00
HEALTH, DUMP & GARBAGE REMOVAL
Garbage Removal Contract $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
Health Officer's Salary 200.00 200.00 200.00
Dump:
Payroll, Highway 600.00 732.16 750.00
Supplies 15.00 15.22 20.00
Gravel 10.00 20.00
Diesel Oil & Gas 40.00 40.00 50.00
Insurance 20.00 25.12 25.00
Dozer 100.00 24.00 200.00




. T 2,200.00.T 2,166.50 "$" 2,600.00
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire





Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and
audit of the accounts of the Town of Hudson which was made by
this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town. This audit
covered the twelve months period from July 31, 1959 to July 31,
1960. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report
which is made in two sections as follows:
Section I—Fiscal Year Ended Deceniber 31, 1959
Section II—Period January 1st to July 31st, 1960
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town
Clerk, Road Agent, Trustees of Trust Funds, Police Chief ( Payroll
Account), Hills Memorial Library and Hills Farm Cemetery Ac-
count.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets: December 31, 1958—
December 31, 1959: (Exhibit A-1)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1958 and De-
cember 31, 1959, are presented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein
the Net Debt decreased by $8,781.40 in 1959.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition during the year
is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change in-
dicated therein. These were as follows:
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Decrease in Net Debt
Bonds Paid $7,000.00
Long Term Notes Paid 7,100.00
Increase of Cash in Hands of Town Officials 1,679.94
$15,779.94
Increase in Net Debt
Decrease in Accounts Receivable $ 774.54
Tax laens Transfened to Tax Deeds 1,571.62
Net Budget Deficit 4,652.38
6,998.54
Net Decrease $8,781.40
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures
—
Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1959, are presented in Exhibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by the
budget summary (Exhibit A-4), a net overdraft of appropriations
of $12,019.97, less a revenue surplus of $7,367.59, resulted in a net
budget deficit of $4,652.38.
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-1)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 1959, made up in accordance with the uni-
form classification of accounts, is included in exhibit B-1. Proof of
the Treasurer's balance as of Julv 31, 1960, is indicated in Exhibit
K.
Statement of Long Term Indebtedness: (Exhibit J)
A statement of outstanding long term indebtedness as of De-
cember 31, 1959, showing annual debt service requirements, is con-




The current deficit (excess of current liabilities over total as-
sets ) increased from $4,543.65 to $9,862.25, during 1959, as shown
by the follovidng statement:
Dec. 31, 1958 Dec. 31, 1959
Total Assets $142,511.20 $191,945.91
Current Liabilities 147,054.85 201,808.16
Current (Deficit) . ($ 4,543.65) ($ 9,862.25)
Appropriation Overdrafts and
Application of Municipal Budget Law:
It is noted that in the fiscal year ended December 31, 1959,
there was a net overdraft of appropriations amounting to $12,019.97.
In other words, total expenditures exceeded total appropriations by
this amount as indicated herewith:
Overdrafts of Appropriations $15,294.03
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations 3,274.06
Net Overdraft of Appropriations $12,019.97
It may be stated, however, that included in this amount was an
overdraft in the "overlay" account which aixiounted to $3,652.46.
Inasmuch as the amount which is raised for "overlay" is determined
by the Selectmen rather than appropriated by the town meeting, it
is not strictly speaking an appropriation account. Therefore, the
actual net overdraft of budgetary appropriations would be as fol-
lows:
Net Overdraft of Appropriations $12,019.97
Less: Overdraft in Overlav Account 3.652.46
Actual Net Overdraft of Budgetary Appropriations $8,367.51
In accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Budget
Law, RSA, Chapter 32, application was made to the Tax Commis-
sion by the Board of Selectmen, with the approval of the Budget
Committee, for a certificate of emergency authorizing the excess
of expenditures over budgetary appropriations. A certificate author-
izing the Board of Selectmen to exceed appropriations was issued by
the Tax Commission on January 4, 1960.
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Sewer Entrance Fees:
Individual ledger cards should be maintained for each property
owner requesting connection to the town sewer system. The account
should be debited for the cost at the completion of the entrance and
credited for payments made. In this way the status of each account
and the total amount of accounts receivable may be readily ascer-
tained at all times.
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require
that this report or the summary of findings and recommendations
(letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next annual report
of the Town.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Hudson
for their assistance durina: the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor





TRUSTEES, TREASURER AND LIBRARIAN
for the twelve months period ending
December 31, 1960
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
RICHARD M. BURNS Term expires March 1961
CHARLES C. PARKER Term expires March 1962








Treasurer's Report — January 1, 1961
Receipts




Misc. receipts (payment for lost book) 1.00
Sale of books 26.78







Social Security payments 88.26
Library supplies 3L04
Janitor supplies 12.31






Pd. for 1 lost book to State Library 2.95
Dues to State Library 7.00
Stamps and post cards 13.36
Bank charges 6.93
Total expenses $ 3,505.38
Book Expense by Company
Americana Corporation (Encyclopedia)







Total for books and magazines $ 968.70
Summary
Totar receipts for 1960 $ 4,729.12









Cash on hand January 1, 1961 $ 1,223.74
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Books Donated in 1960
MEMORIAL BOOKS
Holy Bible — Gift of Fortnightly Club in memory of
Mrs. Annie Campbell
History of Music — Gift of Fortnightly Club in memory of
Miss Marion I. Joy
My Three Years with Eisenhower — Gift of Effie May Winn
in memory of Frank A. Winn
Not Peace but a Sword— Gift of Effie May Winn in memory of
Lillian Stebbins Winn
Year and Our Children — Gift of St. John the Evangelist
Women's Guild in memory of deceased members.
OTHER GIFTS
Creative Crafts for Everyone — Gift of Sunset Club
Newgolds Guide to Modern Hobbies, Arts and Crafts — Gift of
Sunset Club
8 books of literature — classics, Gift of Archie Slawsby Co.
Juliette Low— Gift of Girl Scout Troop No. 32
Dramatics and Ceremonies (Girl Scouts) — Gift of Girl Scout
Troop No. 32
Our library continues to serve the people of Hudson. We have
added over two hundred new borrowers this year. Books of all kinds
and for all ages are in constant demand but the juvenile books are
particularly popular. We have cooperated with the schools and pur-
chased helpful educational and research books whenever our budget
permitted. We now have 1448 borrowers, so you can readily under-
stand why we need to purchase as many books as possible. Our
librarian makes constant use of the State Library loaning service and
the Bookmobile.
The basement room is used by the Girl Scouts, the Hudson
Fortnightly Club and the Camera Club regularly and other town
groups upon demand. If you wish to use this room please contact
Mr. Richard Burns.
The library is yours, please come and use it and get acquainted




Librarian's Report For 1960
Number of books on shelves January 1, 1960 8950
Number of books added by gift 1
7
Number of books added by purchase 366
9,333
Number of books discarded in 1960 77
Number of books on shelves January 1, 1961 9,256
Number of books rebound in 1960 23
Number of books replaced in 1960 3
Number of adult fiction loaned 3792
Number of adult non-fiction loaned 2587
Number of juvenile fiction loaned 4827
Number of juvenile non-fiction loaned 1787
Total number of books loaned in 1960 12,993
Magazines received during 1960 18
Number of borrowers Dec. 31, 1960 1448
Number of new borrowers in 1960 209
Fines collected in 1960 $215.80
Respectfully submitted,
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HUDSON, N. H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1950
Date of Place of 1
Death Death
January 11 Hanovei , N. H
January 23 Nashua, N. H
January 24 Hudson, N. H
February 11 Nashua, N. H
February 17 Nashua, N. H
February 19 Nashua, N. H
March 3 Hudson, N. H
March 6 Nashua, N. H
March 15 Nashua, N. H
April 3 Nashua, N. H
April 7 Nashua, N. H
April 21 Hudson, N. H
April 27 Nashua, N. H
May 14 Hudson, N. H
May 23 Hudson, N. H
fune 1 Hudson, N. H
June 18 Nashua, N. H
June 27 Hudson, N. H
August 5 Hudson, N. H
August 5 Hudson, N. H
August 6 Nashua, N. H
August 8 Nashua, N. H
August 9 Nashua, N. H
August 9 Hudson, N. H
August 18 Hudson, N. H
August 21 Hudson, N. H
August 31 Hudson, N. H
September 20 Nashua, N. H
October 2 Hudson, N. H
October 4 Concord N. H
October 5 Hudson, N. H
October 10 Hudson, N. H i
October 14 Goffstown, N. H. ..
October 19 Rutland, Mass
October 28 Nashua, N. H
October 29 Hudson, N. H
October 30 Hudson, N. H
November 1 Nashua, N. H
November 6 Rocheste r, N. H
November 11 Nashua, N. H
November 15 Nashua, N. H
November 28 Hudson, N. H
November 28 Hudson, N. H
Name Age Place of
Birth
zAlbert Vvdfol 72> Poland
Ida M. Durivage 89 Lowell, Vt.
Anne D. Coldiron 72, Ireland
Albina Morency 71 Manchester, N. H.
Rose A. Ledoux 74 Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Claudia St. Martin 81 Murray Bay, Can.
Lawrence P. Beaulieu 18 das. Nashua, N. H.
Charles F. Keniston . 67 Lowell, Mass.
Martin Kasper 69 Lithuania
Victoria B. Garant .... 56 Fremont, N. H.
Helen Panagoulis 82 Greece
George F. Farley 78 Goffstown, N. H.
Georgianna Venne 76 Warwick, Canada
Elizabeth M. Fuller . 85 Rockport, Mass.
Laura M. Sweetser ... 74 Brighton, Mass.
Mabel P. Marston 79 Boston, Mass.
Delia E. Gendron ..... 65 Canada
Ella D. Smith 100 Oakdale, Mass.
William Yaillancourt 79 St. Pacome, P. Q.
Raymonde B. Ouellette .... 55 Nashua, N. H.
John 0. BuUard, Jr. . 24 Manchester, N. H.
Raymond L. Pelletier 7 das. Nashua, N. H.
Mary E. Pond 80 Ireland
William M. Brown ... 77 E. Princeton, Mass.
Augustin N. Lavoie ... 44 Augusta, Me.
iohn A. Cogswell 72 Boston, Mass.
Tosephine B. Sawyer . 91 Schenectady, N. Y.
Mavbelle R. Williamson .. 59 Newport, Vt.
Ada L. Spalding 71 Nashua, N. H.
Peter Vydfol 48 Nashua, N. H.
L Amedee Paul .... 68 Nashua, N. H.
Julia A. Keniston 81 Concord, N. H.
Stanley Kwiatkowsky 89 Lithuania
William H. Baker 63 Nashua, N. H.
Clarence L. Davis 81 Somersworth, N.H.
Minnie W. Gray 82 Hudson, N. H.
Henry Kiazim ii Goffstown, N. H.
Bronislaw J. Yagielowicz 7i Poland
Hector Bibeau 62 Grafton, Mass.
Scot J. Westbrook .... 2 days Nashua, N. H.
.\ndrew Tubinis 77 Lithuania
Alan Marshall 18 Nashua, N. H.
Rodney Durivage 19 Nashua, N. H.
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December 3 Nashua, N. H Joseph N. Simard .. 55 St. Francis, Can.
December 12 Nashua, N. H Ethel M. Hopwood .. 69 Reeds Ferry, N. H.
December 14 Nashua, N. H Barrie L. Costello 17 das. Nashua, N. H.
December 14 Nashua, N. H William P. Brintnall . 83 New York, N. Y.
December 20 Hudson, N. H James H. Chapman .. 82 Nova Scotia
December 27 Nashua, N. H William H. Harwood ... .. 72 Nashua, N. H.
December 27 Nashua, N. H Joseph Bickley .. 82 Coventry, England
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.





OF THE TOWN OF
HIRE
for the










Term expires March 1961
John P. Lawrence
Term expires March 1962
Paul E. LeClair
Term expires March 1963
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Hud-
son, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the H. O. Smith Auditorium
in said district on the 11th day of March 1961, at one o'clock in
the afternoon, to vote for officers under Articles 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Polls will be open from 1 P. M. to 9 P. M. Action on remaining
Articles will begin at 7 P. M.
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers
or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise and ap-
propriate for the support of schools, for salaries of school district
officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obhgations of
the district, and to authorize the application against said appropria-
ion of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state
foundation aid fund together with other income; the school board
to certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated rev-
enue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the town.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Six Hundred and sixty-two dollars ($662.00) to erect a
chain link fence along the boundaries of the Arthur Shepherd pro-
perty for a distance of approximately 265 feet. Fence to be 5 feet
in height and 9 gage wire (chain link).
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10. By Petition of — Alphonse Smilikis, Clayton Smith, Lau-
rent S. Brault and others: to see if the School District will vote to
instruct the School Board to rent the portions of the Dr. H. O.
Smith School now being used by them in accordance with the con-
ditions of the previous year, to the Hudson Lions Club, Inc., each
Wednesday evening until the next annual school meeting, at a
rental of $25.00 per week.
11. By Petition of — Arthur L. Lougee, Frank Wilson, Ken-
neth Clark, and others: To see if the School District will vote to
convey to St. John the Evangelist Roman Catholic Church, Inc.,
Hudson, N. H., for the sum of One ( 1 ) Dollar and other considera-
tions, a parcel of land situated to the rear of, and adjacent to the
property of St. John the Evangelist School, and bounded approxi-
mately as follows:
Beginning at the northeasterly corner of the present land of
St. John the Evangelist School and extending sixty (60) feet in an
easterly direction along School St., thence in a southerly direction
two hundred (200) feet to the northeasterly corner of Gamache
property, thence in a westerly direction to the junction of Gamache
and St. John the Evangelist School properties: thence in a northerly
direction along the line of St. John the Evangelist School property
to the point of beginning. Said property considered to be essential
to, and to be used in conjunction with an expansion of the St. John
the Evangelist School facilities. In the event that the proposed
expansion is not carried out within a period of ten (10) years, the
above described parcel of land will revert to the Hudson School
District.
12. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.





















Actual Adopted Receipts Board's Committee's
Receipts Budget July 1 to Budget Budget
1959-60 1960-61 Dec. 31, 1960 1961-62 1961-62
Balance, School Lunch $ 5,427.67 $ 3,500.00 $ 2,263.37 $ 3,800.00 $ 3,800.00
State Aid 71,941.31 69,000.00 67,187.43 79,655.40 78,655.40
Federal aid, inc. Vo-Ag Reimb. 2,600.11 3,350.00 1,574.67 2,000.00 2,000.00
Trust funds 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
High school tuition 17,217.14 8,925.00 7,047.68 10,000.00 10,000.00
Elementary school tiution 1,360.00 832.00 664.00 864.00 864.00
Other 3,857.64 3,550.00 1,982.09
Tot. Receipts Other Than
Property Taxes
Raised by Property Taxes
$102,403.87 $ 93,157.00 $ 84,719.24 $100,319.40 $ 99,319.40
$319,111.86 $313,314.16




































Actual Adopted Expenditures Board's Committee's
E.^penditures Budget July 1 to Bud!>;et Budget
1959-60 1960-61 D :c. 31, 1S60 1961-62 1961-62
ADMINISTRATION
Salaries of district officers $ 911.44 $ 899.50 $ 741.76 $ 1,000.50 $ 1,000.50
Siipt.'s salary (local share) 2,186.60 2,312.10 2,312.10 2,356.20 2,356.20
Tax for state wide supervision 2,262.00 2,296.00 2,296.00 2,346.00 2,346.00
Salaries of other administrative
personnel 3,568.00 3,813.49 3,613.49 4,854.92 4,854.92
Supplies and expenses 1,942.44 2,878.65 2,478.47 2,972.18 2,972.18
INSTRUCTION
Teacher's &
principal's salaries 205,945.41 226,589.00 70,727.98 244,330.00 239,330.00
Books and other
instruction aids. 5,155.38 5,312.50 4,321.32 5,980.50 5,980.50
Scholars' supplies 6,631.59 6,562.50 5,692.94 6,977.25 6,977.25
Salaries of clerical assistants 400.00 900.00 344.30 1,000.00 1,000.00
Supplies and other expenses 2,192.80 1,485.75 953.71 4,550.00 4,550.00
OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT
Salaries of custodians 14,150.21 16,825.00 8,030.95 18,925.00 18,925.00
Fuel or heat 7,412.29 9,100.00 2,107.62 8,600.00 8,600.00
Water, light, supplies
and expenses 10,697.79 9,254.56 5,710.48 11,198.93 11,198.93
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
Repairs and replacements 4,845.14 2,440.72 3,758.11 5.804.00 4,364.00
AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES
Health supervision 2,280.00 2,500.00 948.94 3.625.00 3,625.00
Transportation 14,477.54 18,678.00 7,428.27 20.672.40 20.672.40
Tuition 840.00 840.00 125.00 930.00 930.00
Special activities and
special funds 3,993.26 3,674.90 1,425.62 4,372.00 4.372.00
School lunch and special milk 7,432.67 4,000.00 2.263.37 4,500.00 4,500.00
FIXED CHARGES
Retirement & Social
Security 13,940.26 17,738.29 5,074.70 18,883.76 18,526.06
Insurance, treas. bonds
and expenses 3,212.44 3,408.19 4,021.39 3,258.52 3,258.52
TOTAL CURRENT EXP, $314,477.32 $341,509.15 $134,376.52 $377,137.16 $370,339.46
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Lands and new buildings 3,500.00 7,691.29
Additions and improvements 5,909.12 3,500.00 2,101.00 662.00 662.00
New equipment 1,711.45 3,410.00 5,550.27 304.10 304.10
Total Capital Outlav $ 7,620.57 $ 10,410.00 $ 15.342.56 $ 966.10 $ 966.10
DEBT AND INTEREST
Principal of debt 31,000.00 30.000.00 15,000.00 30,000.00 30,000.00
Interest on debt 13,164.00 12,228.00 6,204.00 11,328.00 11.328.00
Total Debt and Interest $ 44,164.00 $ 42,228.00 $ 21,204.00 $ 41,328.00 $ 41,328.00
Total Expenditures
or School Approp. $366,261.89 $394,147.15 $170,923.08 $419,431.26 $412,633.56
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SCHOOL'S SHARE OF TAX DOLLAR
1959 - 1960
;02
REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Early after the organization of the School Board for the past
year, we were faced with the complete re-staffing of the Dr. H. O.
Smith Jr. High School. The principal and all the teachers decided
not to remain with us. In an attempt to maintain some continuity,
Carter Hart, who was a teacher at Alvirne, was transferred to the
principalship of the Dr. H. O. Smith Jr. High School. Mr. Hart
with the new staff, we believe, has clone an outstanding job in
administering the school.
The remedial teacher which was provided for in last year's
budget was not hired until a few weeks ago since no qualified can-
didate was available at the beginning of the season. The program
has now been set up in the Dr. H. O. Smith Addition with approxi-
mately 15 children in the class.
During the past year the 8 room addition to Alvirne and the
Vo-Ag building were formally completed and put into use. This
has enabled the Industrial Arts area to re-organize its program,
taking over the classroom formerly used by the Vo-Ag students, for
teaching of shop math and mechanical drawing.
A contract was let in the fall for the landscaping and hot top-
ping of the area around the new addition and as much of it as was
practical was completed before the cold weather set in and the
balance will be completed in the spring.
A group of interested citizens with mechanical backgrounds
toured the Industrial Arts section of the school with the view to
suggesting what could be done to make the machine tools and
woodworking tools operative. Since the tour, several of the men
have worked eveings repairing and putting the tools in order. The
School Board wishes to express its thanks and the thanks of the
School District for the work that they have done. Much more
remains to be done, however, and a modest amount has been in-
cluded in this year's budget to up-grade this important department
of our school system so that students wishing training in industrial
arts can have a better program.
The Webster School is badly in need of major repairs. Painting
was postponed last year, and it is the feeling of your School Board
that it should not be deferred another year. Certain sections of the
roof must be replaced this year.
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Installation of fire alarm equipment recommended by the fire
safety committee for the Webster School has been very nearly com-
pleted. A fire alarm box has been installed on the exterior of the
school. Horns and fire alarm heads have been installed as recom-
mended in each classroom, closet, and in the boiler room area. The
School Board wishes to thank the members of the Fire Department
and other citizens who installed this equipment at no charge.
The line has been run to Alvirne and the fire alarm box mount-
ed on the pole adjacent to the front walk. This will later be tied in
with the alarm system in the building.
Work at the Dr. H. O. Smith School, which will consist of a
fire alarm box mounted on the exterior of the building and alarm
fieads in the kitchen and boiler room area, has not been started as
yet.
The School District is facing several problems for the future.
With the elementary addition and the Alvirne addition our building
program seems to be adequate for several years in the elementary
area and high school area. The 8 rooms built by St. John the
Evangelist Parish for an elementary parochial school seems to have
taken care of the growth of the elementary school population for
the moment. It does appear, however, that the next problem will
be the Jr. High School area. The parochial school at the moment
does not go beyond the 6th grade and will be transferring its pupils
into our Jr. High School system, therefore, some investigation must
be made as to the best action to take and when we must be ready
for it.
JOHN P. LAWRENCE, Chairman
WILLIAM L. ROBERTS, Clerk
PAUL E. LeCLAIR
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the School District of Hudson.
It is a pleasure to submit my sixth annual report as your Superin-
tendent.
In making my report to you this year I would call your atten-































You will note that the bulge is working its way through the
Junior high school and into the upper grades of the high school. If
the projection table tells us anything it indicates that teacher needs
for grades 1-8 have probably been met as far as numbers are con-
cerned. It is a different story in the high school, however, as the
enrollment increases, class size increases, creating the need for more
teachers. Consequently we find ourselves looking forward to 1961-62
with a need for two additional classroom teachers on the high school
level. One of these teachers would absorb an additional load in For-
eign Language and English while the other would relieve the over-
load in Commercial subjects, an area that has been on the overload
borderline for the past two years. These teachers are a must if we
are to maintain our present program at Alvirne.
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Over the years there has been need for a full time Guidance
person in the Hudson school system. Included in the budget this
year is money for such a person. With the Alvirne enrollment as
large as it is and with the current difficulties Seniors experience in
getting into college, it is vitally important that we have a person who
can give the time and trained counseling toward directing and
guiding our young people into the proper channels. By the way,
we shall receive $1000. from NDEA toward a Guidance persons
salary.
This all costs money, I know, but the boys and girls are there
in the classroom, count them, and it is our (yours, the school board's,
and mine) responsibility to give them the best educational oppor-
tunities we possibly can.
New Teachers
I hope you will take a long look at the following list of new
teachers. An entire new staff in the Junior high school certainly is
not conducive to a stable forward looking program. It takes time
for new teachers to establish themselves and their instructional pro-
gram. While they are doing this the pupils are losing a part of their
educational program that can never be regained. Is this something
you want for your child ? I hope you give it consideration when you
vote on the item of teachers' salaries in your budget.
High School
William Bolos, B.Ed. Plymouth Teachers College 1958 as
teacher of Social Studies to replace Patrick Guimont who resigned.
Richard L. Cotter, B.Ed. Keene Teachers College 1960 as
teacher of Social Studies to replace Carter Hart who became Prin-
cipal of the Junior High School.
Mrs. Jessie E. Middleton, B.S. in Ed., Cortland State Teachers
College in 1945 as teacher of Physical Education to replace Mrs.
Edna Parkinson who resigned to remain at home.
Mrs. Winifred Perry, B.A. University of Illinois 1933, M.A.
Northwestern University 1944, as teacher of General Science to re-
place Bertram Mills who resigned to accept a position in Franklin,
N. H.
Frank C. Pizziferri B.S. Boston University 1960 as teacher of
Social Studies to replace James Harwood who resigned.
James M. Reed, B.Ed. Keene Teachers College 1960 as addi-
tional teacher of Industrial Arts.
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Junior High School
Dalton A. Blodgett, B.Ed. Keene Teachers College 1960, as
teacher of English and Social Studies to replace Mrs. Paula Juris
who resigned to remain at home.
Theodore E. Gladu, B.A. St. Anselms 1955 as teacher of Math-
ematics to replace Mrs. Winona Scruton who resigned to remain at
home.
Lyie Joyce, B.S. Boston University 1960 as teacher of Science
to replace Miss Jeanne Ferland who resigned to accept a position in
the Memorial high school, Manchester.
John A. Katsoupas, B.Ed. Keene Teachers College 1960 as
teacher of Science and Math to replace Roger Terrill who resigned
to accept a position in Milford high school.
Harry J. Murphy, B.S. University of Notre Dame 1959 as
teacher of Social Studies to replace Mrs. Margaret McLane who
resigned to accept a position in Arlington, Virginia.
Mrs. Bobbie Nash, B.S. in Ed. University of Alabama, 1939, as
teacher of English to replace Morton Shea who resigned to accept
a position in Needham, Mass.
Richard P. Quintal, B.S. Boston College 1957 as teacher of
Mathematics to replace Richard Mika who resigned to accept a
position in Derry.
Bruce E. Wallace, B.A. Arcadia University, Nova Scotia 1960
as additional teacher of Social Studies and English.
Theodore Saddic, B.Ed. Plymouth Teachers College January
1961 a teacher of Remedial Class. Mr. Saddic began his duties on
January 30, 1961.
Elementary
Mrs. Lois Malone, B.A. University of Mass. 1958 as teacher of
grade 4 to replace Miss Marjorie Thompson who resigned to be-
come married.
Grade Division Chart
Schooi Grade Division Full Time Teachers
1960-61 '61-62 1960-61 '61-62
Ele. Addition 1-4 12 12 13" 13^'-
Webster 5-6 7 6 7 6
Junior High 7-8 8 8 9 9
Alvirne 9-12 13 15 20 22
40 41 49 50
^^Includes Remedial Reading Teacher
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Repairs and Replacements
The established program of painting two classrooms or their
equivalent has again been carried out in our schools. Whenever
possible minor repairs are done by the custodians themselves. The
summer maintenance work was efficiently carried out by the cus-
todians enabling us to open the school year with fresh, clean class-
rooms. There is a definite need for an outside paint job on the
Webster School while the Dr. H. O. Smith School should be painted
next year if not this. Your School Board is aware of the danger in
allowing this kind of maintenance to build up to where it must all
be done at once.
An item for an additional pupil station in the Home Economics
room is included in the current budget. This is a must if our Home
Ec. program is to come close to meeting the needs of larger classes.
The hot topping around Alvirne has been advantageous and with
the completion of the landscaping in the Spring we shall have an
attractive school in an ideal environment.
School Lunch
The School Lunch programs under Mrs. George Hurd and
her helpers at Dr. H. O. Smith and Mrs. Gladys Canfield and aid
at Alvirne are functioning smoothly and efficiently. A baking oven
has been purchased through the N. H. Distributing Agency (War
Surplus) and will be installed in the Dr. H. O. Smith kitchen this
summer. This should allow for a greater use of surplus foods for
baking purposes and will enhance 'the lunch program just that
much more. These lunch programs are of great benefit to the pupils
and deserve the support of all parents concerned .
Instruction
Paul L. O'Neil, Helping Teacher has been tireless in his efforts
to upgrade instruction. Full time Supervising Principals in the three
larger buildings has aided materially in improving both administra-
tion and instruction. Cooperation between your Superintendent,
Helping Teacher, Principals and teachers has been on a high level
and is greatly appreciated by me. It all adds up to better educational
opportunities for your children. As Mr, O'Neil's report deals in
specifics as to your instructional program I shall say no more.
In closing I wish to express my appreciation to the School
Board, citizens, teachers and pupils for their cooperation in working
toward the goal of better schools for Hudson. I would also like to
express my sincere appreciation to those organizations including the
P.T.A., the Lions Club, Women's Clubs, American Legion and Al-
vdrne Trustees for their interest in promoting better educational
opportunities to your young people. It has been a pleasure working
with and for you all.
Respectfully submitted,
LOUIS L. RAMSAY
REPORT OF THE HELPING TEACHER
Supervisory Union No. 27




The follow paragraphs will constitute my annual report of the
instructional programs in Supervisory Union No. 27 — Hudson,
New Hampshire, January, 1961. At the outset, I will quote a few
words from Henry Steele Commager who wrote on the alleged
failures of the educational system:
"... Many of the failures we ascribe to contemporary education
are in fact failures of our society as a whole. A society that is
indifferent to its own heritage cannot expect schools to make
good the differences. A society that slurs over fundamental
principles and takes refuge in the superficial and the ephemeral
cannot demand that its schools instruct in abiding moral values.
A society proudly preoccupied with its own material accom-
plishments and well-being cannot fairly expect its schools to
teach that the snug warmth of security is less meaningful than
the bracing venture of freedom. In all of this, to reform our
schools is first to reform ourselves."
Social change affects the values and purposes of education: to say
that there is need for structural changes in education is putting it
mildly.
I am sure that the townspeople of Hudson want me to deal in
specifics when I discuss their schools, (and let's not forget that the
schools of Hudson ARE yours
!
) and the educational programs con-
tained therein. Moreover, the people want to know if our curricular
offerings maintain a healthy balance between what we know about
the teaching and learning processes. Hudson folk want to know if
their schools are keeping a watchful eye upon newer educational
trends and developments. What is more, readers of this report will
want proof that only those innovations which fit the needs of Hud-
son school children are considered, and ultimately put into opera-
tion. Lastly, friends of Hudson schools will enjoy a review of the
philosophy around which our schools are functioning, for it is a
sound philosophy, one that tends to keep our feet on the ground
while our espirit-de-corps is high up on cloud seven.
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In speaking of the complexities facing society today, Peter F.
Drucker, in his LANDMARKS OF TOMORROW, sheds more
light upon the subject when he says:
".
. . We are in the midstream today . . . but one thing is certain;
The past is going fast. If there is one thing we can predict, it is
change. The coming years will be years of rapid change in our
vision, the direction of our efforts, the tasks we tackle and their
priorities, and the yardsticks by which we measure success or
failure."
MAINTAINING A HEALTHY BALANCE
Critics of late have caused considerable unrest amongst edu-
cator groups. ". . . Not enough of the three R's;" "Too many frills!"
"More emphasis should be placed on this, or upon that;" "Schools
cost too much!" "If it was good enough for us, it's good enough for
them!" "There's too little discipline in the schools!" "We're lagging
in the math and sciences;" I could go on ad infinitum. You have
read these and many more. Let me make perfectly clear to you that
I am of the opinion that much good has come from some honest
sincere criticism in the last decade. But the good came from criticism
based upon fact—not fiction.
Since Hudson engages a professional staff" consisting of a super-
intendent of schools, an office of assistance called a Helping Teach-
er (both of whom are paid, in part, by the New Hampshire State
Department of Education), and school principals who come to us
well qualified and experienced—it is therefore up to these school
administrators to keep the curriculum in balance. The mainstay in
the nomenclature of any school system, however, is the teaching
force—who are directly on the firing line. Naturally there needs to
be created a comfortable teaching climate. An atmosphere wherein
every teacher, principal, and administrator are team participants in
the overall pattern.
You have elected a three-member school board to watch out
for your interests in the school affairs of Hudson. They are really the
overseers of the inner-workings of the educational structure. They
spend long tedious hours at this task in your behalf. These men are
sincere in their every attempt at improving our educational offering.
There are several common-sense avenues of approach to the
creation of a healthy working atmosphere. The best ones I know of
are most effective: (1) to give the schools proper and sufficient
supervision; (2) frequent conferences with teachers pointing out
strengths and weaknesses noted through such supervision; (3) plan-
ning in-service meetings or work-sessions whereby teachers become
aware of newer techniques, skills, and devices, as well as to experi-
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ment with them; and, (4) kindle a continuous two-way communica-
tion through which there is channeled a steady flow of information
relative to the job expectancies. These media, and many others, are
used most advantageously in Union No. 27 schools.
You have given your school administrators an opportunity to
meet with other school leaders to consider the problems confronting
education in general. Your school administrators have associated
themselves with several organizations (national in scope) of a pro-
fessional nature from which there is a wealth of information made
available of such pertinent a nature so as to be of real take-home
value to curriculum progress in Hudson.
There is a well-balanced program of studies being taught in the
schools of Hudson. Well-established skills and techniques are in-
troduced through the use of time-tested methods, the latter may be
called traditional in a sense, but let's not forget that there are many,
manv good features in some older methods—yes, even in this THE
NEW FRONTIER!
We are blessed with a conscientious staff of teachers who are
anxious to do their utmost for the cause of education. There is a
balance in the stafT—a balance which makes the whole scheme run
like clock-work—with your children the profiteers.
EDUCATION FOR THE SIXTIES
I am happy to report that there are new developments and
giant strides being inculcated into the curriculum. These new trends
were not imposed upon your schools from the hierarchy in the cen-
tral office. These trends and new directions as well as improved
methods of instruction have come from the teachers and the prin-
cipals. Careful and thoughtful as well as time-consuming research
has gone into putting these newer developments into practice. If
each of you were to take a tour of your schools tomorrow (and re-
member, you are always invited to do so) you might be amazed
that Hudson School Children have so much to help them through
their school life. Although not all-inclusive, here are but a few:
a. moving about at regular schedules are such curriculum spe-
cialists as:
remedial reading music physical education
handwriting art speech therapy
b. at the high school level one would find the beginnings of a
most satisfactory language laboratory—where soon foreign
languages will be taught through the use of electronic devices
—some are already in use
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c. the many opportunities of the vocational agriculture pro-
gram with its own building
d. a well-defined art program, home economics, commercial,
well-equipped science labs, machine-shops, woodworking
shops, mechanical drawing room, (James B. Conant lauds
the very kind of high school we may rightfully boast of here
in Hudson)
e. elementary reading programs arranged departmentally,
grades 3-6
f. three full-time supervisory principals in four schools
g. needed improvements in school libraries through the acquisi-
tion of hundreds of books
These and many more have pleased me no end. I know you
share this pleasure with me. I am honored to play a part in shaping












This past year has been one of steady improvement in enhanc-
ing the educational potential of the students at Alvirne High School.
All areas have been strengthened, and new areas have been intro-
duced.
Our shop department is in the process of being revamped and
revitalized. An extra teacher has been added, and all shop equip-
ment is being repaired and reconditioned to meet the demands of
the students and the town.
This year we acquired a part-time librarian whose help is a
step in the right direction. Our next problem with regard to the
library was to have well-stocked shelves of reference material and
books of educational value to accelerate the educational growth of
all students. This matter we are in the process of effecting.
The area of most importance, one that has yet not been suffi-
ciently delved into, is that of a full time Guidance Director. Again
this year I emphasize this area as one of the most important areas of
any school. A school without these facilities is without question
hampered to the extent of not being able to foster the potentialities
of its students. This area is a must and is foremost in my mind.
All areas considered this past year have been successful mainly
because of the high caliber of teachers we have at Alvirne.
In conclusion, I want to take this opportunity to thank you,
Mr. Ramsay, Mr. O'Neil, the faculty, School Board, school person-
nel, and the citizens of Hudson for the cooperation and assistance






PROCESSIONAL "Pomp and Circumstance"
Joan Millett, '61
INVOCATION Rev. Donald A. Morrison
PRESIDENT'S WELCOME Frank A. Burbank, III
CLASS SONG "Halls of Ivy"
Mr. Raymond Bartlett, Director
Joan Millett, Accompanist
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Dr. Lloyd P. Young
Keene Teachers College, President
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS Mr. Chester J. Steckevicz
Principal
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS Mr. Louis L. Ramsay
Superintendent of Schools
ALMA MATER Class of 1960
BENEDICTION Rev. John J. Belluscio
RECESSIONAL "Pomp and Circumstance"
Class Officers
President Frank A. Burbank
Vice-President Vance R. Kelly
Secretary Mary A. Kupchunas
Treasurer Carol A. Drown
II-
Class Roll






























































Graduated with honors. Upper quarter
Whittemore, Carole, Valedictorian Estey, Betsy
Packer, Mary Ellen, Salutatorian Case, Pauline
Levesque, Irene Bonnette, Alice
Crosby, Richard Smith, Elaine
Kupchunas, Mary Mayberger, Kenneth
Bills, Galen Chaplick, Daniel
Burbank, Frank Donah, Sylvia
Leland, John
Student Council Award—$100.00 to Frank Burbank
Hudson P.T.A. Scholarship—$100.00 to Walter Sidney
American Legion Auxiliary Award for Nursing—$25.00 to Eldene
Gagnon
The Futui'e Farmers of America Award—$20.00 to Carl Anderson
American Legion Award for Americanism—$100.00 to Carol
Whittemore
Hudson Fortnightly Club Scholarship—$25.00 to Walter Sidney
and Sandra Usovicz
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to Mary Ellen
Packor
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to John Leland
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to Richard Crosby
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to Galen Bills
Mr. Ralph Kelley Awards for the Student Most Improved in English
—$25.00 Defense Bond to Jenny Atkochaitis and Wallace Burton
Wattannick Grange Award—$25.00 to Carl Anderson
D.A.R. Good Citizenship Award—Mary Ellen Packor
Bausch and Lomb Honorary Science Award—John Leland
Betty Crocker Homemakers of Tomorrow—Sylvia Donah
Babe Ruth Good Sportsmanship Award—Mary Ellen Packor and
Daniel Chaplick
Proficiency in English—Mary Ellen Packor
Proficiency in Science—John Leland
Proficiency in Art—Linda Ramsay
Proficiency in Social Studies—Carol Whittemore
Proficiency in Agriculture—Carl Anderson
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Dr. H. O. Smith Junior High School




A considerable portion of the academic year has been spent in
staff orientation. A teacher new to the profession, and to the com-
munity, should consider community values, student needs, and spe-
cific educational philosophies and policies, as influencing factors on
the effectiveness of his teaching role. The importance of this pre-
requisite was amplified by the existence of a totally new faculty at
Dr. H. O. Smith Junior High. Thus the period of adjustment was
somewhat extended with the accompanying loss of educational
effectiveness.
A report on the Dr. H. O. Smith Junior High program would
be more informative and precise if the intent and purpose accom-
panied the listing of the individual activities of faculty and students.
Obviously this is not feasible nor desirable for inclusion in a town re-
port. However, a meaningful interpretation of the Dr. H. O. Smith
Junior High program can be achieved by reference to a goal. In a
recent report, the National Education Association summarized in
a concise manner the purpose and program of a junior high school:
The junior high school was developed to meet the distinctive
needs of the early adolescent and to provide opportunity for
him to determine aptitudes and interests.
The junior high school advances the learnings in the subjects
begun in the elementary school and initiates or continues for-
eign languages, industrial arts, basic business, hon:ie arts, and
handcrafts.
The student in the junior high school has several teachers in-
stead of one as is typical in the elementary school. He learns
to work in a schedule and assumes more responsibility for
himself. Special interests and abilities are identified and used in
guiding learners into programs most suitable for them. This
is a time of exploration of interests and rapid physical change.
The goal of the administration and faculty of the Dr. H. O.
Smith Junior High School is to create and maintain a similar pro-
gram compatible with existing educational values, policies, and fa-
cilities. The following items indicate progress toward this goal:
1. The creation of elective and selective courses in Algebra and
French serve as experiments in curriculum enrichment.
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2. The existence of a limited physical education program for
boys and a planned program for girls recognize this specific
need of the early adolescent.
3. In the extra curricula area, such activities as drama, chorus,
and public speaking allow for self-expression, while cheer-
leading, basketball and science clubs fill other needs of the
junior high student.
4. Individual student needs will be considered with the planned
formation of a remedial class designed to provide close atten-
tion to the specific academic problems of the student.
In closing let me request consideration of these specific areas
as necessary in achieving the aforementioned goal:
1. Refurbishment of existing physical facilities to provide a more
positive environment for your child's educational experiences.
2. Increased communication between parent and educator lead-
ing to cooperation beneficial to the student.
3. Retention of a satisfactory faculty to minimize such problems
as orientation, and gain the more concrete value of experi-
enced teaching.
May I take this opportunity to thank Mr. Ramsay, Mr. O'Neil,






Dr. H. O. Smith Elementary Addition
Last year only one teacher resigned from our faculty. We were
very fortunate in securing a young teacher with two years' experi-
ence to replace her. A staff of experienced teachers working for the
interest of the child helps to make a good elementary school. Reading
in the lower grades is important. Children are grouped according to
their reading ability. In the three third grades the classes are com-
bined and grouped into four reading groups. Miss Florence L.
Parker, our Remedial Readmg Teacher, takes the fourth group.
This plan was carried on with the fourth grades last year and the
teachers felt that it had many advantages. Arithmetic, Science,
Language Arts, Social Studies, Music, and Art are in the curricu-
lum. An Art Supervisor at this level is needed, and I am looking
forward to having a consultant who will visit the classroom and
assist the teacher with the program. Children are supervised from
the time the first bus arrives at 7:55 A. M. until the last bus leaves
the school at 3:30 P. M. The members of the Alethea Club have
been most generous in sponsoring hot lunches for some of our chil-
dren. The generosity of the Lions Club at Christmas is appreciated
by all the members of our school.
My fourth year as supervising principal has been most reward-
ing due to the cooperation of the teachers, parents, Mr. O'Neil, Mr.







The role of the teaching-principal in this town gives one valu-
able experience in administration and an opportunity to make
valuable use of many educational ideas in the classroom. The
foundation of a child's education lies wholly in the hands of the
elementary school program. What we attempt to develop at Web-
ster School is the ability to work with every child at his level of
understanding. One of the major ways this can be undertaken is
through teamwork in the classroom, placing the children in various
groups and working with them at their own level.
We have continued the Joplin Reading Program at Webster
School in cooperation with the other elementary school. A night at
P.T.A. this Spring will be devoted entirely to this subject. The
Bookmobile aids our reading facilities when it brings books to us
every two months. The supervisory work of the Rineliart Hand-
writing System is an asset to our school as well as the music pro-
gram under Miss Teresa Grace. This year Webster School will
present the annual operetta.
The children under the teacher's supervision continue their
hours activity of physical education each week. The teachers have
worked hard in the areas of language arts to have our school com-
pete in the annual spelling contest.
Field Trips will highlight the Spring season for the classes at
Webster School again this year.
The teachers are most concerned with the attitude, conduct,
and respect of the student towards his work. All the cooperation
from the parents in this area is certainly appreciated.
Thei-e are two hundred fifteen students in seven rooms this
year and each room is served by a teacher who has had experience
in this school. We are pleased to have gained another year of hap-
piness with our work in your town. From our own Webster School
Fund we raised enough money to send many of our teachers to
represent your town at major educational conferences.
I wish to sincerely thank all my teachers, the parents, and school




Grades V and VI
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Chester J. Steckevicz, Principal
Eno-lish & U. S. History
Biol., Physiology, Physics, Chem.
Algebra, Adv. Math, Geometry
Civics
Agriculture
Prob. of Dem., Physical Science





















































Dr. H. O. Smith Elementary















Grace, Teresa — Music




Sept. '59 Training 1959-60
Baggs, James B $3,600.00
Bechard, Robert 4 B 3,850,00
Blanchard, Sheldon 9 B 3,750.00
Booska, Emery 3/2 B 4,700.00
Button, James 1 B 4,000.00
Fuller, Barbara 24 B 4,790.00
Gardner, Nicholas 13 B 4,000.00
Guimont, Patrick 1/4-6/20/60 1 B 3,800.00
Hart, Carter 2 B 3,690.00
Harwood, James 2 B 3,700.00
Janocha, Lois 17 B 4,500.00
Kahn, Barbara 6 B 3,800.00
Knightly, Marion B 3,800.00
McCullough, Gordon 11/16/59-6/20/60 M 4,275.00
Mills, Bertram 2 B 4,000.00
Parkinson, Edna 12 N 3,900.00
Rine, H. Louise B 3,650.00
Smith, Charlotte 9 B 4,000.00
Steckevicz, Chester 9 M 5,700.00
Bartlett, Raymond 1,050.00
Hennessey, Hazel 1/4-6/20/60 8 B 3,040.00
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Junior.High
Ferland, Jeanne 3 B 3,600.00
Juris, Paula
•7 B 3,890.00
Langlois, Donald 3 B 4,800.00
McLane, Margaret 16 B 4,040.00
Mika, Richard 1 B 3,700.00
Owen, Eva B 3,500.00
Shea, Morton 1 B 3,700.00




Chatfield, Oliver 1 B 3,700.00
Chalifoux, Mildred 12 N 3,940.00
Goddard, Marie 27 N 4,400.00
McGann, Elizabeth B 3,500.00
Rawding, Gladys 22 N 4,040.00
Walsh ,Edith 5 B 3,800.00
Webbj William 1 B 3,900.00
Wilbur, Priscilla 12 N 3,800.00
Dr. H. O. Smith Addition
Clark, Esther 2/29-6/20/60 5 3,700.00
Cookman, Lucia 20 N 4,000.00
Gallant, Mildred 17 N 4,240.00
Garside, Madeline 9 N 3,800.00
Gilman, Marguerite 32 N 4,000.00
Hayes, Evelyn 7 N 3,690.00
Kidder, Mabel 23 N 3,800.00
Mitchell, Elizabeth 3] B 4,040.00
Parker, Florence 43 N 4,300.00
Parker, Helen M. 18 N 4,490.00
Riley, Harriet 3 B 3,690.00
Stone, Barbara 7 B 4,000.00
Thompson, Marjory 1 B 3,700.00
Wilson, Mary 9/6/59- 11/15/5C)16 N 4,000.00
Worm.wood, Agnes 29 B 3,890.00
Grace, Teresa 30/2 B 2,800.00
Hammond, Catherine 700.00
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent, School Board Members, and Citizens of
Hudson:
Following is a brief resume of the school health program:
The number of pupils physically examined and periodically
inspected in the schools total 1468. Physical defects found were
minor.
Scarlet Fever especially in the lower grades has been very prev-
alent during the Fall and Winter months.
Our annual pre-school clinic held in April was well attended.
Physical, dental and visual examinations were given at this time,
also vaccinations to those desiring them.
Parents are most cooperative in reporting illness, especially
contagious diseases, also very interested and prompt in having any
defects corrected.
I am very grateful to the local Nurses, Doctors, teachers and
ladies of the community who helped with the clinics.
It is only through this fine cooperation that a successful health
program can be carried through.
Respectfully,
HELEN J. HOUSE, R.N.
School Nurse
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THE HUDSON SCHOOLS FIRE SAFETY
COMMITTEE REPORT
Tlie Hudson Schools Fire Safety Committee was formed for
the purpose of making a study of the practicability and cost of in-
stalling fire alarm and safety devices within the school buildings of
the Town of Hudson. The committee has systematically inspected
all of the buildings, making note of critical sites where fire alarm
devices were felt to be necessary and making note of other items
pertinent to fire safety which were felt to be in the best interest of
the students using these buildings.
The recommendations were presented in detail in the Annual
Reports of the Towns of Hudson for 1959. This report is based on
a recent inspection of the school buildings for the purpose of assess-
ing progress in the installation of safety equipment and in the re-
moval of certain potentially hazardous conditions.
Webster School
The Webster School represented the largest fire hazard due to
its \vooden frame construction, hence most of the work accom-
plished to date has been concentrated in this building. The follow-
ing items were installed:
1. A fully automatic fire alarm system was wired directly into
the fire station. This is a "supervised" system with an automatic
trouble finding feature.
2. The old fire alarm pulls have been replaced with new ones
inside the building. In addition, extra pulls have been added inside
the building and a pull was added on the outside.
3. Seventy-five percent of the recommended fire alarm heads
originally recommended have been installed and are now in opera-
tion. The remainder will be installed shortly.
4. The fire escape has been completed as recommended.
Further recommendations include:
1. A ten-pound dry powder extinguisher outside the boiler
room door.
2. An extra alarm head in the closet under the stairs in the
basement.
Dr. H. O. Smith School
No substantial progress can be reported in this building. In-
spection revealed the following matters which should be corrected:
1. The wiring in the kitchen above the dish washing machine
should be replaced with wiring which meets normal building
standards.
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2. The extension cord wound around the water pipe in the
kitchen should be eliminated and a lamp fixture installed using
permanent wiring.
3. New receptacles are needed in the four-way outlet box in
the kitchen.
4. Paper towels should not be stored in the fire extinguisher
cabinets.
5. A protective cover is required on the outlet in the stage
floor.
6. Inflammable voting booth equipment should not be stored
in the stage area.
Alvirne High School
1. New fire alarm pulls have been installed.
2. Alarm horns have been installed.
3. The fire alarm system land-line between the fire station
and the building is installed.
The wiring recommendations have not been carried out in the
shop. Some rather serious hazards exist in both the auto and wood-
working shops.
1. A general cleanup of the shop area is needed. The com-
mittee feels that the area is badly cluttered up with inflammable
debris, open oil waste containers and sawdust. This is a matter of
immediate urgency.
2. Explosion-proof motors should be used on the woodworking
shop machinery to protect against sawdust, or proper dust shields
shoulld be provided on this machinery.
3. The circuit breaker box in the woodworking shop should
be moved from the ceiling to an accessible location beside the
entrance.
5. The refuse containers and oil mops should be removed
from the upper and lower stage area.
6. Safety covers should be provided for the exposed electrical
terminals on the backstage light dimming rheostats.
THE HUDSON SCHOOLS FIRE SAFETY COMMITTEE
GORDON L. SMITH, Chairman
VICTOR A. MISEK, Clerk
ROBERT BRYANT, Committeeman
JOSEPH PACKOR, Committeeman
CHIEF OSCAR CAMPBELL, Committeeman
JOHN LAWRENCE, School Board
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REPORT OF
ALVIRNE HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
The eight room addition to Alvirne and the Vo-Ag Building
were completed during the year. As much of the landscaping and
hot topping that could be completed before cold weather has been
done. Following is a statement showing the activity in the Building
Fund account to date:
Receipts
:
Proceeds from Bond Issue $216,000.00
Premium on Bond Issue 494.64
Interest 324.00
Damage Claim B&M Railroad 38.29





Seppala & Aho Construction Co. $183,575.32
Irving W. Hersey Architect 4,700.00
D. F. Shea Co., Painting 4,532.80
Andrew Wilson Co., Lockers 1,698.92
Nashua Trust Co., Bond Expense 1,116.41
Graybar Electric Co., Fixtures 1^566.68
Treat Hardware Co., Hardware 1,263.00
Hirsch Brothers, Water Line 897.60
Leonard A. Smith, Inspection 575.00
Interestate Restaurant Equip. Co., Oven 600.00
Rowell & Miller, Revisions 533.10
W. J. Parenteau, Revisions 379.72
Public Service Co. of N. H., Power Line 259.35
Telephone & Freight 10.11
Simplex Time Recorder Co., Relay 112.45
IBM, Service on Time Equipment 67.56
Dionne Brothers, Shades 309.37
*Hogan's Landscape Service 4,420.78
*Ned Spaulding, Supervision 265.25
Total Expenditures 206,883.42
Balance $ 14,673.51







Leo N. Bernard Ned Spaulding
Mrs. Richard M. Burns Wesley Whittemore
Thomas Claveau, Selectman Austin D. MacRae
Miss Mildred Fuller, Clerk Arthur L. Lougee
Ralph C. McKay Paul E. LeClair, School Board
G. Phillip Rogers William Roberts, School Board
RECORD OF ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
Held at Dr. H. O. Smith School, March 5, 1960.
Meeting called to order at 1:12 P.M. by Moderator Leo
Bernard, and Articles 1-5 of Warrant read.
Moderator announced that the clerk, Miss Jessie Gilbert,
would be unable to take minutes of the meeting. Paul LeClair
nominated Ralph Kelley to act as clerk pro tem. Motion made by
Ned Spaulding that the clerk cast one ballot for Mr. Kelley as
clerk pro tem, seconded, and voted, and ballot cast.
Then voted that further reading of the Warrant be dispensed
with until 7 : 00 P. M.
JESSIE S. GILBERT, Clerk
Voting continued throughout the afternoon.
Meeting was again called to order at 7:02 P. M. by the Moder-
ator. Invocation given by Rev. Francis Clifford, and salute to flag
led by Larry Brault.
A five-minute recess was declared for the purpose of making a
presentation to the retiring School District Clerk and Treasurer,
Miss Jessie S. Gilbert. Supt. of Schools Louis Ramsay read a state-
ment in recognition of her inany years of service to the town and
school district of Hudson, and presented her with a bouquet of
flowers and a purse of money, to which she responded with thanks.
Moderator mentioned typographical error in the 1959 Town
Report, page 129, line 3— 1949 should read 1959. He requested all
amendments or resolutions to be presented in writing. Persons al-
lowed to speak once on any item until everyone else wishing to
speak has been recognized.
Then proceeded with reading of the Articles.
Motion by Bednar, seconded by Munday, to take up Article 12
first. Bednar spoke in favor of the motion.
Discussion followed. Motion was defeated.
Moderator announced that the Clerk, Miss Gilbert, had indi-
cated earlier that she could not take minutes of the meeting, and
Mr. Ralph Kelley had been elected Clerk pro tem.
]?8
Article 6 was then read by the Moderator.
Motion by Lawrence, seconded by Spaulding, that Article 6
be taken up with Article 9, was passed unanimously.
Article 7. William Roberts moved to adopt and file reports of
Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, as they appear
in the School District report. Seconded by Spaulding.
Bednar requested a breakdown of the Alvirne School report
showing amounts spent for equipment, additions, and alterations.
Answered by Lawrence—no such breakdown in the report. Bednar
wanted Clerk to note that this question had been raised.
Moderator ruled it not germane to the issue at hand.
Moderator called a two-minute recess for conference, then
ruled the motion specific—any reports not included in the School
District report are not accepted by this action.
The motion was then voted favorably.
Motion made by Dr. Quigley that the Hudson School Fire
Safety Committee be continued for another year. Moderator ruled
against the motion under this Article, and the motion was with-
drawn.
Article 8. Dr. Quigley moved that the Hudson Fire Safety
Committee be appointed for another year with the same personnel
(Gordon L. Smith, Chairman; Victor Misek, Clerk; Robert Bryant,
Joseph Packor, and Chief Oscar Campbell, committeemen). Mo-
tion seconded by several, was accepted by unanimous vote.
Motion by Brault to accept Article 8, was seconded and voted
favorably.
Article 9. Moderator announced previous vote to take up
Article 6 with Article 9, so read Article 6 first.
Motion made by LeClair to adopt the budget as subm.itted by
the budget committee, as printed on pages 88-89 of the School Dis-
trict report, subject to Article 10 of the Warrant.
Bednar moved that the budget be taken iip item by item. Mod-
erator ruled this motion out of order, as a motion was already on
the floor—would have to submit as an amendment to the existing
motion.
Bednar moved to strike out all words of the previous motion
after "I move" and insert ". . . that we discuss the budget item by
item." Motion was seconded.
Remarks by LeClair, Jette. Pointer. Boucher and Bednar
followed.
Vote was then held, and the motion to amend did not carry.
Lengthy discussion ensued, with Bednar repeating request for
breakdown of costs for adding, equipping, altering Alvirne School
property.
Lawrence gave figure of $216,000.
P9
Further discussion. Someone from the floor thought Bednar
out of order. Moderator declared Bednar not out of order. Harrison
Smith challenged the Moderator's ruling and Moderator called for
vote to sustain or override his decision—saying a "Yea" vote would
be in favor of his ruling, a "No" vote against.
Clerk questioned clarity of Yea and No Vote. Moderator then
said a "Yea" vote would uphold the challenge, and a "No" vote
would vote it down.
Smith withdrew his challenge.
Motion for ^jrevious question was declared out of order.
At 8 : 50 P. M., Moderator declared a ten-minute recess.
Reconvened at 9:03 P. M. Moderator declared the question by
Bednar out of order.
Motion made by Hinton that any person talking on any subject
at this meeting be limited to not more than five minutes—was sec-
onded. Point of order raised from the floor that this motion was
out of order. Moderator ruled it in order.
Lynch, Canfield, and Levesque appointed as tellers. The vote:
103 in favor, 72 against, so motion failed to pr.:/; (had to have 2/3
vote, or 116 in favor, to pass).
Further lengthy questioning by Bednar, and discussion.
Nutting moved the previous question. Moderator ruled this a
legal motion. Challenged by Hinton, Moderator reversed himself,
declared the motion out of order. This ruling was then challenged.
Quigley complained of delay, noting that for one hour and 33
minutes Bednar had held the floor. Motion by Quigley to limit
debate to one minute for each person talking, declared out of order
by Moderator. Quigley challenged the ruling.
Smith moved for previous question, seconded, but ruled out of
order by Moderator. Several exceptions taken.
Moderator explained a "Yea" vote would go against his ruling;
a "No" vote would uphold it. Same three tellers appointed (Lynch,
Canfield, Levesque). The vote: Yea, 120; No, 47. Moderator de-
clared himself overruled. Previous question was called for (9:40
P. M.) at which point Smith withdrew his request for the previous
question.
Motion made by Quigley to limit debate to 15 minutes per
person, seconded by several. Moderator explained this would re-
quire a 2/3 vote to pass. Vote taken, was 159-13 in favor.
Further discussion on various expense items in budget.
Moderator declared a 10-minute recess at 10:01 P.M.
Reconvened at 10:16 P. M. (still discussing Articles 6 and 9).
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No further discussion. Motion to adopt the budget was sub-
mitted by the budget committee, $394,147.15, subject to Article 10
of the Warrant, was seconded and voted unanimously.
Article 10. Brault moved for adoption of the Article, second-
ed by Roger M. Boucher. Brief discussion ensued. Vote taken, was
unanimously in favor.
Article 11. Moved by Smith, seconded by Brault, to adopt.
No discussion. Accepted by unanimous vote.
Article 12. Moved by Spaulding and seconded that the meet-
ing adjourn. Chair ruled the motion has no privilege—is debatable.
Motion made by Quigley, seconded by several, to lay the Art-
icle on the table. Chair declared this motion not in order (motion
already on the floor).
Moved and seconded to lay the motion to adjourn upon the
table. A majority voted in favor.
Motion by Quigley to lay Article 12 on the table, was second-
ed. A majority voted in favor—motion carried.
Article 13. Bednar moved for adoption of this Article. Motion
was seconded. Bednar spoke briefly in favor.
Comments made by Spaulding, Quigley, Smith. Question by
Smith whether business meetings were to be held together, or just
the election—Chair interpreted the Article as worded to mean just
the election.
Motion made by Smith, seconded by several, to lay the Article
on the table, was accepted by majority vote.
Article 14. Moved by Gordon Smith, seconded by several, to
lay this Article on the table—motion passed by majority vote.
Motion to adjourn, by Spaulding, seconded by several.
Motion by Arthur Lougee that the school district make a
duplicate copy of the original tape recording of the meeting within
one week, the tape to be marked "duplicate" and be the only tape
released by anyone other than the school officers.
Chair ruled the motion debatable.
A three-minute recess was taken by the Chair, following v/hich
Moderator said the motion to adjourn could be repeated.
Lawrence offered an amendment to the motion, that the tape
recording be made available to any voter by appointment and
played back under supervision of the school district clerk or other
authorized person.
Chair read from the book of parliamentary law on motion to
adjourn—declared the motion open to debate.
Quigley moved for previous question (motion to adjourn). A
majoi'ity voted in favor.
Motion to adjourn carried by majority vote.
Meeting adjourned at 10:54 P. M.
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Announcement of ballot
Total votes cast, 502.
Moderator: Ned Spaulding 283 (elected), Leo Bernard 55,
John Bednar 53, Lake Munday 7, Larry Brault 6, 1 each for
George Kierney, Paul LeClair, M. Carter, Ed Steckevicz, Ralph
Kelley, Arthur Smith, Adolph Chaplick, Lionel Boucher, Robert
Provencher, W. Roberts.
School Board (1-year term) : William L. Roberts 287 (elect-
ed), Lionel R. Boucher 180, R. Latour 11, John Bednar 3, Clayton
Smith 2, 1 each for Frank Wilson, Ed Steckevicz, and Don Shep-
herd.
School Board (3-year term) : Paul E. LeClair 417 (elected),
John Bednar 7, R. Latour 5, Frank Wilson 2, 1 each for Lester
Gove, Lake Munday, and Robert Jasper.
Treasurer: Ralph A. Kelley 388 (elected), Gerald Boucher
90, John Bednar 2.










for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1960
made by
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
July 19 - 21, 1960
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Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination
and audit of the accoimts of the Hudson School District for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1 960, which was made by this Division in
accordance with the vote of the District. Exhibits as hereafter listed
are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the School Board and the School District Treasurer.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets—June 30, 1959 - June 30, 1960:
(Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1959 and June 30,
1960, are pi'esented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein, the Net
Debt decreased by $23,891.73 during the fiscal vear ended June 30,
1960.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School
District during the fiscal year is made in Exhibit B, with the fac-
tors which caused the change indicated therein.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures
—
Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C & D)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1960, are presented in Exhibits C and D. As indicated in the budget
summary (Exhibit D), a net unexpended balance of appropriations
of $43,576.77, less a net revenue deficit of $43,297.21, resulted in a
net budget surplus of $279.56.
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Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E)
A SLUiimary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1960, made up in accordance with the uniform
classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit E. Proof of the
Treasurer's balance (General Fund Account), as of June 30, 1960,
is indicated in Exhibit F.
Building Fund Accounts: (Exhibits J & K)
Statements showing the activity in the Alvirne High School
Addition accovmt and the Smith School Building Fund account are
presented in Exhibits J & K, respectively.
High School Activities Accounts: (Exhibit L)
The High School Activities Accounts were examined and a
summarized statement of these accounts is included in Exhibit L.
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness: (Exhibit O)
A statement of the outstanding bonded indebtedness of the
School District as of June 30, 1960, showing annual debt service
requirements, is contained in Exhibit O.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus:
The current surplus (excess of total assets over current liabili-
ties) decreased from $7,908.31 to $800.04, during the fiscal year, as
shown bv the following statement:
June 30, 1959 June 30, 1960
Total Assets $249,470.38 $34,358.70
Current Liabilities 241,562.07 33,558.66
Current Surplus $ 7,908.31 $ 800.04
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Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that
the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmit-
tal) of this report shall be published in the next annual report of the
School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Hudson School
District for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor
Dumont W. Bailey, Accountant
August 12, 1960
Certificate of Audit
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the ac-
counts and records of the Hudson School District for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1960. In our opinion, the Exhibits presented
herewith reflect the true financial condition of the School District
on June 30, 1960, and the results of operations for the fiscal year
ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor






















Accounts Due School District:
Tuition:
Litchfield School Dist. $ 5,098.92
Londonderry School Dist. 3,530.40
Berry School District 310.00


























Unexoended Balances of Appropriations
(Exhibit C) $ 1,043.39
June School Lunch Reimbursement
(Contra) 926.88
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Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1960
I
Revenues
Estimated Actual Excess Deficit
Cash Surplus—June 30, '59 $ 7,908.31 $ 7,908.31 $ $
Federal Aid 5,200.00 4,155.11 1,044.89
State Aid 69.642.53 70,572.53 930.00
Tuition 8,550.00 11,006.60 2,456.60
Trust Funds 4,000.00 4,000.00
Other Receipts 5,425.00 4,523.70 901.30
State Area Vocational 2,262.38 2,262.38
Insurance Claim Settlement 43,000.00 43,000.00
$143,725.84 $100,428.63 $5,648.98 $48,946.19
BUDGET SUMMARY
Unexpended Bals. of Appropriations $ 48,498.26





Net Revenue Deficit 43,297.21




Statement of Alvirne High School Building Fund Account
and Proof of Balance




















Leonard A. Smith—Building Inspector
Interstate Restaurant Co.—Oven
Rowell &- Miller—Water Cooler,
Cabinet & Wiring
W. J. Parenteau—Plumbing
























Balance in The Nashua Trust Company—As
Per Statement June 9, 1960
Less: Outstanding Checks
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Statement of Smith School Building Fund Account
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1960
Balance—June 30, 1959 $50,887.49
Expenditures During Year:
Leander Marion, d/b/a Louis Marion & Son &
Hartford Accident & Indemnity Company 50,000.00
Balance—June 30, 1960 $887.49
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in The Nashua Trust Company
—




Abacus, Inc., Land, Damon St., Lots 17-20 Inc. $ 150
Abbott, Clayton, Est., L & B, 31 Derry St. 4,400
Abbott, Mary, L & B, 81 Derry St. 8,500
Abbott, Mary, Land, Robinson Pond 200
Abbott, Mary, Land, Near Ledge Rd. 200
Abbott, Mary, Land, Off Haverhill St. 800
Abbott, Roland W., L & B, 49 Derry St. 4,700
Abbott, Roland W., L & B, 82 Derry St. 6,500
Abbott, Roland W., L & B, 6 Third St. 3,500
Abbott, Roland W., Land, Robinson Rd. 400
Abbott, William H., Jr. & Pauline R., L & B, Tarnic Pond,
Lots 47, 56, 84 1,000
Abusewicz, Monica H. & Alex S., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,700
*Ackerman, Raymond R., Jr. & Jeanne L., L & B, 18 Gloria Ave.,
Lots 5, 6 4,900
*Ackerman, T. Robert & Drinette, L & B, 7 Ferry Ave. 1,500
Acra Inc., L & B, Elm Ave. 33,000
Adams, George L. & Margarita, L & B, 42 Lowell Rd. 2,700
Adams, Katherine, L & B, 1 7 Grand Ave. 2,000
Ahrendt, Wallace C. & Madeline M., L & B. 33 Derry St. 5,000
Albee, Royce K. & Priscilla, L & B, 103 Highland St. 5,000
Aldrich, Archie L. & Victoria R., L & B, 3 Roosevelt Ave. 1,700
Aldrich, Donald E. & Mildred R., Land, Roosevelt Ave. 200
Alexknovitch, Bernard & Rita, L & B, 3 Gillis St. 3.800
Allen, Alfred J. & Mary O., Land, Belknap Rd. 300
Allen, Stephen Jr. & Loretta B., L & B, 42 Central St. 6,500
Allen, Steven E. & Loretta B., L & B, 163 Central St. 5,600
Allison, Rosalie S. & Wyman, Donald R., Land, Magnolia St. &
Joseph Ave., Lots 502, 503, 504, 505, 510, 511, 512, 513 200
Allison, Simon, L & B, 9 Riverview Ave. 4,000
Alukonis, Anna, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 50
Alukonis, Annie, L & B, 147 Derry St. 4,000
Alukonis, Michael P., Land, Riverside Ave., Lots 131, ^ of 132 150
Alukonis, Mike & Mary, L & B, 24 Riverside Ave. 4,500
Alukonis, Stephen, L & B. 121 Central St. 5,200
Alukonis, William A., L & B, 59 Derry St. 4,500
Anastasiou, Costas & William, Land, Webster St., Lots 36, 37, 69, 70 200
Andersen, Arthur N. & Eunice M., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,300
Anderson, Carl, L & B, Lawrence Coi-ner 3,300
Anderson, Carl, L & B, Lawrence Corner, new house 2,500
Andover Silver Co., Inc., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 2 14,000
Andrew, Robert A. & Violetta, L & B, 190 Central St. 5,200
1
Name Description Valuation
Andrew, Robert A., Sr. & Violetta, L & B, 10 Third St. 3,500
Andrew, Robert A. & Violetta, Land, Kienia Rd. 1,300
Andrew, Robert A., Sr. & Violet, Land, Cottage St., Lots 68, 69, 70 200
Andrews, Chester A. & Ada B., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 2,200
Andrews, Chester A. & Ada B., Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 100
Annable, Elizabeth A., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 4,500
Annis, Marion M. & William C, L & B, 7 Highland St. 5,000
Aponovich, David J., L & B (shed) , Kimball Hill Rd. 300
Aponovich, Wallace & Houde, Mary E., Land, Tarnic Pond 150
Apostol, Louis T., Land, Off State St., Lots 13-15 Inci, 44-46 Incl. 400
Arlauskas, Stanley, Land, Wason Rd. 300
*Arpin, Peter Est., L & B, 1 Belknap Rd. 4,300
Asco Laboratories, See Andover Silver Co.
*Asselm, Roger & Gertrude, L & B, Derry Rd. 3,500
Atkochaitis, Anthony & Beatrice Est., L & B, Derry Rd. 12,000
Atkochaitis, Stanley & Ala, L & B, 98 Derry St. 3,200
*Audette, Estella B., L & B, Derry Lane 3,400
Audette, Wilfred J. & Janice C, L & B, Derry Lane 2,800
Austin, Hazel Jewell, L & B, 72 Central St. 5,500
Avery, Roy, Land, Derry Rd. 450
Avery, Roy, Land, Old Derry Rd. 100
Avery, Roy P. & Ruth H., Land, Near Londonderry Line 150
— B —
Bache, John J. & Loretta A., L & B., B St., Lots 250, 251, 252, 253 5,000
*Baggs, James W. & Mildred E., L & B, 28 Ledge Rd. 5,000
Bailey, Clyde M. & Violet F., Land, Dracut Rd. 200
Bailey, Florette E. & Clifford S., L & B, 15 Oakwood St. 3,700
*Bakaian, Dickron M., L & B, 10 Gloria Ave. 2,500
Bakanowskas, William, Land, Tarnic Pond, Lots 8-14 Incl. 150
Baker, George H. & Drina L., L & B, 8 Highland St. 6,300
Baker, John E., L & B, 4 Baker St. 7,300
*Baker, Mildred E., L & B, 13 Baker St. 5,500
Baker, Nathan H. & Annie B., L & B, Londonderry Rd. 3,000
Baker, Sidney F. & Frances S., L & B, Putnam Rd. 2,500
Banacos, John H., Land, Lowell Rd. 200
Baranowsky, Marcella & Burnika, Marcella, Land, Riverview Park Plan,
Lots 42-49 Incl. 150
Bardsley, James H. & Thelma, L & B, 14 Library St. 4,000
Bardsley, James H. & Thelma L., Land, Greeley St. 300
Barlow, Leo J., Land, Boyd Rd. 500
Barnes, Leonard C, Land, Clement Rd. Ext. 150
Barr, John E., Land, Norris Corner 200
Barr, Otis D. & Julia E., L & B, Greeley St. 4,500
Name Description Valuation
Barreault, Eugene, L & B, 42 Campello St. 700
Barrett, Florence R. & Leslie J. Est., L & B, Musquash Rd. 1,400
Barrett, Kenneth & Bessie, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,000
Barrett, Samuel S. & Marjorie E., L &.B, Pelham Rd. 2,100
*Barriault, Raymond J. & Florence M., L & B, 32 Merrimack St.,
Lots 19, 20, 21 4,200
Barry, Mabel S., Land. Riverside Pines, Lots 11, 12 150
*Bartlett, Alice M.. L & B. 10 Chase St. 7,000
Bartlett, Howard E. & Ada M., L & B, 233 Webster St. 4,200
Basil, Henry A. & Anna F., Land, Highland St. 500
*Bastille, Roger A. & Lucienne L. Est., L & B, 35 Highland St.
Lot 8, rear house 4,500
*Batchelder, William L. & Phyllis F., L & B, 16 Gloria Ave.,
Lots 9. 8. 7, 13, 2 houses 4,500
Batura, Joseph J. & Jane V., L & B, 8 Frenette Dr., Lot 5 4,300
Batura, Stanley, Land, Edgar Court & Andrews Ave., Lots 81, 82 150
Batura, Stanley, Land, Andrews Ave., Lots 97-100 Incl. 200
Batura, Stanley & Vivian, L & B, 17 Andrews Ave. 5,500
*Bean, Harley A., L & B, Groves Farm Rd. 2,700
Beaubien, Walter W. & Dorothy M., L & B, Lowell Rd., Lot 2 4,200
Beaudette, Lillian & Rodrique F. X., L & B, 5 Merrimack St.,
Lots 56, 57 3,400
Beaudette, Lillian & Rodrique F. X., L & B, 7 Merrimack St.
Lots 58, 59, 60 2,700
Beaulieu, Alfred A. & Janet E., L & B, 13 Nottingham St. 3,600
Beaulieu, Eloi, Land, Blackstone St., Lot 300 150
*Beauregard, Antoinette M., L & B, 150 Lowell Rd.,
Lots 522, 523, 524, 477, 479, 481, 483, 174, 176 3,500
Bechard, Henry N., Land, Riverview Park, Lots 54, 55 150
Becker, Bertram D. & Renate T., Land, From Dracut Rd. on
Musquash Brook 300
*Bedard, William & Clothilda, Albert & Martha, L & B, Windham Rd. 4,600
Bednar, John M. & Agnes P., L & B, 151 Ferry St. 6.600
Beland, Hormidas & Alice, L & B, 3 Fulton St. 9,500
Beland, Hormidas & Alice, L & B, 39 Central St. 8.300
Beland, Hormidas & Alice R., Land, Reed St. 300
Beland, Peter & Edith, L & B, Derry Rd. , 5,000
Beland, Romeo, L & B, Lowell Rd. 1,800
Beland, Rosario, L & B, 6 Water St. 4,700
Belanger, xA.delard Est. (Roseanna), Land, Federal St.,
Lots 108-110 Incl. or 107-110 Incl. 150
Belanger, John B., Land, Federal St., Lots 111-114 Incl. 250
Bell, Vera A., L & B, unf., 23 Merrimack St.
Lots 75, 76, 77, 35-40 Incl. 900
3
Name Description Valuation
Bell, Vera A., Trailer, 23 Merrimack St. 500
*Bellefeuille, Raymond G. & Theresa, L & B, 111 Highland St., Lot 5 4,000
*Bellerive, Raymond E. & Celia E., L & B, 112 Highland St. 5,500
Benner, Perl S. & Shirley J., L & B, 10 Haverhill St., Lot 13 5,700
Bennett, May, L & B, Pelham Rd. 2,200
Benson, George T., Jr. & Lois, L & B, Greeley St. 4,100
Berard, Clarice & Leon, L & B, 263 Webster St. 7,800
*Berard, Donald A. & Margaret M., L & B, 7 Abbott St., Lot 6 5,700
Berard, Donald A. & Margaret M., Land, 9 Abbott St., Lot 7 300
Bergeron, Leo & Janice, L & B, 38 Library St. 7,000
Bergeron, Mary E. & Wilfred J., L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,700
*Bergeron, Robert P. & Ann T., L & B, 9 Chase St. 5,700
Bergeuin, Maurice, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,800
Bernaiche, Wilfred J. & Alice, L & B, 40 Central St. 7,500
*Bernard, George R. & Lucille M., L & B, 100 Webster St., rear house 3,400
Bernard, George R. & Lucille M., L & B, 102 Webster St., front house 2,200
*Bernard, Joseph R. & Evelyn W., L & B, 5 Ferry Ave. 3,700
*Bernard, Leo N. & Olive G., L & B, 94 Highland St., Lot A. 5,200
*Bernard, Paul L. & Roxy P., L & B, 40 Webster St. 4,700
*Bernier, A. Maurice & Patricia A., L & B, 23 Ledge Rd., Lot 10 6,000
Bernier, Emile & Gertrude, L & B, 11 Hurley St.,
House & partly finished house 6,500
*Bernier, Raymond A. & Edith E., L & B, 47 Central St. 6,000
Berube, Charles E., L & B, 3 Kenyon St., Lots 65, 66, 87, 88 3,700
*Berube, John C. & Lorraine, L & B, 8 Ledge Rd. 2,500
Beturney, Catherine S., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,500
Beza, Vasila, L & B, 92 Ferry St. 2,500
Bibeau, Hector J. & Alice M., L >& B, 33 Adelaide St.
Lots 33, 34, 35, pt. 36, 46, 47, 48, 49 3,800
Bills, Wallace & Lillian, L & B, 18 Hill St. 4,000
Binks, Gloria & Leslie D., Land, Kimball & Gibson Rds. 100
Binnette, Marie Ann, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 7 1,600
*Biskaduros, Manuel & Evelyn R., L & B, Windham Rd. 3,000
*Blais, Joseph F. & Mabel, L & B, River Road 3,200
*Blais, Norman K. & June R., L & B. 113 & 115 Highland St.,
Lots 6, 7-pt. 4,500
Blakely, William J., Land, Off Central St. 300
Blanchard, Kenneth P. & Patricia A., Land, Central St. 300
Blanchette, Armand H., L & B, Lowell Rd. 7,500
Blaney, James & Joan, L & B, 19 Frenette Dr. 4,700
*Blaney, John F. & Beatrice E., L & B, 1 1 1 Ferry St. 3,000
Bleau, Robert & Lorette, Land, Joseph Ave., Lots 533-538 Incl. 300
Name Description Valuation
*Blood, Arthur V., Jr., L & B, 49 Adelaide St., Lots 85, 86, 95 6,200
Bogan, Daniel J. & Elizabeth A., L & B, Robinson Rd. 2,300
Boilard, Oswald H. & Adrienne, L & B, 23 Lowell Rd. 3,800
Bollard, Oswald H. & Adrienne H., L &,B, 22 Ferry St. 10,500
Boles, Ruth E., L & B, Belknap Rd., Lot 8 5,800
*Bonnette, David F. & Leah E., L & B, 122 Lowell Rd. 3,400
*Bonnette, Philip H. & Jeannette R., L & B, 10 County Rd.,
Lots 261, 262, 263 4,100
Bonville, John B. & Lucienne, L & B, 50 Adelaide St. 3,600
Booska, Emery P. & Margaret H., Land, Cottage Ave., Lots 48-51 Incl. 400
Borden, Maurice, Land, Pt. H. C. Brown Farm 250
*Bo3ka, Aleck & Jeanne D. Catherine, L & B, 18 Cross St. 4,400
*Boska, Frank & Marie L., L & B, 17 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 341, 343, 345, 347, 349 3,300
Bosley, Felix & Alida M., L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,000
*Bosse, Roland A. & Alice, L & B, 1 Frenette Dr., Lot 2 4,700
*Bossie, Roland, Jr. & Irene, L & B, Off Central St. 3,500
Boston & Maine R. R., Right of Way 400
*Bothwick, Harold M. & Helen A., L & B, 45 Melendy Rd.,
Lots 63-66 Incl. 5,400
Bouchard, Emile, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,000
Boucher, Armand & Marie, L & B, 60 Highland St. 4,000
Boucher, Flora E., L & B, 40 Riverside Ave., Lots 165-172 Incl. 3,000
*Boucher, Gerald & Jean R., L & B, 59 Highland St., Lot 6 5,500
Boucher, Gerard, L & B, 154 Ferry St. 3,500
*Boucher, Gerard A. & Teresa M., L & B, 85 Ferry St., Lot 1 7,200
Boucher, Lionel R. & Dorothy A., L & B, Nottingham St. 2,500
Boucher, Norman H. & Nancy A., L & B, 5 Buswell St. 5,500
Boucher, Richard & Claudia, L & B, 2 Hamblett Ave. 3,700
Boucher, Richard A. & Claudia E., L & B, Lowell Rd. 5,200
Boucher, Richard A. & Claudia E., Land, Newhall Ave.,
Lots 19, 21, 345, 26, 28, 30 300
*Boucher, Roger L. & Esther B., L & B, 105 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Boucher, Roger M. & Virginia L., Land, Newton St. 300
*Boucher, Roger M. & Virginia L., L & B, 140 Ferry St., Lot 59 2,500
Boucher, Wilfred H. & Marjorie M., L & B, 152 Belknap Rd., Lot 5 5,000
Boudreau, Oscar, L & B, 30 A St. 2,200
Boudreau, Oscar, L & B, 23 Ferry St. 4,100
*Boulanger, Joseph, L & B, 3 Oakwood St. 2,500
Bouley, Emile & Yvonne, L & B, 25 Atwood Ave. 4,000
Bouley, Glenn E. & Leanne I., L & B, George St. 5,000
Bouley, Nicholas L. & Theresa E., L & B, 5 Moody St. 2,700
*Bouley, Raymond R. & Priscilla C, L & B, 22 Alpine Ave. 2,400
Name Description Valuation
*Bourbeau, Oscar J. & Laurianne, L & B, 253 Webster St. 4,000
*Bourdon, Arthur L. & Mildred, L & B, 38 Central St. 6,000
Bourdon, Arthur L. & Mildred L., Land, Robinson Pond, Lot 5 500
Bourque, Arthur J., L & B, Moody St. 1,100
*Boutilier, Gordon W. & Frances M., L & B, 18 Maple Ave. 5,200
*Bowden, Donald F. & Victoria C, L & B, 2 Young's Drive, Lot 7 5,500
Bowden, Victoria C. & Donald F., Land, Derry & Robinson Rds. 200
Bowman, Francis H. Est., Land, Gowing Rd. 25
Boyer, George, L & B, Andrews Ave., Lots 83-88 Incl. 4,000
Boyer, Joseph E., L & B, 22 Riverside Ave., Lots 122-125 3,500
*Boyer, Joseph J. & Bertha M., L & B, Moody Rd., Lots 70-160 4,500
*Braccio, Vincent F. & Iline B., L & B, River Rd. 6,000
*Bradley, Norman E. & Helen B., L & B, 41 Ferry St. 6,500
Bragdon, Percy W. & Marion H., Land, Lowell Rd. 450
Brasse, Andre C. & Marie, L & B, 16 Haverhill St. 5,700
Brault, Laurent S. & Rita L., Land, River Rd. 200
Breed, Alice V., L & B, Dracut Rd. 800
Breen, John M. & Lillian E., L & B, 3 Water St. 4,300
Breen, John M., Jr. & Shirley M., Land, Derry Lane, Lots 4, 5, 6 300
Briand, August J., L & B, 23 Central St. 6,400
Briand, Ernest & Violet, L & B, Pine Rd. 2,400
Briand, Etienne, L & B, 25 A St. 2,500
*Briand, George R. & Joanne V., L & B, 21 Derry St. 6,300
Briand, Joseph R. & Esther, L & B, Roosevelt Ave. 600
Briand, Maurice L. & Arlene C, L & B, 132 Ferry St., Lots 71, 72 2,800
Briand, Raymond O., Land, Lowell Rd. 750
*Bridges, George A. & Bertha L., L & B, 22 Ledge Rd., Lot 5 4,500
Brisbois, Napoleon & Lucie R., L & B, 36 Highland St. 4,000
Brisson, Edward, L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,000
Brodeur, Hormidas E. & Bertha A., L & B, Sagamore Park Rd. 1,400
Brodeur, Paul L. Cecilia V., L & B, 69 Derry St. 5,300
Brodeur, Vina E., L & B, 18 County Rd. 2,700
Brody, Sumner H. & Charlotte S., L & B, Clement Rd. Ext. 2,500
Brooks, Charles R. & Antoinette, L & B, 20 Atwood Ave.
Lots 265, 266, 267, 261, 262 4,000
*Brousseau, Therese O., L & B, Clement Rd. 4,700
Brown, Duane F. & Joan L., L & B, 11 Highland St., Lot 11 5,800
Brown, George H. & Ann L., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 800
Brown, Harold & Lillian, L & B, 20 Highland St. 5,300
Brown, Herbert & Charlene, L & B, Lowell Rd. 4,500
*Brown, John J. & Rose C, L & B, 9 Second St. 5,400
Brown, Russell E., Jr. & Jeanne P., L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,100
Brown, William M. & Harriet E., L & B, 7 First St. 6,000
Name Description Valuation
Brunell, Orville W., L & B, Off Chalifoux Rd. 3,700
Brunt, Arthur & Muriel, L & B, Greeley St. 3,800
*Bryant, Robert A. & Katherine E., L & B, 66 Ferry St. 6,000
Bujnowski, Walter R. & Phyllis M., L &,B, Robinson Rd. 2,800
*Bujold, Real L. & Eleanor J., L & B, 37 Highland St. 5,000
Bullard, Patricia L. & John C, Jr., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,800
Bullock, John J. & Belle, L & B, Water Lily Path, Lots 25, 26 2,100
*Burbank, Omer & Gladys, L & B, 104 Central St., Lot 2 4,400
Burden, William A. & Dorothy F., L & B, 68 Ferry St. 4,800
Burden, William A. & Dorothy J., L & B, 10 Frenette Dr., Lot 21 4,000
*Burgess, Ralph G. & Elizabeth B., L & B, Lowell Rd., Lots 3, 4 6,200
*Burleigh, Donald E. & Beverly F., L & B, 6 Hayward PI. 2,800
*Burnell, Walter A. & Ruth F., L & B, 10 Baker St. 5,200
Burnett, Cleon & Helen L., L & B, Lowell Rd. 6,500
*Burnham, John & Mabel, L & B, 83 Ferry St. 4,000
Burnika, Marcella, Land, Riverview Park, Lots 52, 53 150
Burns, Richard M. & Elizabeth B., L & B, 4 Cummings St. 6,100
Burns, Rita, L & B, River Rd. 4,500
Burton, Charles E. & Mary M., L & B, 3 Hayward PL 2,200
Burton, Earl C. & Melba A., L & B, 26 Ledge Rd. 5,000
Burton, Erven J. & Mary L., L & B, 31 Ferry St., Lot 7 3,600
*Burton, Paul F. & Myrtie M., L & B, 16 Summer Ave.,
Lots 25, 26, 27, 28 3,900
*Burton, Robert A. & Barbara, L & B, 77 Webster St. 4,300
Buswell, Tencie M., L & B, 58 Ferry St. 7,100
Buxton, Paul W. & Hazel E., L & B, 1 School St. 6,000
Buxton, Robert C. & Lorraine O., L & B, 3 Cummings St. 6,300
— c —
C & R Furniture Co., Inc., L & B, 15 Central Ct. 4,500
Cady, Arthur & Jennie, L & B, 19 Library St. 6,800
*Cady, George A.. Jr. & Barbara B., L & B, 93 Ferry St., Lot 4 5,000
Campbell, Erma F., L & B, 13 Webster St. 6,800
Campbell, Oscar & Louise, L & B, 29 Ferry St. 3,000
*Campbell, Robert O. & Alice, L & B, 7 Oakwood St. 2,300
Campbell, Robert O. & Alice, Land, Oakwood St. 300
Campbell, Raymond & Agnes, Land, Beaver Brook Rd. 200
Canfield, Herbert W., L & B, 10 Lowell Rd. 5,800
Cantara, John E. & Jacqueline R., L & B, 19 Haverhill St., Lot 1 5,200
Carbone, Robert J. & Dorothy S., L & B, Robinson Rd. 3,500
Cardin, Adeline J., L & B, 17 Frenette Dr., Lot 12 4,700
Name Description Valuation
Carignan, Joseph H. & Yvette A., Land, Chestnut St.,
Lots 227-242 Incl. 200
Carnes, Arthur, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,000
Caron, Elzear J. & Flora S., Land, Wason Rd. 150
Caron, Emile E. & Adele A., L & B, 96 Ferry St., 5,500
Caron, Flora, L & B, Wason Rd. 2,000
Caron, Paul E. & Eva F., L & B, Lowell Rd. 4,100
Carpenter, Mrs. Anna Gould, Land, Musquash Rd. 800
Carpenter, Mrs. Anna Gould, Land, Musquash Rd. 200
Carr, Joseph L. & Dorothy M., Land, Derry Rd. 200
*Carroll, David W. & Virginia, L & B, 14 Fulton St. 4,000
Carroll, John E. & Lauretta A., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 3 5,100
Carroll, John E. & Loretta, L & B, 18 B St. 2,800
Carter, Merrill L. & Eva M., L & B, 8 Rosemary Ave.,
Lots 44-47 Incl. 1,600
Carter, Minnie G. (Martin). Land, Rocky Hill Rd. 150
Case, Joseph H. & Yolande H., L & B, 6 Oak Ave., Lots 384, 385 4,000
Casey, Gerald V. & Evelyn, L & B, 105 Highland St., Lot 2 5,000
*Casey, Raymond & Claire, L & B, 17 Highland St. 5,200
Cashman, Marie J., Land, Ruskin Ave., Lots 83-86 Incl. 100
Center, C. Eugene & Honey, Joseph A., L & B, 53 Derry St. 3,500
*Chabot, Jean P. & Cecile H., L & B, 6 School St. 7,000
Chadwick, Richard G., Jr. & Frances M. & Neskey, George M. &
Kathleen V., Land, Wason Rd. 400
Chagnon, Emile A., Jr. & Dora, Land, Robinson Pond Shore 500
Ghagross, Efthia, Land, Off Alpine Ave., Lots 74-78 Incl. 53-56 Incl. 400
Chalifoux, Levi & Mildred, L & B, Chalifoux Rd. 2,500
Chalifoux, Levi & Mildred, Land, Dracut Rd. 200
Chalifoux, Levi & Mildred & Ernest & Ethel, L & B, Chalifoux Rd. 6,000
*Champigny, Calix & E. June, L & B, 13 Oak Ave. 2,200
Chaplick, Adolph M. & Anna P., L & B, 129 Lowell Rd. 6,800
Chapman, Elizabeth, L & B, 28 School St. 4,600
Chaput, Gladys I. & Florida M., L & B, 6 D St. 3.900
Chaput, Ralph C. & Patricia M., L & B, 198A Lowell Rd. 6,000
Charbonneau, Claude M. & Rhona M., L & B, Belknap Rd. 2,000
*Charbonneau, Claude M. & Rhona M., L & B, 152 Lowell Rd. 5,200
Charest, Alphonse & Clara, L & B, 61 Highland St. 5,000
Charest, Leon & Lorraine, L & B, 25 Riverside Ave. 3,800
*Charette, Adrien D. & Marjorie R., L & B, Vinton St., Lot 5 5,000
Charette, Norman & Jeannine C, Land, Vinton St., Lot 7 300
*Charron, Joseph H. & Doris E., L & B, Water Lily Path 2,600
*Charron, Paul L. & Domenica, L & B, River Rd. 3,700
Chasse, Aurele W. & Jeannette O., L & B, 46 Campello St., Lots 1, 2, 3 900
Name Description Valuation
Cheney, Hartson E., Land, From Lawrence Corner 300
Cheney, Hartson E., Land, Smith Rd. 100
Cheney, Hartson E. & Gladys E., L & B, Clement Rd. Ext. 2,000
Chesson, John V., Fuller, George A., Sr., & Levesque, Roland J.,
L & B, 2 Webster St. 14,000
Chevalier. Charles R. & Marguerite G., Land, Adelaide St., Lot 9 300
Chevalier, Charles R. & Marguerite G., L & B, 13 Adelaide St.,
Lot 10 4,500
Christiansen, Lois E., L & B, 5 Second St. 5,700
Christiansen, Henry A. & Dolores M., L & B, Robinson Rd. 3,700
Christopher, George A. & Ann K., L & B, 17 Melendy Rd. 4,000
Christy, Joseph E. & Alice M., L & B, River Rd. 2,! 00
Cisson, William, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,800
Clark, George H. & Rose H., L & B, 9 Water St. 4,500
*Clark, Otis R. & Lucie B., L & B, 137 Belknap Rd. 2,000
Clark, Richard L. & Roseanna B., L & B, Belknap Rd. 1,000
*Clark, Robert W. & Helen B., L & B, 16 Reed St. 4,500
*Claveau, Eugene J. & Constance, L & B, Greeley St. 2,700
Claveau Motors, Inc., L & B, 38 Ferry St. 8,000
*Claveau, Thomas & Mildred, L & B, 117 Highland St., Lot 8, pt. 9,
pt 7, Lot 11 + 6,000
Claveau, Thomas J. & Mildred, L S; B, 16 Library St. 5,300
Claveau, Thomas J. & Mildred, L & B, 30 Library St. 8,000
Claveau, Thomas J. & Mildred C, Land, Lowell Rd. 100
Claveau, Thomas J. & Mildred F., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 7 4,500
Clay, Doris H., Land, Wason Rd. 250
Clement, David, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,800
Clement, Harry E. & Mildred E., L & B, Windham Rd. 5,000
Clement, Harry E. & Mildred E., Land, Clement Rd. 1,000
Clews, Frank J. & Anna M., L & B, 225 Webster St. 4,900
*Cloe, Thomas F. & Esther, Trailer, Derry Rd. 2,500
Clough, Donald E., Sr., L & B, 87 Highland St. 3,000
Clough, William H., L & B, Greeley St. 1,200
*Cloutier, Donald & June, L & B, 155 Lowell Rd. 5,000
Cloutier, Donald & June, L & B, 1 14 Central St. 3,200
Cloutier, Donald & June, L & B, Ledge Rd., Lot 1 4,000
Cloutier, George H. & Alice R., L & B, 87 Ferry St., Lot 2 6,800
Cloutier, Joseph F. & Ella, L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,300
Cloutier, Joseph F. & Ella, Land, Pelham Rd. 400
*Clout3er, Roland J. & Irene A., L & B, 17 Ledge Rd., Lot 16 6,600
Cocchiaro, Alexander N. & Angela T., L & B, 147 Belknap Rd., Lot 1 5,400
Colburn, Martina B., L & B, 106 Highland St. 1,000
Colby, George W., Jr., L & B, 193 Webster St., 2 houses 14,000
Name Description Valuation
Coldiron, James Jr., L & B, Speare Rd. 2,000
*Colson, Herbert E., L & B, Oflf Wason Rd. 3,200
Connell, Fred R. & Ella A., L & B, 80 Ferry St. 5,500
Conneli, John N., Land, Off Dracut Rd. 200
*Connell, Philip J. & Lucille T., L & B, 51 Central St. 6,400
Connell, Philip J. & Frank H., Land, Dracut Rd. to Bowman Rd. 400
Consigny, Agnes E., L & B, 10 Porter Ave., Lots 70, 71, 73, 75 1,900
Consigny, William H. & Edmond J., Land, Hudson Center 150
Constant, Adrien J. & Mary E., Land, River Rd. 100
*Constant, Leo E. & Jeannette M., L & B, River Rd. 1,500
Constantine, Harold A., L & B, Linda St., Lots 14, 15 1,000
Constantine, Harold A., L & B, Linda St., Lot 19 3,000
Constantine, Harold A., L & B, Linda St., Lot 20 3,000
Convent, Pres. St. Mary, L & B, 182 Lowell Rd. 7,000
*Cook, Leon A. & Mary V., L & B, 16 Oak Ave. 3,100
Cooke, Hattie E. & Harold E., L & B, 14 Derry St. 5,200
Cooke, Hersey & Lucy J., L & B, 19 Second St. 2,500
*Cooke, Marion A. & Hector Est., L & B, 24 Derry St. 5,000
Cooley, Boyd E. & Janet C, L & B, Lowell Rd. 3,500
Cormier, Leo J. & Gladys J. Est., L & B, Off Ferry St.,
Lots 69, 78, 70, 79 2,000
Cormier, Robert F. & Hermia B., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 1,700
Coronis, Phoebe L., 20 Derry St. 5,200
Corosa, Julius, L & B, 3 Porter Ave. 4,000
*Cossette, Paul N. & Jeanne G., L & B, Dracut Rd. 4,100
*Costello, William B., Jr. & Genevieve L., L & B, 14 Ledge Rd., Lot 1 4,500
Cote, Arthur & Izola, L & B, 18 A. St., Lots 45-49 Incl. 4,000
*Cote, Claire M. & Thomas R., L & B, lOSj/ Lowell Rd.,
Lots 214, 215, 216 4,200
Cote, Claire M. & Thomas R., Land, Hill St. 200
Cote, Leon P. & Dora E., L & B, 28 Merrimack St. 3,800
*Cote, Raymond R. & Rita, L & B, 16 Derry St. 7,000
Cote, William & Clara B., L & B, 16 A Street, Lots 40 - 44 Incl. 5,000
*Coulter, Francis A. & Doris M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 14,000
Courcy, Charles & Bolduc, Joseph E., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 300
Cournoyer, Edward & Dufour, Arthur, Land, W. Windham Rd. 100
*Courtemanche, Alban P. & Helen T., L & B, 10 Ferry Ave. 4,200
Courtemanche, Albert M. & Elaine, Land, Alpine or Ruskin Sts. 200
Courture, Joseph, Land, Elmhurst 150
*Cowgill, George H. & Isabelle A., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 6 4,800
*Cox, Gilbert W. & Hazel M., L & B, 12 State St. 2,500
Crabtree, Allan F. & Dorothea, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,500
*Crawford, Edward B. & Ina G., L & B, River Rd. 4,000
*Crenner, Robert & Simonds, Doris, L & B, Windham Rd. 4,500
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*Crompton, Hany J., L & B, 32 Lowell Rd. 5,000
Crompton, Harry J., Land, 34-36 Lowell Rd. 800
Crosby, Harry W. & Priscilla, L & B Highland St. 3,000
Crosby, Harry W. & Priscilla, Land, Highland St. 200
*Cro.sby, Norman J. & Muriel E., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,500
*Crosby, Richard F. & Marjorie J., L & B, 79 Ferry St. 4,800
Cross, Lena M., L & B, Derry Rd. 5,500
Cross, N. Erwin, L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 5,500
Cullen, John H. Heirs, L & B, Musquash Rd. 1,000
*Cummins, Harold W. & Katharine R., L & B, Highland St. 5,000
*Curran, Edward A. & Barbara L., L & B, 204 Central St . 4,500
Curran. John J. & Ethel G., L & B, 1 Greeley St., Lot 1 3,100
Cuthbertson, Clyde & Myrtle, L & B, 6 Hurley St., Lot 7 4,200
Cutter, Arthur H. & Jane A., Land, Merrill Land 300
— D —
Daigle, Robert A. & Elna R., L & B, 97 Central St. (Shed) 550
*Dame, Helen E., L & B, 28 Adelaide St., Lots 286-291 Incl. 4,500
*Dame. Robert D., L & B, 26 Adelaide St., Lots 292, 293 3,200
Damery, Marie B. & Marie E., L & B, Gowing Rd. 2,700
Damery, Thomas C. & Evangeline, L & B, Gowing Rd. 4,200
*D^Amour, Paul E. & Lillian R., L & B, Pinedale Ave. 3,000
*Dane, Richard C. & Madeline, L & B, 112 Derry St. 5,200
*Dane, William B. & Helen S., L & B, 202 Central St. 3,400
*Daneault, Edward, L & B. 107 Lowell Rd. 4,100
Danielevitch, Anthony, L & B, 20 Campello St. 3,700
Danielevitch, Anthony, L & B, 12 Newiand Ave. 2,000
Danielevitch, Joseph, L & B, 13 Grand Ave. 4,300
Danielevitch, Joseph, Land, Paradise, Lots 187-191 Incl. 150
Daniels, Gertrude A. & Howard A., Land, Highland St. 450
Davidson, Lawrence M. & Ellen, L & B, 41 Central St., Lot 5 6,100
Davis, Blanche E Est., Land, Tarnic Pond,
Lots 30, 74, 92, 75, 76, 77, 82 300
Davis, Clarence L. & Ethel M., L & B, 37 Adelaide St. 2,500
Daw, Harry W., Jr. & Jane C, L & B, 9 Cummings St. 7,100
Daw, Harry W., Jr. & Jane C, Land, Derry Rd. 1,000
Daw, Jane C. & Harry W., L & B, Elm Ave. 8,000
Dawalga, Henry C. & Dorothy, L & B, Philbrick St.
Lots 144-148 Incl. 3,200
*Dean, Robert J. & Elizabeth J., L & B, 10 D St., Lots 3, 4 5,300
*Dearborn, Grant W. & Joan M., L & B, 106 Central St. 4,000
DeBonville, Romeo & Yvonne, L & B, Robinson Pond Shore 800
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Decelle, Emma, L & B, 4 Ferry Ave. 2,300
Deering, Kenneth R. & Ruth M., L & B, Dracut Rd. 2,500
DeLacombe, Edward & Dora, L & B, Cutler Rd. 5,300
Demanche, Hector & Elvina, L & B, 81 Highland St. 1,500
Denault, Marie A., L & B, 3 Bungalow Ave. 2,500
Denning, Ruby L. (Mrs.), Land, Dracut Rd. 200
DePontbriand, Marcel, Rita, Robert & Florette, Land, Derry Rd. 250
Derby, George W. & Marion L., L & B, 162 Ferry St. 10,000
Dery, Lillian A. & Albert J., L 8c B, 34 Highland St. 4,500
*Desbiens, Joseph B. & Beatrice M., L & B, 12 Pinedale Ave.,
Lots 414, 415 3,100
Desclos, Joseph & Marie, L & B, 3 8 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 118, 119, 120, 121 2,500
Descoteaux, Henry L. & Theresa M., L & B, Robinson Pond Shore 800
Desjardins, Raymond A. & Theresa M., L & B, 12 Hurley St. 3,100
Desjardins, Roland A. & Cecile B., Land, Eayers Pond, Lots 35-48 Incl. 150
*Desmarais, Amedee B. & Constance O., L & B, 27 Derry St. 5,80&
Desmarais, Amedee B. & Constance O., L & B, New Derry Highway 1,200
Desmarais, Amedee B. & Constance O., Land, New Derry Highway 150
Des Roches, Antonio J. & Bertha M., L & B, 73 Lowell Rd. 2,300
*Desrosiers, Albert L. & Simone G., L & B, 22 Lowell Rd. 4,500
Devlin, Arthur J., L & B, Grand Ave., Lots 103-106 200
*Diggins, Donald P. & Charlene, L & B, Wason Rd. 4,000
Dion, Marguerite, L & B, River Rd. 3,000
*Dion, Maurice C. & Yvette B., L & B, 72 Ferry St. 7,000
Dionne, Alphonse, L & B, 22 Hurley St. 2,800
Dionne, Alphonse, Land, 14 Hurley St., Lots 13-15 (Pt. 15) 150
Dionne, Elise, L & B, 16 Hurley St. 3,500
*Dionne, Richard D. & Jacqueline L., L & B, 42 Highland St. 4,200
Dionne, Robert A. & Claire F., Land, Stanley Ave.,
Lots 469, 471,473 300
Dionne, Thomas & Margaret, L & B, 8 Ridge Ave. 1,200
Dobrowolski. Kostanty, L & B, Moody Rd., Lots 114-130 Inch,
157-176 Incl. 7,000
*Doherty, John E. & Margaret K., L & B, 15 Third St. 4,000
*Donah, Edgar & Nellie E., L & B, 34 Library St. 4,600
Donnelly, John & Sons, Inc., Signs 150
Dooley, Arthur, Land, Greeley St. 450
*Dooley, Arthur M., L & B, Greeley St. 1,000
Dooley, Horace F. & Elsie C, Land, Derry Rd. 1,000
Dooley, Horace F. & Elsie C, Land, Off Derry Rd. 200
Doucette, Edward & Gabrielle, Land, Lowell Rd., Lots 317-325 Incl. 150
Doucette, Edward & Gabrielle, L & B, 88 Lowell Rd. 3,400
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Doucette, Ernest J. & Helen F., L & B, Clement Rd. 4,100
*Doucette, Raymond H. & Pauline G., L & B, 13 Highland St. 5,900
Douris, Theodore & Evangeline Est., L & B, 189 Central St. 2,600
Dow, Harold E. & Theresa N., L & B, 13 Nottingham St. 2.500
Drown. Frances S. & Alton L., L & B, Winnhaven Drive 3,500
*Drown, Leighton A. & Katherine J., L & B, Bruce St., Lots 9, 23 5,300
Drumm, William R. & Leola B., L & B, 11 Gloria Ave. 4,000
Dube, Albert & Lydia, L & B, Derry Rd. 4,400
Dube, Bertha, L & B, 11^ Kenyon St., Lots 69-77 Incl. 4,500
*Dube, Daniel T. & Sara A.. L & B, 12 Gambia St., Lots 15, 16 3.300
*Dube, Robert J. P. & Rose M., 152 Ferry St., Lots 23-37 5,200
*Dubowik, Peter, L & B, New Derry Highway 6,500
*Ducharme, Alfred J. & Lurline, L & B. 51 Melendy Rd.,
Lots 73-84 Incl. 3,800
Ducharme, Eva, L & B, 8 Gillis St. 6,500
Ducharme. Eva V.. L & B. Philbrick St.. Lots 177-190 Incl.,
225-244 Incl., 279-284 Incl., 262-278 Incl. 2,000
Ducharme. Eva V. & Walter, L & B, River Rd. 3,000
Ducharme. Deloid, L & B. 11 Federal St. 2,200
Ducharme, Henry & Bertha, L & B, 73 Melendy Rd. 2,700
Ducharme, Laura & Leo, L & B, Lowell Rd. 3,000
Ducharme, Walter & Eva V.. L & B, River Rd. 4,500
Ducharme, Walter, Jr., Land, Lowell Rd. 750
Ducharme, Walter F., Jr.. Land, Lowell Rd. 500
Dudley, James, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,800
Duford, Alfred E., Land, Webster St. 1,000
Dufour, Marie Est., Land, Kenyon Terrace, Lots 28, 29 350
Dumais, Alphonse & Irene, L & B, 228 Webster St. 4,500
Dumais, John & Cecile?L & B, 202 Webster St. 5,600
Dumais, Joseph A. & Winifred M., L & B, 55 Adelaide St.,
Lots90, 91,99, 100 5,500
*Dumais. Lucien R. & Violet L., L & B, 5 Blackstone St.,
Lots 64, 65, 66 5,700
*Dumas, Lawrence M. & Bernadette, L & B, 17 Lowell Rd., Lot 443 3,800
*Dumont, Leo A. & Theresa, L & B, 50 Ferry St. 7,000
Dumont, Raymond E. & Loretta P., L & B, 9 Blackstone St.,
Lots 72, pt. 73 5,500
Dumont. Wilfred H. & Lodine, L & B. 143 Lowell Rd. 4,500
Dunklee. Herbert H. & Helen A., L & B, River Rd. 600
*Duplease, Julien & Rita R., L & B. Lowell Rd. 4,700
Duplisea, Gerald, L & B, Musquash Rd. 1,000
*Dupont. George C, L & B, 7 Summer Ave., Lots 74-83 Incl. 3,000
*Dupont, Lionel & Frances, L & B, 242 Webster St. 5,000
Dupont, Louis, L & B, 2 Hill St. 3,300
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Dupont, Raymond I. & Irene G., Land, Lowell Rd. 600
*Duquette, Raymond E. & Loretta A., L & B, Putnam Rd. 4,400
Duquette, Raymond & Loretta, Land, Cutler Rd. 400
*Durand,NormandE.&Lillian M. J., L & B, 29 Riverside Ave. 3,000
*Durand, Paul T. & Jeannine, L & B, 35 Highland St. 5,500
Durivage, Ellsworth H., Land, Off Wason Rd. 150
Durocher, Joseph A. & Marie A., Land, Steele Rd. 1,100
Durwin, William, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,600
Dusseault, Gerard E. & Arlene L., L & B, Highland St. 2,500
Button, Elwin W. & Shirley M., L & B, 135 Ferry St. 4,800
*Duvall, Arthur H. & Eva B., L & B, 3 Chase St. 4,400
Eastham, James S. & Marcia D., Land, Gumpus Hill Rd. 500
Eaton, Albert H., L & B, 7 Burnham Rd. 2,000
Eaton, Eva, Land, Alpine Ave., Lots 214-217 Incl. 150
Edwards, Albert, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,000
*Edwards, Bruce W. & Pauline, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,800
Edwards, Carl, Trailer, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,500
Edwards, Carl, Trailer, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,500
Egeris, Constance F. & Joseph A., L & B, 127 Derry St. 10,000
Elden, Walter B. & Edith F., L & B, 8 Atwood Ave.,
Lots 282, 283, 284, 275, 276, 273, 274, 293, 294 3,500
Elden. Walter B. & Edith F., Land, Atwood Ave. & Temple St.,
Lots 271, 272 450
Elliott, Bernice A., L & B, Linda St. (foundation) Lot 21 800
Elliott, Guy M., L & B, Pelham Rd. 2,000
Elliott, Theresa I., L & B, W^ebster St. 5,400
*Elliott, Wilfred A., L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,900
*Ellis, Frances A. (Clohesy), L & B, River Rd., Lot 3 4,800
Ellis, Raymond G., L & B, 129 Ferry St., Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 2,300
*Empey, Earle R. & Marion, L & B, Musquash Rd. 4,500
Erb, Leslie H. & Margaret J., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 5,500
Erb, Maude, L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 9,000
*Erwin, Francis, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,200
Estey, Bernard & Marie, L & B, 49 Central St. 4,000
Estey, Delia & Elliot, Jennie, L & B, Speare Rd. 2,500
Esty, Philip E. & M. Louise, Land, Bush Hill Rd. 450
Esty, Hobert B., Roy E. & Howard T., Land, Kimball Hill Rd. 750
*Evans, Anna M. & Kenneth M., L & B, 24 Baker St. 4,500




Fadden, Richard G. & Ellen C, L & B, 78 Highland St. 4,700
*Fairfield, Francis E. & Florence L., L & B, 57 Ferry St. 6,100
Fairfield, George B. & Emma F., L & B,Gowing Rd. 1,200
Fairfield, Richard L., Land Off Page Rd. 300
*Fallon, John W. & Kathleen W., L & B, 28 Library St. 6,000
*Farland, Wilfred N., L & B, 34 Grand Ave. 2,500
Farmer, Charles & Myra, Land, 11 Chase St. 300
Farmer, Francis P. Heirs, Land, Lowell Rd. 250
Fathers, Oblate Assoc, L & B, Lowell Rd. 2,500
Felton, Maurice G., L & B, 95 Lowell Rd. 1,000
*Field, Charles W. & Jean T., L & B, 47 Derry St. 6,700
*Fisher, Katherine, L & B, 118 Highland St. 2,500
Flanagan, Harry G., L & B, Robinson Pond Shore, Lots 4, 4A 3,000
Flanders, Eva M. & Curtis O., L & B, 3 Highland St. 3,500
Flemming. Sylvia, L & B. Barretts Hill Rd. 5,800
*Fleury, Arthur & Exilia Est., L & B, 251 Webster St. 4,500
Fleury, Eugene C. & Jeannette M., Land, Webster St.,
by Merrimack River 900
Fleury, Eugene C. & Jeannette M., Land, Webster St. 150
Flint, Percy R., Land, Lowell Rd. 700
*Fogg, Stanley H. & Marguerite B., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,000
Foisie, George E. & Olga L., L & B, Lowell Rd., Lot 3 4,100
Foisie, Olivine, L & B, 6 B St. 2,200
Foley, Daniel, Trailer, L 22 Ferry St. 1,500
*Foley, John F. & Alice, L & B, 8 Cross St., Lots 359-362 Incl. 2,500
Forcier, Donat, L & B, Ridge Ave. (2 lots & shacks) 200
Ford, Frank W. & Helen L., L & B, Dracut Rd. 1,500
Ford, Fred H. & Marie D., Land, Greeley St. 100
Ford, Fred H., Jr., L & B, Lowell Rd. 4,000
*Ford, Fred H., Jr., L & B, Dracut Rd. 4,000
Ford, John E., L & B, Dracut Rd. 1,300
Forrence, George A. & Anna A., L & B, 15 Reed St. 2,800
Forrence, George A. & Lillian V., L & B, 83 Highland St. 3,500
Fortescue, Juliette, L & B, Wason Rd. 1,200
*Foster, George L. & Lilia D., L & B, 20 Haverhill St., Lot 3 5,700
*Fox, Gladys J. & Howard L., L & B, Windham Rd. 3,200
Francoeur, Robert & Rachel, L & B, 15 Derry St., P. O. Bldg. 18,000
Francoeur, Robert & Rachel, L & B, Highland St. 5,200
*Francoeur, Robert R. & Theresa Y., L & B, 27i/ Grand Ave. 5,000
*Francoeur, Robert W. & Rachel A., L & B, Derry Rd. 6,500
Eraser, Henry A., L & B, 1 Reed St. 4,900
Eraser, Raymond J. & Alice, L & B, 12 ChaseSt. 6,700
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*Frazier, Philip F. & Mary B., L & B, Thorning Rd., Lot 10 3,000
Freeman, William F. & Florence, L & B, Stuart Rd., Lot 5 4,800
French, David S. Est., L & B, 46 Lowell Rd . 3,700
French, Earl, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,300
French, Harold G. & Maude E., L & B, 107 Derry St. 3,700
French, Harold G. & Maude E., L & B, 109 Derry St. 5,800
*French, John L. & Margaret, L & B, 38 Highland St. 5,200
French, Maurice R. & Theodora F., L & B, 95 Ferry St. 5,500
Frenette, George, Irene & Regina C., L & B, 65 Central St. 8,000
Frenette, Lionel G., L & B, 7 Lowell Rd. 9,000
Frenette, Rita, Land, Frenette Dr., Lots 17, 18, 19, 20 & 2 reserved 1,000
Frenette, Robert W. & Gertrude, Land, Robinson Rd., Lot 7 500
Frenette, Robert W. & Gertrude G., Land, 60-64 Central St. 800
Frenette, Robert W. & Gertrude G., L & B, 56 Central St. 5,000
Frenette, Roger, L & B, Power St., Lot 9 4,200
Frenette, Roger A. & Henry A., L & B,
1 Chatham St., Lot 106 pt. 108 5,800
Frenette, Roger A. & Henry A., L & B,
3 Chatham St., Lot 110 Pt. 108, pt 112 5,800
Frenette, Roger A. & Henry A., L & B,
4 Chatham St., Lots 123, 125 2,500
Frenette, Roger A. & Henry A., L & B,
Chatham St., Lots 114, 334 pt. 112 1,000
Frenette, Roger A. & Henry A., Land Off Blackstone St. 600
Friel, Philip J. & Jeanne V., L & B, Lowell Rd., Golf Course 15,000
Frink, Myrta A., L & B, 161 Ferry St., Lots 22, 23, 36, 37 1,400
Frost, Charles H. & Alice M., L & B, Wason Rd. 1,500
Frost, Charles H. & Alice M., Land, Wason Rd. 150
Frost, Charles H. & Alice M., Land, Wason Rd. 900
Fuller, Arthur E. & Blanche. Land, Derry Rd. 300
*Fuller, Arthur E. & Blanche C, L & B, 16 Baker St. 5,200
Fuller, Barbara A. & Ruth C., L & B, 55 Ferry St. 5,500
Fuller, George & Virginia & Levesque, Roland J. & Grace,
L & B, Derry Rd. 4,200
Fuller, Gordon A. & Nancy G., L & B, Old Derry Rd. 3,000
Fuller, Mildred M., L & B, 94 Lowell Rd. 4,600
Fuller, Mildred M., Land, Atwood Ave., Lots 268, 269, 270 100
Fuller, Nettie A., L & B, 10 Water St. 3,800
Fuller, Virginia M., L & B, 26 Derry St. 14,500
Fuller, Virginia M., L & B, 85 Highland St. 2,000
Fuller, Walter W., Land, Pelham Rd. 50
Fuller, Walter W. & Annette C, L & B, 10 Connell St. 3,100




Gagne, Eli, Land, Bush Hill 900
Gagne, Eli, Land, Pelham Rd. 250
Gagne. Ovide J. & Eva B., L & B, 136 Lowell Rd. 5,200
*Gagne, Raymond R.. L & B, 16 Belknap Rd. 3,800
Gagne, Robert J. & Norma, L & B, 54-56 Lowell Rd. 5,300
Gagnon, Andre, Land. Barretts Hill Rd. 200
Gagnon, Arthur & Isabelle M., L & B, River Rd. 6,000
Gagnon, David P. & Theresa M., L & B, 98 Highland St., Lot C. 4,800
*Gagnon, Ernest, L & B, 9 D St. 4,500
Gagnon, Ernest R. & Phyllis M., Land Off D St., Lots 12-14 Incl. 200
Gagnon, G. Maurice & Delia L., L & B, 7 Blackstone St.,
Lots 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 76, 78, 80 2,900
*Gagnon, George W. & Louise C., L & B, Lowell Rd. 3,000
Gagnon, Leo J. & Marjorie A.. L & B, 19 Reed St. 4,000
*Gagnon, Leo M. & Doris C., L & B, Derry Rd. 4.500
Gagnon, Lydia, L & B, Derry Rd. 4,200
Gagnon, Lydia, Land, New Derry Highway 200
Gagnon. Normand G.. Trailer, 162 Ferry St. (Fire)
Gagnon, Ovila A. & Annette B., L & B, 1 10 Derry St. 5,500
Gagnon, Ovila A. & Annette B., Land, Paradise, Lots 228, 229 200
*Gagnon, Roland T. & Beverly D., L & B, Kienia Rd. 2,200
Gagnon, Stephen E. L., L & B, 39 Highland St. 4,800
*Gagnon, Victor A. & Rita M., L & B, 36 Riverside Ave. 3,700
Gagnon, Wilfred, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 5 1.000
Gagnon, Xavier, L & B. 74 Lowell Rd. 4,700
Gagnon, Xavier & Exillia, Land, Lowell Rd.,
Lots 332. 333, 334, 335, pt 343, 344 300
Galecky, William, L & B, 44 Riverside Ave. 4,300
Galipeau, Mabel A. & Paul R., Est. L & B, 148 Webster St. 6,000
Gallagher, Christopher & Mary E., L & B, 18 Haverhill St., Lot 2 5,700
Gallagher, James T. & Theresa L, L & B, 3 Edgar Court,
Lots 76, 78, 80, 72, 74 3,500
*Gamache, Alfred W. & Marcella, L & B, 13 George St., Lot 4 4,500
Gamache, Gerard & Virginia P., L & B, 6 Connell St. 4,500
Gamache, Leo A. & Ida, L & B, 2 1 Riverside .\ve. 4,300
Gamache, Roland L. & Cecile, L & B, Greeley St. 7,000
Garneau, James, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,800
Garside, Fred N. & Madeline G., L & B. Off Burnham Rd., Old house 4,000
Garside, Fred N. & Madeline G., L & B, Off Burnham Rd., New house 2,000
Gas Service, Inc., Gas Lines 49,000
Gates, Lillian M., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 4,700
*Gaudette, Roland & Lucille, L & B, 19 B St. 4,500
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*Gauthier, Russell E. & Fleurette F., L & B, 5 School St. 7,400
*Gawel, Stanley M. & Jenney K., L & B, Windham Rd. 4,100
Gendron, Albert, L & B, 243 Webster St. 4,300
Gendron, Henry, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,000
*Gendron, Rene L. & Theresa Y., L & B, Derry Lane, Lots 2, 3 5,500
Gendron, Robert, Land, Windham Rd. 150
*Gendron, Romeo A. & Adeline J., L & B, 299 Webster St. 3,500
Gibson, Paul B. & Thelma, L & B, 34 Baker St. 5,000
*Gibson, Paul B., Jr., & Nancy A., L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,500
Gilbert, George B. & Mary F., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 5,000
*Gile, George D. & Jacqueline A., L & B, Lowell Rd., Lots 7, 7A 3,500
Girouard, Conrad J. & Helen M., L & B, 2-10 Library St., & 2 houses
on Highland St. in rear 15,000
Giroux, Albert J. & Maude E., L & B, 10 Ridge Ave. 1,200
*Glasz, Nicholas & Elizabeth, L & B, 11 George St., Lot 3 4,900
Goding, Albert, L & B, Stewarts Corner 4,000
Goodale, Ray F. & Doris H., L & B, 169 Central St. 5,100
Goodwin, Anniemae, L & B, 19 Baker St. 4,000
Goodwin, Anniemae, Bldg., 76 Derry St. 3,800
*Goodwin, Francis N. & Myra P., L & B, 20 George St., Lots 78-84 4,100
Goodwin, Fred T., Jr. & Claire T., L & B, 1 Leslie St. 5,500
Goodwin, Helen Est., L & B, Iris Path 1,600
Goodwin, Walter E. & Pauline T., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 4 4,000
*Gott, Charles, Jr. & Gertrude, L & B, Greeley St. 4,600
Gott, Charles V., Jr. & Gertrude B., L & Shed, Greeley St. 300
Gould, Charles S. & Ruby W., L & B, River Rd. 1,800
Gould, Chester E., L & B, Musquash Rd. 2,500
Gould, Chester E., Land Off Dracut Rd. 300
*Goulet, Albert R. & Theresa, L & B, 43 Melendy Rd.
Lots 59-62 Incl. 5,400
Gove, Lester E. & Ethel F., L & B, 210 Central St. 4,400
*Gove, Lester F. & Rita, L & B, 154 Belknap Rd., Lot 4 3,800
Gowing, Mabel F., Land, Wason Rd. 450
*Goyait, Hector C. & Irene T., L & B, 5 Chapin St., Lot 48 pt 47 4,000
Gozzi, William B. & Martha, L & B, Old Derry Rd. 19,000
Graham, Perley E. & Dorothy, L & B, 195 Central St. (rear) 1,400
Grainger, Christie A., Land, 22 George St., Lots 72, 73 800
Grainger, Donald K. & Agnes, L & B 102 Highland St. 4,000
Grandmaison, Robert T. & Olive M., L & B, 4 Frenette Dr., Lot 3 3,500
Granite State Construction, Inc., L & B, Thorning Rd., Lot 15 800
*Grant, Donald E. & Barbara A., L & B, River Rd. 4,500
Grant, Doris M. & William R., L & B, 48 School St. 5,000
Grauslys, Julia & Charles, L & B, Boyd Rd. 3,500
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Grauslys, Julia & Charles, Land, Boyd Rd. 300
Gravelle, Sylvio & Cecile, L & B. 3 Riverside Ave., Lots 431-434 Incl. 2,700
Graves, Theodore & Barbara C., L & B, Off Webster St. 2,000
Gray, Mary, Trailer, Boyd Rd. 2,200
*Greatchus, Leo D. & Josephine, L & B, 9 B St.,
Lots 246, 247, 248, 249 5,200
Gregory, Alfred W., L & B, Second St. 4,000
Grenon, Albertina, L & B, 24 Adelaide St. 2,500
Griffin, Charles, Land, Old Derry Rd. 300
Griffin, Frank, Land, Old Derry Rd. 250
Griffin, Frank, Land, Old Derry Rd. 100
Griffin, Mattie R. & Harold H., L & B, Greeley St. 2,200
*Griffin, Roy G. & Flora L., L & B, 62 Derry St. 7,000
Grigas, Albert, Land, Andrews Ave., Lots 65, 66, 67 200
Grigas, Albert P. & Elaine A., Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 346-348 150
*Grigas, Frank & Jeannette, L & B, 267 Webster St. 4,500
Grigas, Joseph & Barbara E., L & B, Rocky Hill Rd. 2,800
Grigas, Wolantas, L & B, Rocky Hill Rd. 2,200
Grigas, Wolantas, L & B, 70 Webster St. 4,200
Grisson, Allen J. & Marie C, L & B, 21 Frenette Dr., Lot 14 3,500
*Grohosky, Claudette A. & Edward G., L & B, Merrimack St.,
Lots 82, 83, 84, 85, 104, 105, 106 4,600
Grohosky, George C. & Julia R., L & B, 7 Porter Ave. 2,300
*Grohosky, John, L & B, 3 Riverside Ave., Lots 309-313 Incl. 2,400
*Grohosky, Victor & Mary E., L & B, Greeley St. 1,800
*Grondin, George E. & Ruth E., L & B, 2 Thorning Rd., Lot 9 5,400
Groves, E. Stuart & Doris E. Est., L & B, Lowell Rd. 5,200
Groves, E. Stuart & Sheila M., Land, Lowell Rd., Lots 3, 4 300
Groves, Robert L., L & B, Lowell Rd., Lot 2 2,500
Groves, Robert L., Land, Lowell Rd. 250
Groves, Robert G. Est., Land, W'ason Rd. 100
Groves, Stuart, Land, Stuart Rd., Lot 3 500
Guerette, Roger A. & Lorette B., L & B, Burns Hill Rd. 2,200
Guertin, Henry J. & Josephine, L & B, Lowell Rd. 2,300
Guertin, Louis P., Dr., Land, Pelham Rd. 400
*Guill, Charles P. & Jeannette D., L & B, 60 Lowell Rd. 3,000
Guyette, Charles E. & Catherine, L & B, 40 Adelaide St. 5,000
— H —
Hackett, Raymond W. & Anna M., L & B, 12 Ferry St. 4,500
Hagerty, Dr. D. J., Est., L & B, Sagamore Park Rd. 1,000




*Haight, Clarence W., Sr. & Mary E., L & B, 12 Bond St., Lot 18 5,300
*Haithwaite, James, Jr. & Dorothy M., L & B, 214 Central St. 3,500
*Hamblett, David H. & Beatrice H., L & B, 97 Ferry St.,
Lots 7-13 Incl. 5,300
Hamblett, Elizabeth May, L & B, 103 Ferry St. 5,000
Hamblett, Everett, L & B, 224 Central St. 6,100
Hamblett, Everett M. & Ruth S., Land, Hudson Center 100
Hamblett, Helen K., Land, Lowell Rd. 300
Hamblett, Helen K., Land, Off Lowell Rd. 600
Hamblett, Helen K., Land, Musquash Rd. 500
Hamblett, Helen K., Land, Musquash Rd. 300
*Hamblett, Leonard L. & Lorraine, L & B, Greeley St. 5,000
Hamblett, Luther & Margaret Est., L & B, 101 Ferry St. 5,000
Hamblett, Luther & Margaret Est., L & B, 101A Ferry St. 3,000
Hamblett, Robert B., Land, Off Lowell Rd. 600
Hamblett, Robert B., Land, Dracut Rd. 4,400
Hamelin, Alfred L. & Vilette R., L & B, Dracut Rd. 4,000
Hammar, John A. & Geraldine G., L & B, 136 Ferry St., Lot 53 700
Hammond, Gertrude H. & Leon G., L & B, 74 Central St. 5,000
Hammond, Gertrude H. & Leon G., Land, Adelaide St. 250
Hammond, Gladys & Lewis Est., Land, Greeley St. 150
Hanson, Merilda P., Land, 11 Burnham Rd., Lots 199, 200, 291, 202 250
Hanson, Walter, Land, Riverside, Lots 45-49 Incl. 150
Hardy, Charles H. & Marjorie L., L & Foundation, Lowell Rd. 800
*Hardy, Fred B. & Frances H., L & B, Steele Rd. 6,500
Hardy, John, L & B, Lowell Rd. 14,600
Hardy, Robert E., L & B, 55 Melendy Rd. 3,400
Hardy, Robert H. & Bertha E., L & B, Lowell Rd. 7,000
Harris, Douglas A. & Ruth M., L & B. 114-116 Derry St. 7,000
Hartford, Myron, Land, Gowing Rd. 100
Harvey, Warren B. & Florence, L & B, River Rd., Pt lot 2 4,400
Harwood, Agnes L., L & B, 6 Ridge Ave., Lots 2, 3, 9, pt 10 2,800
Harwood, W. J., Land Off Adelaide St.,
Lots 306, 307, 308, 317, 318, 319 300
*Hatch, Warren E. & Barbara, L & B, 103 Belknap Rd. 4,500
Hawthorne, Bruce & Verna, Land, Robinson Rd. 300
*Hayes, Edward R. & Thelma O., L & B, 102 Central St.,
Lot 1 Pt Lot 3 5,000
Hayes. Evelyn L., L & B, 3 Summer Ave., Lots 71-73 Incl. 3,000
Hayes, John R. & Gertrude K., L & B, 44 Central St. 6,800
Hebert, Frederick H. & Mary W., L & B, 2 Cummings St. 5,000
Hemeon, Howard J., Jr. & Ida A., Land, Layers Pond,
Lots 347-352 Incl. 100
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Henderson, Donald J., L & B, Musquash Rd. 4,500
Henderson, James & Corona, L & B., 6 Ledge Rd. 3,400
Henderson, Paul W., Alice M. & Andrew, Robert A. & Violette, L & B,
Steele Rd., Lot 13 4,800
Henry, Robert P. & Lillian R., L & B^ 29 Adelaide St. 5,400
*Herbert, Paul K. & Nada M., L & B, 8 Highland St. (rear) 3,100
*Heroux, Paul J. & Cecile F., L & B, 14 Kenyon St.,
Lots 31, 42, 43, 53, 54, 39, 40 4,600
Hill, Robert W., L & B, 26 School St. 5,200
Hills, James, Land, Robinson Pond 500
Hills. Orlando Est., Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 300
Hills, Orlando, Jr., Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 150
*Hodge, Frederick D. & Edith, L & B, 11 Connell St. 3,800
Hogan, John T. & Eileen, L & B, 66 Derry St. 10,000
Hoitt, William B., Mrs., L & B, 8 Fulton St. 5,300
Holbrook, Elizabeth A. & Ruston, Ila M., L & B, Derry Rd. 3,500
Holcomb, Olive W., (Martin), L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lots 11, 12 1,400
Holden, Fred & Gladys M., Land, Highland St. 300
*Holmes, James W. & Gertrude S., L & B, 7 Newton St. 5,200
*Holt, G. Elaine & Chas. W., Jr., L & B, 27 Central St. 6,700
Holt, Gladys & Harold F., L & B, 16 Melendy Rd. 4,800
Holton, Blanche B., L & B, Boyd Rd., East side of Highway 2,800
Holton, Blanche B., L & B, Boyd Rd., West side of Highway 1,000
Holton, Jessie M., L & B, Boyd Rd., 2 garages 300
Holton, Jessie M., Roy L., John H. & Nelson, Louise I.,
Land, Londonderry Rd. 100
Holzer, Mathias K. & Frieda, L & B, 137 Ferry St. 5,200
Hood, Robert, Land, Elmhurst, lots 191, 192 100
Hopwood, James W. & Ethel M. Est., L & B, 6 A Baker St. 8,800
Houle, Marcelle A. & Nelson B., L & B, 10 Pinedale Ave.,
Lots 416-419 Incl. 3,300
Houe, Raymond L., L & B, 26 Highland St. 8,000
House, Raymond L., Land, Highland & Haverhill Sts. 250
Howard, Cecelia, Land, Pelham Rd. 200
Howard, Leland E., L & B, 62 Ferry St. 4,000
Howard, Lew P. & Harvey, Land, Musquash Rd. 300
*Howe, Warren B. & Verna J., L & B, 12 Third St. 3,500
Hoyt, Newell A. & Ethel, L & B, River Rd. ~ 4,800
Hoyt, Ruth, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,600
Hubbard, Sarah D. & Leslie, Helen H., L & B, 102 Derry St. 7,600
Hudson Fish & Game Club, L & B, Pine Rd. 500
Hudson Grange No. 1, L & B, 76 Central St. 2,000
Hudson Industrial Assoc, Inc., L & B, Elm Ave., No. 2 Bldg. 6,000
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Hudson Industrial Assoc, Inc., L & B, Elm Ave., No. 1 Bldg.
(Newton) 8,000
Hudson Water Co., Water Lines 130,000
Huff, Roy L. & Lucille Est., L & B, 20 Ledge Rd., Lot 4 6,000
Huff, Roy L. & Lucille B. Est., Land, Ledge Rd., Lots 12, 14 400
Hunnewell, Alida, L & B, Windham Rd. 4,000
Hunt, John, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,600
Hard, Chester D., Est., L & B, Federal St. 1,600
Kurd, George E. & Mary A., L & B, 13 Merrimack St. 3,200
Hurd, Mary A. & George E., L & B, 11 Merrim.ack St. 2,800
Hurst, George L. & Agnes, L & B, Musquash Rd. 2,300
Hutchinson, Paul J. & Ruth M., L & B, 229 Webster St. 5,600
— I —
Ingersoll, Francis M., Land, W. Windham Rd. 500
Ingram, Walter E. & Lucille V., L & B, Boyd Rd. 3,000
*Ives, Charles W. & Mable, L & B, Highland St. 4,800
*Ives, Merrill M., Sr. & Bessie B., L & B, 57 Adelaide St.,
Lot 151 pt 152 4,800
Ives, Shirley, L & B, 47 Adelaide St., Lots 92, 93, 83, 84 4,500
Jack, Charles C, Land, Merrill Land 250
*Jacques, Alfred A., Jr. & Dolores, L & B, 160 Lowell Rd. 6,300
Jacques, Orville & Blanche, L & B, 8 Baker St. 5,200
Jacques, Yvonne & Alfred, L & B, Pelham Rd. 5,700
*Jalbert, George E. & Gertrude A., L & B, 255 Webster St. 4,000
*Jalbert, Walter L. & Joan M., L & B, 12 Highland St. 5,000
Jambard, Henry & Lorraine, Land, Off Tolles St., Lots 317-320 Incl. 100
Jambard, Delina L., Land, Paradise, Lots 162, 163 150
Jankauskas, Edward T., Land, Webster St., Lot 3 200
Jankauskas, Joseph, L & B, 37 Webster St. 4,300
*Jankauskas, Joseph J. L & B", 36 Webster St.. Vz lot 3 4,000
Jasper, Bernice L., L & B, Derry Rd., Home Place 13,000
Jasper, Bernice L., L & B, Derry Rd., New House 7,800
Jasper Poultry Farms, Inc., L & B, Derry Rd., No. 9 School House 1.000
Jasper Poultry Farms, Inc., L & B, Derry Rd., Dooley Farm 14,000
Jasper Poultry Farms, Inc., L & B, Derry Rd., Ober Farm 33,000
Jasper Poultry Farms, Inc., L & B, Derry Rd., Hill Farm 24,000
Jasper Poultry Farms, Inc., Land, Derry Rd. 500
Jasper, Robert, L & B, New Derry Highway 300
Jatkiewicz, Walter, L & B, Londonderry Rd . 2,500
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Jatkiewicz, Stella V., Land, Londonderry Rd. 450
Jeannotte, Joseph J., Land, Burns Hill Rd. 500
Jeannotte, Joseph J., Land, Burns Hill 100
Jeannotte, Joseph J., Land, Pelham Rd: 150
Jeannotte, Joseph J. & Yvonne, L & B, 122 Ferry St. 12,000
Jeannotte, Joseph J. & Yvonne S., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 3,700
Jeannotte, Joseph J. & Yvonne S., Land, Belknap Rd. 250
Jeannotte, Joseph J. & Yvonne S., L & B, 7 A St., Lots 163-169 Incl. 3,700
Jeannotte, Joseph J. & Yvonne S., L & B, 3 C St., Lots 14-29 Incl. 4,300
*Jeannotte, Theodore G. & Beatrice, Trailer, 97 Lowell Rd. 1,800
*Jenks, Kenneth D. & Andrea M., L & B, 177 Webster St. 3,000
Jette, Delia A., Est, Land, Webster St., Lots 53, 54, A 300
*Jette, Normand E., L & B, 99 Webster St., Lots 21-24 Incl. 4,300
Jette, Edmond L. & Rose M., L & B, 117 Lowell Rd. 7,200
Jette, Edmond L. & Rose M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 2,000
Jette, Edmond L. & Rose M., L & B, 121 Lowell Rd. 5,900
Jodoin, Norman & Roberta, L & B, 19 Ferry St., (rear) 3,400
Johnson, Aaron H. & Janis T., L & B, 84 Ferry St. 5,500
Johnson, Almeda I., L & B, 15 Ferry St. 5,600
Johnson, Carlton, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,600
*Johnson, Gale W. & Patricia M., L & B, 13 Bond St., Lot 16 5,400
Johnson, Paul O. & Annette F., L & B, Derry Lane, Lots 4B, 4G 5,000
Johnson, Paul O. & Annette F., Land, Highland St. 300
Jolas, George, Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 350, 352 150
Jones, Clarence W. & Alice H., L & B, Dracut Rd. 4,000
Josef, Anna M. K., L & B, Windham Rd. 7,000
Joy, Marion L & Laura J. Est., L & B, 3 & 5 Maple Ave. 7,700
Joy, Marion L & Laura J. Est., L & B, 7 Maple Ave. 4,500
Joyal, Roland A. & Jeannette E., L & B, 22 Belknap Rd. 3,800
*Joziatis, George & Lorraine, L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,400
— K —
Kacmarcik, William F. & Frances C, L & B, Linda St., Lot 22 4,800
Kalil, Adeline, L & B, 106C Central St. 1,500
*Kane, John T. & Barbara R., L & B, 63 Highland St., Lots 3, 4, 11, 12 4,200
Kapisky, John E. & Agnes S., L & B, 15 Brenton Ave. 2,000
Kapisky, John E. & Agnes S., Land, Brenton Ave.,
Lots 135, 136, 139, 140 200
Karos, Veronica & Joseph, L & B, Dracut Rd. 5,000
Kashulines, Albert & Celestine, L & B, 175 Lowell Rd. 14,000
Kashulines, Arthur J. & Ida E., L & B, Elm Ave. 1,500
Kashulines, Arthur J., Jr., L & B, 113 Derry St. 4,000
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Kashulines, Arthur J., Jr., L & B, 1 1 7 Derry St. 5,500
Kashulines, Arthur J., Jr.. L & B, ] 19 Derry St. 4,000
Kashulines, Ida E. & Arthur J., L & B. Marsh Rd. 11,000
Kasper, Martin, L & B, 35 Riverside Ave. 2,000
Kasper, Peter, L & B, 37 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 173, 175, 177, 297, 298, 299, 300 3,500
Katsiaficas, John, Land, Alpine Ave.,
Lots 102-106 Incl., 57-63 Incl. 300
Katsiaficas, Olga. Land, Alpine Ave., Lots 109, 110, 144-148 Incl. 600
Kaufhold. Henry & Werner, L & B, River Rd. 3,200
*Kayro?, Frances & Frank, L & B, Gibson Rd. 3,800
Kayros, Frances & Frank, Land, Gibson Rd. 350
Kayros, Frances & Frank, Land. Gibson Rd. 150
Kayros, Stanley, Land, Gibson Rd. 300
Kayros, Wanda F., Land, Off Bush Hill Rd. 600
Kazlouskas, Eva, L & B, 5 Water St. 4,100
*Kazlouskas, Stanley & Elaine E., L & B, 26 Campello St.,
Lots 1-7, 44-52, 82, 83 4,300
Keay. Howard K. & Jessie L., L & B, Musquash Crossroad 1,400
*Keenan, Paul C. & Laurette L., L & B, 5 Abbott St., Lot 5 5,700
Keeney, Norwood H., Jr. & Phyllis M., L & B, Wason Rd. 6,700
Kelley, George, Trailer. 162 Ferry St. 1,600
Kelley. Ralph & Hall, Dorothy E., L & B, 65 Ferry St. 6,100
*Kelley, William J. & Mary E., L & B, 29 A St., Lots 125-130 Incl. 2,500
Keniston, Charles F. & Julia A., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 1,000
Kennedy, Frank L. & Elizabeth M., L & B, 128 Lowell Rd. 5,200
Kerrigan, William J., Sr. & Kerrigan, William, Jr., L & B, Lowell Rd. 9,500
*Keuenhoff, Walter J. & Jeanne, L & B, 197 Webster St . 4,300
Keville, Joseph P., Jr. & Jennie, L & B, 16 Ledge Rd., Lot 2 4,700
*Kienia, Vichard. Michael & Steven, L & B, 15 Adelaide St.,
Lots 11, 12, 13 4,800
Kierstead, Thomas E. & Lillian M., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 3,500
Kimball, Joseph & Ruth, L & B, Cowing Rd., Lot 1 400
Kimball. Richard & Amy R., Land, Dracut Rd. 200
*Kingsley, Edgar W. & Evelyn, L & B, Bruce St., Lot 1 1 pt 12 4,600
*Kinville, Edward R. & Ruth A., L & B, 3 Blackstone St.,
Lots 63, 62, 61 4,300
Kinville, Francis G. & Ruth D., L & B, Marshmallow Path,
Lots 5, 4, 8, 17, 1, 2 2,000
Kiramis, Eugenie, Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 338, 340 150
*Kleiner, Harry H. & Dorothy L., L & B, 10 Fulton St. 5,200
*Kleiner, Leo & Dorothy M., L & B, 36 Adelaide St. 4,500
Klimas, Alex A. & Stella, L & B, 120 Central St. 4,800
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*Klimas, Andrew & Isabelle, L & B, 45 Adelaide St. 5,000
Knights, Eva R., Horace L. & Marion L., L & B., 19 Burnham Rd. 2.500
*Knights, Francis R. & Mildred M., L & B, 15 Alpine Ave.,
Lots 121, 122. 123, 134, 135, 136, 137 5,200
*Knights, Horace, Trailer, 19 Burnham Rd. 1,300
Knowles, Reuben C. & Agnes F., L & B, 108 Derry St. 4,200
*Kopka, Joseph J., Jr. & Shirley A., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,800
Kopka Real Estate. Inc., L & B, Belknap Rd., Lot 2 3,200
Kopka Real Estate, Inc., Land & Foundation, Belknap Rd., Lot 3 1,300
*Krewski, Walter W. & Mary, L & B, 8 Ferry Ave. 3,200
Kupchunas, Frank B. & Mary, L & B, 29 Derry St. 5,500
— L —
Labombarde, E. W., Realty Co., Land, Brenton Ave., Lots 114, 115, 116 200
LaBrecque, Joseph P. & Cecile G., L & B, 9 Haverhill St. 5,000
Labrecque, Joseph R. R. & Gloria M., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 2,800
*Lachance, Henry & Antionette, L & B, 89 Lowell Rd., 2 houses 5,900
*Lachance, Leopold A. & Betty L., L & B, 70 Lowell Rd. 4,900
Lacroix, Albert, Land, Webster St., Lots 22-27 Incl. 300
Laflamme, Julius, L & B, 7 F St. 3,000
Laflamme, Lillian & Julius, L & B, 7 F St. 1,200
LaFlamme, Mary J. & John B., L & B, 5 Highland St. 5,500
*Laflamme, Peter J. & Alida, L & B. 25 Ferry St. 3,000
LaFleur, Arthur J. & Martha, L & B, li.4 Hill St. 3,500
*Lafleur, Raymond G. & Lillian T., L & B, 16 Highland St. 6,500
Laflotte, Adelard & Blanche Y., L & B, 38 Adelaide St.,
Lots 185, pt 184-186 Incl. 4,000
LaFontaine, Florette & Louis, L & B, 7 Federal St. 2,500
LaFontaine, Louis, L & B, 7 Federal St. 4,000
Lagasse, Gaudius, L & B, 8 Merrimack St. 2,200
Lagasse, Malvina B., L & B, 3 Pinedale Ave., Lots 435-441 Incl. 3,100
Lagasse, Roland, Land, So. West of Gowing Rd. 100
Laine, Aldeo, L & B. 20 Merrimack St. 2,700
Laine, Neil O. & Virginia V., L & B, Sherburne Rd. 2,200
*Lajoie, Normand J. & Jeannette R., L & B, Thorning Rd., Lot 17 5,400
Lake, Everett, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,400
Lalumiere, William O. & Janice N., L & B, 9 Coll St.,
Lots 23-30 Incl. Front 2,700
Lalumiere, William O. & Janice N., L & B, 9 Coll St.,
Lots 47-51 Incl. Rear 2,000
Lambert, Charles & Gladys M., L & B, 105 Central St. 2,500
Lambert, Emma, L & B, 12 Oak Ave. 3,400
Lamoy, Annie A., L & B, 2-4 Ferry St. 45,000
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Lampron, Edward O. & Marlene C, Land, Highland St., Lot 1 300
*Lampron, Wilfred, L & B, Highland St. 3,000
Lamson, Wesley A. & Pauline E., L & B, 12 Library St. 7,500
*Landry, Albert & Dorothy, L & B, 3 A St. 5,000
Landry, Alphonse E. & Catherine A., L & B, 3 E St.,
Lots 231-237 Incl. 4,000
Landry, Bernadette, L & B, 2 B St., Lots 177-181 Incl. 5,200
^Landry, Dennis & Nelly J., L & B, 140 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Landry, George, Land, Lowell Rd. 300
Landry, Jewell E. & Laura M., L & B, 6 Haverhill St. 5,200
*Landry, Normand G. & Rachel T., L & B, 146 Derry St., Lot 3 5,500
*Landry, Paul & Estelle, L & B, 1 A St., Lots 172-176 5,500
Landry, Raymond A., Trailer, 159 Ferry St. 2,000
*Landry, Raymond A., L & B, 159 Ferry St.,
Lots 16, 17, 18, 19, 40, 41, 42, 54 4,500
Langelier, Charles M. & Agnes R., L & B, 6 Andrews Ave. 2,500
*Lankhorst, Lawrence & Alma, L & B, 11 Frenette Dr., Lot 9 4,500
Lanzo, Mary F., Alfonzo F. & Rocco A., L & B, Tarnic Pond,
Lots 85, 86 1,000
*Lapan, Samuel & Bertha M., L & B, Boyd Rd. 3,000
Lapham Lands, Inc., L & B, Hudson Center, Animal Farm 155,000
Lapham Lands, Inc., Land, Pelham Rd. 1,100
Lapham Lands, Inc., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd., Hopkins Place 3,000
- Lapham Lands, Inc., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd., Formerly Ice House 3,500
Lapham Lands, Inc., L & B, Greeley St., R. R. Station 2,500
Lapham Lands, Inc., L & B, Greeley St. 1,400
Lapierre, Wilfred & Beatrice, L & B, Robinson Rd. 1,500
Lapointe, Leo & Stella, L & B, 171 Lowell Rd. 6,000
Laprise, Armand P. & Yvette, L & B, 61 Lowell Rd. 2,900
Laquerre, Normand V. & Fleurette, L & B, 47 Ferry St. 6,300
Laquerre, Roger A. & Rachel C, L & B, 11 Adelaide St., Lot 8 pt 7 4,000
LaQuerre, Theresa A., Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 228, 230-243 Incl. 1,000
LaRose, Edward J. & Lucy B., Land, Cor. Andrews Ave. & Cross St.,
Lots 112, 113-115 Incl. 200
Lastowka, John & Evelyn (Lester), L & B, 13 School St. 5,200
Latour, Roland E. & Cecile A., L & B, 91 Central St. 4,800
*Latulippe, Gilbert E. & Beatrice E., L & B, 1 Tolles St., Lots 16, 17 3,300
*Latvis, Stanley & Lucille Y., L & B, 34 School St. 3,600
*Lavaliee, Joseph E., L & B, 39 Melendy Rd. 4,500
*Lavarnway, Ernest J. & Lillian A., L & B, New Derry Highway 4,500
*Lavarnway, Leo & Gertrude, L & B, 9 A Street,
Lots 157, 158, 159, 162 4,600
Lavalley, Armandine, L & B, Dracut Rd. 2,000
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Lavalley, Charles E., Jr. & Elaine E., L & B, Philbrick St.,
Lots 139-143 Incl. 3,000
*LaVigueur, Edward W. & Phyllis W., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 8 4,800
Lavoie, Augustin N. & Doris P., L & B, 7 Riverside Ave.,.
Lots 427-430 Incl. 2,700
LaVoie, Edmund A. & Amy H., L & B, Robinson Rd. 2,500
*Lavoie, George E. & Alice A., L & B, Old Derry Rd. 3,800
*Lavoie, John P., L & B, 6 Second St., Lot 21 4,700
*Lavoie, Lionel L. & Annette, L & B, Steele Rd. 4,300
Lavoie, Marie A., L & B, 38 Lowell Rd. 2,700
Lavoie, Thomas, Land, Webster St., Lots 38-41 Incl. 150
*Law, Robert O. & Rita Y., L & B, 11 Blackstone St., Lots 74, 75 pt 73 5,500
Lawrence, John P. & Ruth E., L & B, 10 Highland St. 7,000
Lawrence, Kirby & Hazel & Girouard, Gladys, L & B, 11 Webster St. 6,700
*Laycock, Walter E., L & B, 14 Oakwood St. 2,000
Laycock, Walter E., Land, Atwood Ave., Lots 179, 180 100
*Leach, Clesson W. & Beverly A., L & B, 282 Webster St., Lot 3 5,000
Leaor, Carl E. & Lillian, L & B, Pelham Rd. 5,700
Leaor, Edward G. & Darlene A., L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,000
Leavitt, Walter L. & Laura T., L & B, 3 Buswell St. 5,400
LeBlanc, Clementine, L & B, Off Philbrick St. 1,200
Leblanc, Leopold & Edith, L & B, 21 Lowell Rd., Lot 445 4,700
Leblanc, Leopold & Edith, Land, Riverside 300
LeBlanc, Leopold G. & Roselda, L & B, 8 Second St., Lot 20 5,000
LeBlanc, Lionel A. & Lauretta I., L & B, 16 B St.,
Lots 207-210 Incl. pt 211 3,400
Leblanc, Ovila J., L & B, Riverview Park, Lots 71-75 Incl. (shacks) 200
LeBoeuf, Eugene & Isabelle, Land, Lowell Rd., No. side 200
LeBoeuf, Eugene & Isabelle, Land, Lowell Rd., So. side 1,000
LeBoeuf, Louis A. & Alma, L & B, River Rd. 10,000
*LeClair, Paul E. & Ethelyn M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 6,000
*LeCIerc, Amedee & Pauline, L & B, 117 Belknap Rd. 3,300
LeClerc, Antoine, Land, B St., Lots 182, 183, 184 200
Leclerc, Leo R. & Elaine R., L & B, Blackstone St., Lots 46, 47 3,500
*Leclerc, Oscar S. & Betty C, L & B, 10 B St.,
Lots 195, 196, 197 pt 198 3,500
Ledoux, Armand & Jeannine M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 4,500
*Ledoux, George G. & Blanche M., L & B, 99 Lowell Rd . 3,900
Ledoux, Marie A., Land, Off Kenyon St., Lots 76-81 Incl. 150
*Ledoux, Norbert B. & Henriette L., L & B, 97 Lowell Rd. 3,400
*Ledoux, Romeo E. & Lucienne M., L & B, 171 Central St., Lot 1 6,000
Ledoux, Romeo E. & Lucienne M., L & B, 32 Melendy Rd., Lot 1 4,800
Lee, Fred L. & Ruth O., L & B, Derry F.d. 2,500
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Lefebvre, Alma & Raymond, L & B, 27 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Lefebvre, Charles & Florence, L & B, 5 Bay St. 3,000
Lefebvre, Charles & Florence, Trailer, Bay St. 2,300
Lefebvre, Ernest, Land, Derry Rd. 200
Lefebvre, Florence & Charles, L & B, 7 Bay St. 2,700
Lefebvre, Raymond & Alma, L & B, 110 Ferry St. 2,200
Lefebvre, Raymond & Alma, Land, Riverside Ave., Lots 6, 7, 8 pt 5 300
Lefebvre, Raymond, Raudonis, Alphonse J., Steckevicz, Edwin &
Chester J., Stopyra, Walter A., Land, Dracut & River Rds. 200
Legarsky, John & Mary, L & B, Felham Rd. 3,400
Leighton, Nellie V., Land, Third St. 300
Leland, John C. & Elvie M., L & B, Marshmallow Path, Lot C 2,600
*Lemay, Gerard E. & Patricia, L & B, 10 Gambia St.,
Lots 17, 18, 37, 38, 55, 56 2,000
Lemay, Marcel & Gloria, Land, Blackstone St., Lot 102 250
Lemay, Marcel A. & Gloria, L & B, Blackstone St., Lots 103, 104 4,500
Lemay, Omer J., L & B, 7 Oak St., Lots 394, 395, 396, 397 2,700
*Lemery, Raymond V. & Lurena, L & B, 32 Library St. 6,700
*Lemire, Alfred W. & Thelma, L & B, 17 Ferry St. 5,500
Lemire, George H. & Lorraine P., L & B, 13 Bumham Rd.,
Lots 192-198 Incl. 3,400
Leone, Burton S. & Dolores D., Land Vinton St., Lot 6
(House burned) 300
Lesage, Romeo R., Land, Hill St., Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 102, 103, 104, 105 500
Leslie, Eliza B., Land, Webster St. 300
Leslie, Lettie V., L & B, 29 Webster St. 9,700
*Letourneaux, Norman & Sophie, L & B, 21 Adelaide St. 3,200
Levesque, Edward J. & Cecile B., L & B, 96 Highland St., Lot B 4,800
Levesque, Etienne, L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,000
Levesque, Etienne & Rosanna, L & B, 87 Lowell Rd. 5,200
*LeVesque, Gilbert A. & Martha, L & B, 107 Central St. 4,200
Levesque, Lionel & Phyllis, Land, Derry St. 200
*Levesque, Lionel E. & Phyllis M., L & B, Derry Rd 4,500
Levesque, Robert L. & Bernadette, L & B, 21A Ferry St. 13,000
Levesque, Robert L. & Bernadette, L & B, 9 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 391, 392, 393, 390 4,800
Levesque, Robert L. & Bernadette, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 9 1,000
Levesque, Robert P. & Olivette E., L & B, Pelham Rd. 800
Levesque, Roland & Noel, Leo A., L & B, 1 Ferry St. 25,000
Levesque, Roland J., L & B, 5 Webster St. 2,800
Levesque, Roland J. & Grace M., Land, Central St. 100
Levesque, Roland J. & Grace M., L & B, 9 Ferry St. 5,300




Lewis, Lloyd A. & Lois A., L & B, Sagamore Park Rd.,
Lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 3,000
Liakos, Eleftherios & Helen, L & B, Bruce St., Lots 10, 24 5,400
Light, David & Yvonne, Land, Melendy Rd. 200
*Lindahl, Roland E. & May N., L & B, 1 Cummings St. 5,200
Lindquist, George & Ethel May, Land, Atwood Ave.,
Lots 251-254 Incl. 200
Lindquist, George & Ethel May, L & B, 20 Atwood Ave.,
Lots 303, 304, 261, 262, 305, 305i/< 2,800
Lindquist, Oscar M., L & B Derry Rd. 2,300
Lindquist, Theodore A. & Mary A., L & B, 14 B St.,
Lots 145-156 Incl. 3,500
Lindquist, William F. & Lorraine, L & B, Dracut Rd. 7,500
Lindquist, William F. & Lorraine, Land, Dracut Rd. 300
*Lindsay, Anthony C. & Nellie, L & B, 63 Derry St. 5,600
Lindsay, Anthony Charles & Nellie D., Land, Off Ledge Rd. 800
Lindsay, Anthony C. & Nellie D., Land, Ledge Rd. 700
Lindsay, Anthony Charles & Nellie, Land, Rocky Hill Rd. 200
*Liptak, Gordon C. & Joyce E., L & B, 150 Belknap Rd., Lot 6 5,800
*Litzenberger, Frank P. & Dallas E., L & B, 6 Pinedale Ave.,
Lots 420-426 Incl. 3,000
Lones, Harry E. & Ruth, L & B, 14 Maple Ave. 6,500
Loraine, Henry P. & Gertrude E., L & B Derry Lane 5,500
*Loraine, Robert E. & Evelyn C, L & B, Derry Lane 6,000
Loring, Jennie L., L & B, 4 Fulton St. 1,500
Loring, Lester B. & Lillian V., L & B, 4 School St. 7,100
Lougee, Arthur L. & Merciale, L & B, 19 Derry St. 5,100
Lucas, Charles, Land, Andrews Ave., Lots 65, 66, 67 200
Luciano, Alphonse M. & Georgette A., L & B, 15 Frennette Dr. Lot 11 4,500
Lynch, John & Evelyn M., L & B, Hazelwood Rd. 800
*Lynch, Robert C. & Josephine C, L & B, 7 Nottingham St. 5,100
Lyon, Ernest W. & Jane A., Est., L & B, 18 Second St. 4,700
— M —
MacCann, George & Constance C, L & B, Gibson Rd. 1,600
MacCann, John D. & Anna, L & B, Gibson Rd. 2,500
*MacDonald, Arthur H. & Marie Z., L & B, 89 Central St. 4,000
MacDonald, Charles C. Heirs, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 1 700
*MacDona!d, Edward & Marie, L & B, 139 Ferry St. 5,500
*MacDougall, Larry G & Irene E., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 5 4,800
MacEachern, Earl F. & Eunice P., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 3 4,800
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MacGiliivray, John A. & Antoinette B., L & B, 18 Belknap Rd.,
Lots 288, 289, 290 4,100
*MacGrath, John D. & Helen S., L & B. River Rd. 5,000
Maclntyre, Donald C. & Arlene G., L & B, 18 Ledge Rd., Lot 3 6,300
*MacRae, Austin D., Jr. & Marion E., L & B, 6 First St. 5,200
Madison, Woodrow J., Land, Ferry & George Sts. 300
*Major, Jack & Mary E., L & B, Lowell Rd. 5,000
*Major, James & Alice, L & B, 9 Belknap Rd., Lots 265-270 Incl. 2,500
*Makinen, Oscar & Irene C., L & B, 13 Frenette Dr., Lot 10 4,500
*Malenfant, Armand & Irene, L & B, 14 Brenton Ave. 1,600
*Malhoit, Roy E., L & B, 3 Campbell Ave. 3,900
Malo, Lawrence C., Jr., Land, Lowell Rd., Lot 1 300
*Manousos, Charles & Doris, L & B, Dracut Rd. 5,500
*Mansfield, A. Byron & Lucille R., L & B., 27 Baker St. 7,200
*MansfieId, Winifred V., L & B, 68 Highland St. 4,500
Marsh, William H., Est., L & B, 24 Highland St. 5,000
Marshall, Edward G. & Mary J., Land, Central St. 400
Marshall, Edward G. & Mary J., L & B, 88 Central St. 6,000
Marshall, Joseph & Ethel, Land, Atvv'ood Ave., Lots 218, 219, 220 200
Marshall, Lewis R. & Elsie G., L & B, 82 Ferry St. 5,500
*Martel, Jean E. & Gloria R., L & B, 75 Highland St., Lot 56 2,800
*Martin, Frank T., L & B, 39 Riverside Ave. L500
Martin, Joseph J. & Gladys, L & B, 26 Alpine Ave., Lot 3 2,300
Mason, William Est., Land, Off Alpine Ave., Lots 118, 119, 138, 139 300
Mauraukas, William, Land, Hill St., Lots 5-12 Incl. 500
Maxfield, Earl F. & Dorothy, L & B, 36 Central St., 8,100
Maynard, Felix & Hedwidge, L & B, 104 Lowell Rd., 2 houses 9,000
*McAvoy, Edward T. & Katheryn I., L & B, 17 Haverhill St., Lot 2 5,200
McCallum, Asa & Lillis G., L & B, Dracut Rd. 2,000
McCallum, Harland G. & Leola, Land, Dracut Rd. 250
McCallum, Leonard F. & Joanne E., Land, Sagamore Park, Lot 17 200
McCarthy, Herbert E. & Dorothy M., L & B, 43 Central St., Lot 6 5.800
McCarthy, Robert J. & Virginia F., L & B, 1 1 Water St. 4.200
McCollor, Donald G. & Alma Ruth, L & B, Clement Rd. 4,500
McCoy, Elgin L., L & B, 51 Ferry St. 6,300
*McCoy, Ernest E. & Mildred M., L & B, 100 Ferry St. 5,200
*McCoy, Ethel A., L & B, 192 Central St. 2,100
*McCrady, Douglas L. & Shirley M., Donald B. & Dorothy D. & Boyd
A. & Helen, L & B, W. Windham Rd. 7,400
*McGee, Thomas M. & Anna, L & B, 9 Oak Ave., Lots 398, 399 3,400
McGonagle, Daniel A. & Alice F., Land, Musquash Rd. 500
*McGovern, Philip J. & Jacqueline C, L & B, 20 Frenette Dr., Lot 23 4,200
McGraw, Joseph G. & Stella, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lots 6, 8 1,500
*McGraw, Richard E. & Esther B., L & B, 26 Library St. 5.300
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McGravv, Richard & Esther, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 200
McGuire, Ida St. Martin, L & B, 1 1 School St. 5,200
McHugh, James F. & Anita L., L & B, 5 Newhall St.,
Lots 27, 29 pt 31, 32 3,500
Mclnnis, Donald J. & Mary J., L & B, 16 Ferry St. 15,000
Mclnnis, Walter W. & Hazel E., L & B, Windham Rd. 4,700
Mclnnis, Walter W. & Hazel E., Land, Barretts Hill 200
McKay, Ralph C. & Ruth B., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 5,000
*McKenney, Henry P. & Gloria E., L & B, Moody St.,
Lots 353-364 Incl. 375-387 Incl. 3,000
McKenzie, Archie W. & Margaret, L & B, 25 Frenette Dr., Lot 16 3,500
McLaren, Edward J., L & B, 25 George St., Lot 8 2,300
McLaughlin, Thomas J. & Christine R., L & B, 68 Central St. 5,000
*McLavey, Edward G. & Cora A., L & B, 12 Belknap Rd.,
Lots 271-274 Incl. 2,800
McLavey, Elmer R., L & B, 12 Derry St. 4,200
McManus, Clayton F. & Mary, L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,800
*McManus, Everett W. & Arlene A., L & B, New Derry Highway 4,000
McNally, James E. & Claire, L & B, Derry Lane,
Lots 4A, 4D, 4E, 4F 4,700
*McNeil, Arthur J. Sc Madeline P., L & B, 13 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Meadows, The, Inc., L & B, 207 Central St. 9,000
Mellen, Judah H. & Charlotte M., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 8,500
Mercier, Alfred J. & Lillian C. Est., L & B, 14 Alpine Ave. 1,900
Merrill, Bruce K. & Helen F., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 4 4,800
*Merrill, Donald A. & Faith D., L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,900
Merrill, Josie M., Land, Maple Ave. 400
Merrill, M. Chester, Winn & Fred Est.. Land, Tri-Gate Rd. 500
Merrill, Marjorie & Natalie, L & B, 8 Maple Ave. 6,500
Merrill, Maurice D. & Gertrude C. Est., L & B, 16 George St., Lot 15 2,200
Messier, Arthur F. & Gertrude M., L & B, 40-42 Ferry St. 6,700
Michaud, Victor J. & Edna S., L & B, 107 Ferry St. 5,400
*Millard, Richard E. & Hilda, L & B, 66 Highland St. 3,000
*Milier, Harold & Ursula, L & B, Webster St., Lot 1 4,500
Miller, Harry & Marion G., Est., L & B, 10 Andrews Ave.,
Lots 62-64 Incl. 3,800
*Miller, Joseph W., L & B, 193 Webster St. 4,500
Miller, Yvonne, L & B, 110 Webster St. ' 1,500
Millett, Eugene G., L & B, Tarnic Pond 1,100
Millett, Everett L. & Josephine L., L & B, 7 Cummings St. 7,800
Mills, Arthur W. & Emma F., L & B, 34 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 89, 90, 91, 140, 141, 142 2,000
Millville Corporation, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 1,700
Millville Corporation, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 1,000
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Millville Corporation, Land & Camp, Robinson Rd. 3,000
Millville Corporation, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 300
Minnick, Edna J., L & B, 15 Baker St. 5,200
Minot, H. Parker & J. Patricia, L & B, Off" Chalifoux Rd. 3,500
Misek, Victor A. & Susan. L & B, Wason Rd. 4,500
Mitchell, Ludovic & Winifred K., L & B, 18 Grand Ave.,
Lots 107-111 Incl. 3,700
Mitchell, Nicholas, Land, Grand Ave., Lots 90, 91, 92, 93-97 Incl. 250
Mitchell, Nicholas & Beatrice P., L & B, 32 Adelaide St., 2 houses 9,300
Mitchell, Peter H. & Yvonne E., L & B, 25 George St., Lot 10 5,500
Mizo, Mary & Earl C, Land, Pelham Rd. 300
Moir, Jean G., Land, Ridge Ave., Lots 142, 143, 144, 145 200
Mollica, John J., Land, Sherburne Rd. 200
Mondoux, Almanda & Edgar, L & B, 12 Hill St. 2,000
Monier, Thomas & Emilien, L & B, 8 Kenyon St. 2,800
Moody, Maurice M. & Alice, L & B, Dracut Rd. 2,000
Mooney, James A. & Bertha A., L & B, W. Windham Rd. 4,000
*Moore, Harold L. & Vivian S., L & B, Greeley St. 2,500
Moore, James, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,400
Moore, Kenneth, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 2,500
*Moore, Kenneth M., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,000
Moore, Kenneth M. & Henrietta & Post, Morillo E. & Doris L,
L & B, Kimball Hill Rd., Store 7,700
Moore, Laura, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,100
Moore, Robert E. & Edna L., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 1,000
*Moquin, Rene J. & Nellie, Trailer, Boyd Rd. 2,200
Moreau, Armand, Land, Off" Lowell Rd. 150
Moreau, Armand V. & Madeline R., Land, River Rd. 100
Moreau, Aura & Avariste, L & B, 109 Belknap Rd. 4,000
*Morency, Robert & Loretta, L & B, 28 Lowell Rd. 5,400
Morey, Ernest R., L & B, Derry Rd. 8,500
Morey, Ernest R., L & B, 10 Ferry St. 15,000
Morey, Ernest R., Land, Derry Rd. 300
Morey, Ernest R., Land, Derry Highway 400
Morey, Ernest R., Land, Near Ledge Rd. 200
Morey, Ernest R., Land, Elm Ave. 1,200
Morey, Frances F., L & B, Derry Rd. 9,500
Morey, Francis F., Land, Derry Rd. 150
Morey, Francis F., Land, Londonderry Rd. 600
Morgan, Benton C, L & B, Lowell Rd. 4,000
Morgan, Benton C. & Mary R., L & B, Lowell Rd. 8,000
*Morin, Fernand & Helen O., L & B, 18 Derry St. 4,700
*Morin, Raymond N. & Claire E.. L & B, 49 Central St., Lot 9 5,700
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Morin, Sylvio L., L & B, 57 School St. 5,200
*Moris.sette, Albert G. & Theresa L., L & B, 6 Belknap Rd. 3,800
Morissette, Theresa, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 7 500
Morneau, Arthur & Gertrude, Land, School St. 250
Morneau, Gertrude & Arthur, L & B, 8 First St. 5,000
Morneau, Joseph & Laura, & Rigg, William & Ruby, L & B, 22 A St. 4,000
*Morrill, Arthur E. & Leona M., L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,400
*Morrill, Arthur E. & Muriel, L & B, 32 Baker St . 5,000
Morrison, A. R. Heirs, Land, Bush Hill Rd. 1,000
Morrison, A. R. Heirs, L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 3,500
Morrison, George F. & Anna L., L & B, 6 Frenette Dr., Lot 4 3,500
Morse, Raymond & Vera L., L & B, 8 Water St. 4,000
Moulan, Karl J. & Grace E., L & B, Bruce St., Lot 6 pt 12 4,700
Muldoon Bros., Land Off Steele Rd. 1,300
Mulhem, Elsie A., L & B, 146 Ferry St. 2,700
Mulhern, Elsie A. & Harry E., Est., L & B, Canna Path 1,500
*Mulhern, Harry C. & Elsie, Est., L & B, Iris Path, Lots 35, 38, 42 2,000
*Munday, Lake M. & Florette D., L & B, 43 School St. 5,400
Munroe, James L. & Mary L., L & B, 95 Lowell Rd. 5,000
*Munson, Earl W. & Alice E., L & B, Highland St. 2,300
Murphy, Thomas H., Land, Lowell Rd. 300
*Musgrave, Charles R. & Ruth M., L & B, 219 Webster St. 5,800
— N —
Nadeau, Alcide J. & Beatrice P., L & B, 52 Ferry St. 5,000
*Nadeau, Arthur, L & B, 103 Central St. 4,000
Nadeau Cement Products, Inc., Land, Roosevelt Ave.,
Lots 15-22 Incl. 450
Nadeau, Emery H. & Marion, L & B, Derry Rd. 9,800
*Nadeau, Fernand R. & Sandra V., L & B, 14 Second St. 4,500
Nadeau, Frank D. & Rose A., L & B, 46 Webster St. 3,000
*Nadeau, Gerard & Marguerite, L & B, 109 Highland St. 4,500
Nadeau, Howard, Trailer, 22 Merrimack St. 2,200
Nadeau, Louis N. & Lucille M., L & B, 101 Central St., Lot 3 4,800
Nadeau, Paul, L & B, 45 Central St. 5,000
*Nadeau, Wilfred J. & Helen E., L & B, 11 D St., Lots 9, 8, 10 4,500
*Nadeau, Willard J. & Roseanna, L & B, 44 Webster St. 4,000
*Nantel, Gerard & Janice, L & B, Webster St., Lot 2 5,200
*Naro, Henry, L & B, 26 Grand Ave., Lots 99, 98, 100, 101, 102 2,500
Naro, Robert H. & Joan T., L & B, 105 Ferry St. 5,600
Nash, Gerald Q. & Lucille P., L & B, Harwood Rd. 5,800
Nashua Cooperative Bank, Land, 9 Frenette Dr., Lot 8 300
*Nason, Richard C, L & B, 18 Hurley St. 1,100
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Nesky, Anthony S. & Evelyn M., L «& B, 18 Third St. 6,700
*Neveu, Mervin R., L & B, 64 Melendy Rd. 5,000
New England Power Go., Electric Plant 75,000
New Hampshire Electric Co., Electric Plant 1,100
Newman, Estee & Ida Belle, Land, Speare Rd. 200
Nichols, Ethel J. & Chapman, James H., L & B, 1 Highland Ave. 3,100
*Nichols, Raymon, L & B, Moody St. 4,000
*Niquette, Henry, L. & B, 3 Chapin St. 4,500
Niquette, Leo P. & Lucienne A., Land Riverside, Lots 116, 117 200
Niquette, Leo P. & Lucienne A., Land, Eayers Pond 100
Niquette, Leo P. & Lucienne A., Land, Eayers Pond,
Lots 166, 170 Incl. 100
*Niquette, Leo P. & Lucy A., L & B, 7^ Andrews Ave.,
Lots 105, 106-111 Incl. 5,100
Noel, Alfred, Land, Off Oriole St. 100
Noel, Alfred, Land, Off Atwood Ave., Lots 211-217 Incl. 100
Noel, Alfred, Land, Ferry & Adelaide St., Lots 146-158 Incl. 250
Noel, Alfred & Barbara L., L & B, 132 Lowell Rd. 7,500
Noel, Leon, Land, Adelaide St., Lots 53-56 Incl. 200
Noel, Leon P. & Alice M., L & B, 43 Adelaide St., Lots 53, 54, 55, 56 5,000
Nokes, Bertha C, L & B, 25 Central St. 7,300
Nolin, Yvonne, Land, Dracut Rd. 300
Nolte, Gilbert C, L & B, Wason Rd. 800
Novik, Ignatz, L & B, 66 Central St. 4,500
*Nowak, Charles A. & Helena, L & B, 8 Bond St., Lots 105, 107 5,500
*Nute, Marshall A. & T. Ruby, L & B, 22 Maple Ave. 5,000
Nute, Melba K. & Frank L., L & B, 35 Library St. 5,000
Nutting, Florence F., L & B, 106 Ferry St. 5,500
Nutting, F. A., Sr. Est., L & B, 6 Nottingham St. 2,700
Nutting, Frank A., Jr. & Rosamond H., L & B, 26 Central St. 9,400
— o —
O'Brien, Cecilia H., L & B, Sanders Rd., Lot 6 4,800
O'Brien, Geraldine (Marchesi), L & B, Sagamore Park Rd. 500
Olena, William J. & Ida M., L & B, 56 Highland St. 4,100
Olfene, Ruth G. (Strickholm), Land, Pelham Rd. 400
O'Loughlin, Thomas J., Jr. & Jeanne A., L & B, 18 Baker St. 5,600
*0'Neal, Walter W., Jr. & Marjorie H., L & B, 13 Second St. 4,700
O'Neil, Lucy, Land, Derry Rd. 200
O'Neil, Lucy, L &B, 21 A St. 3,500
O'Neill, Francis C. & Matilda, L & B, 15 Chase St. 5,600
Orff, Elmer C, Land, Gowing Rd. 100
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*Osmer, Frank J. & Louise M., L & B, 30 Adelaide St.,
Lots 281, 283, 285, 265 4,500
Osmer, Frank J., Jr. & Louise M., Land, Adelaide St.,
Lots 282, 284 100
Otis, John M., L & B, 60 Ferry St. 4,400
Ottman, Herbert, Land, Rear of Hudson Center School 150
Ottman, Herbert W. & Rachel A., L & B, Boyd Rd. 2,500
*Ouellette, August R. & Pauline G., L & B, 86 Central St. 5,000
Ouellette, Napoleon J. & Rose E., L & B, 61 Webster St. 4,000
*Ovaska, Otis G. & Elizabeth S., L & B, 8 Haverhill St., Lots 8 & 9 5,500
— P —
Packor, Joseph E. & Ruth A., L & B, 33 Library St. 4,700
Pacquette, John B. & Maria, L & B, 43 Campello St., Lots 95-99 Incl. 1,700
^Page, James & Beverly M., L & B, Thorning Rd., Lot 16 5,500
Paige, George S. & Helen B., L & B, 8 Connell St. 3,500
Paine. Franklin T., Sr. & Mildred L, L & B, 19 Maple Ave., Lot 1 4,300
Paleosolite, Sterie, L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 3,200
Paleosolite, Sterie, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 150
Paleosolite, Sterie, Land, Greeley St. 300
^Palmer, George R. & E. Marie, L& B, 10 Newton St. 5,400
Panagoulis, Helen, L & B, 16 Riverside Ave., Lots 29-36 Incl. 2,800
Panagoulis, Nellie, Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 351, 353 200
Panagoulis, Peter & Pearl, Land, Riverside Ave., Lots 9, 10, 13 600
Pappas, Christie Est., L & B, Moody Rd., Lots 109, 110, HI, 112, 113 650
Paradis, Victor, L & B, 9 Roosevelt Ave., Lot 2 2,300
Paradise, Armand & Beatrice, L & B, 5 Grand Ave. 4,300
Paradise, Arthur E., Land, Pelham Rd. 300
Paradise, Arthur E. & Gendron, Rose, L & B, 7 Hill St.,
Lots 210-213 Incl. 4,400
Paradise, Conrad & Clarice, L & B, 209 Webster St. 8,000
Paradise, Lucille, L & B, 252 Webster St. 4,300
Pardy, W. F. Preston & Margaret W., L & B, Dracut Rd. 6,100
Pariseau, Eugene H. & Germaine L., L & B, 2 Belknap Rd. 6,800
Parker, Charles, L & B, Robinson Rd. 700
Parker, Charles C. & Ruth E., Land, Robinson Rd. 500
Parker, Florence & Ernestine, L & B, 200 Central St. 3,000
Parker, Mrs. Florence H., L & B, 7 Gloria Ave. 3.500
Parker, George H., Jr., L & B, Derry Rd. 5,800
Parker, George H., Jr., Land, Derry Rd. 600
Parker, John E. & Grace, L & B, 22 Second St. 3,300
Parker, Raymond E. & June B., L & B, 7 Bond St., Lots 77-79 Incl. 5,500
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Parker, William L. & Madeline L., L & B, 45 Riverside Ave.,
Lots 274-286 Incl. 3,800
*Paskali, Doris, L & B, 141 Belknap Rd. 1,800
Paton, William G., L & B, Dracut Rd. 5,200
Patrick, Leo L. & Jean L., L & B, Sherburne Rd. 4,500
Patry, Germaine, L & B, 189 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Paul, George W. & Mary E., Land, Moody St., Lots 22, 23, 36, 37 100
Pedersen, John B. & Ester M., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 500
Pelham Lumber Co., Inc., Land, Clement Rd. Ext. 150
*Pelkey, Charles O., L & B, 135 Ferry St., Lots 64, 67, 68, 71 2,800
*Pelkey, Raymond A. & Trinadad B., L & B, 73 Highland St. 4,000
Pellerin, Camille & Elizabeth & Robert C, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,200
Pelletier, Caroline A. & Bagley, Grace E., L & B, River Rd. 4,200
Pelletier, George R., Land, Federal St., Lots 149-156 Incl. 200
Pelletier, Lawrence & Rita, L & B, 195 Central St. 1,600
*Pelletier, Marcel L. & Marguerite C, L & B, 52 Highland St. 6,500
Pelletier, Raymond A. & Rita L., L & B, 4 County Rd., Lots 1-13 4,600
*Pelletier, Roland E. & Aurore C, L & B, 194 Central St. 5,000
Penkofski, James Heirs, Land, Paradise, Lots 184-186 Incl. 150
Perkins, John H. & Marion H., L & B, 46 Ferry St., Lots 8 pt 6 7,000
*Perrault, Omer J. & Ruth L., L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,700
Petersen, Albina & Martin H., L & B, Stanley Ave.,
Lots 174, 176, 495-501 Incl., 514-521 Incl. 2,200
Petuck, Joseph, Land, Clement Rd. Ext. 300
Philebert, James, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,100
Piatek, Lewis & Ruth M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 3,000
Pierce, George, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,800
*Pinet, Fred O., L & B, 149 Belknap Rd. 3,000
*Pinkham, Frederick G. & Gertrude J., L & B, 70 Central St., Lot 3 6,500
*Pitfield, Emlen P. & Dorothy E., L & B, Harwood Rd. 4,500
Pittman, Lorraine, L & B, River Rd., Pt. lot 2 900
Pittman, Lorraine J., L & B. Birch St., Lot 5 7,900
Pivorun, Anna, L & B, 91 Highland St. 1,500
*Plamondon, Ronald R., L & B, 5 Hayward Place, Lots 17, 18 2,200
Plamondon, Ronald R., Land, Dracut Rd. 300
Plante, John B. & Yvonne, L & B, 20 Adelaide St. 3,600
*Plantier, Paul G. & Oralie K., L & B, 72 Ferry St., Lots 12-18 Incl. 7,000
Plantier, Richard, Trailer, Highland St. 2,500
Plourde, Horace & Blanche M., L & B, 73 Lowell Rd. 2,200
*Plynkofsky, Adam P. & Mildred B., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,000
Pointer, William G. & Mary K., L & B, Old Derry Rd. 800
Poisson, Wilfred J. & Marie A., Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 200
Polak, Simon, L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,500
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Polak, Stella. L & B, 140 Melendy Rd. 4,700
Poliquin, Alfred C, Jr., & Beatrice E., L & B, 23 Frenette Dr., Lot 15 3,800
Poliquin, Jean Evelyn, Land, Pine Rd. 100
*Pomeroy, Robert E. & Joan T., L & B, Philbrick St., Lots 339-346 3,500
*Porter, Alvin L. & Mabel L., L & B, 9 Andrews Ave., Lots 101-104 Incl.
i^ of 105 2,500
Porter, Sylvia V., L & B, River Rd. 2,000
Post, Morillo E. & Doris L & Moore, Kenneth M. & Henrietta A.,
L & B, Windham Rd. 4,300
Potter, Walter A., Est., L & B, 31 Baker St. 6,800
*Poulin, Alfred L. & Celia M., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,500
Poulin, Robert J. & Evelyn P., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,500
*Powlowsky, Anthony & Ann L., L & B, 21 Melendy Rd. 1,600
*Powlovvsky, John & Mizo, Earl C. & Mary E., L & B, 23 Melendy Rd. 3,000
Powlowsky, John & Mizo, Earl C. & Mary E., Land, Melendy Rd. 750
*Powlowsky, Peter & Aline M., L & B, 28 Melendy Rd. 5,500
Pratt, Charles A. & Theresa R., L & B, Old Derry Rd. 3,000
Pratt, Charles A. & Theresa R., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 2,700
Pratt, Charles A. & Theresa R., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 300
Pratt, Dana C. & Priscilla H., Land, Cor. Robinson Rd. &
Old Derry Rd. 300
*Pratt, George A., L & B, Derry Lane 1,300
Preston, A.rthur F. & Beatrice A., Land, Atwood Ave., Lots 207-208 300
*Preston, Leo J. & Rita G., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,500
Prevost, Eva D., L & B, 59 Ferry St. 6,100
Priske, Maude H., L & B, 59 Central St. 6,000
Proulx, Julien & Lorraine, L & B, lli/4 Central St., Rear 2,000
*Proulx, Paul F. & Betty J., L & B, 44 Melendy Rd., Lots 4, 5 5,400
*Provencal, Clement & Rita, L & B, 40 Highland St. 4,500
Provencal, Ernest A. & Janice, Land, Philbrick St., Lots 49-53 Incl. 150
^Provencal, George, L & B, 64 Lowell Rd. 9,400
*Provencal, Paul E. & Jeannette, Trailer & Land, Bush Hill Rd. 2,500
Provencal, Robert R. & Doris, L & B, 65 Lowell Rd. 2,500
Provencal, Robert R. & Doris B., L & B, 69 Lowell Rd. 26,000
Provencal Robert R. & Doris B., L & B, Siy. Lowell Rd. 5,500
*Provencher, Amede R. & Yolande M., L & B, 4 Savin St., Lots 18, 20 4,500
Prov. of St. Mary of Capuchin Order, L & B, 159 Lowell Rd. 1,000
Public Service Co., Electric Plant ' 579,600
— Q —
Quigley, John A. & Victoria, L & B, 5 Campbell Ave. 8,000




*Raby, Herbert E. & Malvina, L & B, 7 Water St. 3,100
Raby, Royal W. & Mildred S., L & B, 5 Gillis St. 3^800
Racine, W. J., Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,000
*Rafferty, Lenard A. & Lillian J., L & B, 1 Cross St. 3,500
Ralston, John D. & Lillian L., Land, Derry Rd. 150
Ramsay, Louis L. & Charlotte T., L & B, 95 Highland St., Lot 4 5,600
Ramsey, Ben F. & Marjorie B., Land, B St., Lots 259, 260 150
Ramsey, Ben F. & Marjorie B., L & B, 5 B St.,
Lots 258, 257, 256, 255, 254 4,700
Raudonis, A. J., Land, Page Rd. 150
Raudonis, Alphonse J. & Sophie, Land, Philbrick St.,
Lots 323-325 Incl., 326-330 Incl. 200
Raudonis, Alphonse J. & Sophie, Land, Off Webster St. 600
Raudonis, Felix & Valeria, L & B, 14 Summer Ave.,
Lots 29, 30-36 Incl. 2,200
Raudonis, Sophie, L & B, 7 Fulton St., Lots 40, 41, pt. 43 6,000
Raudonis, Sophie, Land, Brenton Ave., Lots 107, 108 50
Raudonis, Valeria & Felix, L & B, Pelham Rd. 3,800
Raudonis, Vera, L & B, 89 Derry Rd. 6,000
Record, Grace M. & Mary E., L & B, Greeley St. 4,000
Redman, Charles B., Land, Pelham Rd. 600
Reed, Bradford G., Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 800
Reed, Charles W. & Mary E., L & B, Windham Rd. 1,000
Reed, Stanley, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,500
Reilley, Raymond P. & Cecile C, L & B, 7 Third St., Lots 10, 11 5,700
Relation, Everett, L. & Florence W., L & B, 19 Oakwood St., Lot 9 5,000
Reynolds, George W. & Viola, L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 3,200
Reynolds, Lewis A. & Cora M., L & B, 39 Adelaide St. 3,000
Reynolds, Mary, Land, Oak Ave. 200
Rhode, Stuart G. & Laverne S., L & B, 93 Highland St. 5,000
*Ricard, Herve C. & Theresa A., L & B, 7 Hurley St., Lot 8 pt 10 5,200
*Rice, James F. & Mary E., L & B, 17 Maple Ave. 4,500
Rich, Marion E. (Davis), L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,600
Richard, Alfred P., Land, Wason Rd. 150
*Richard, Joseph R. E. & Eleanor, L & B, 143 Belknap Rd., Lot 2 5,000
Richard, Noe, L & B, 70 Highland St. 4.500
*Richards, Charles A., & Gloria A., L & B, 9 Lowell Rd.,
Lot 109 pt 410 3,200
Richardson, Grace, L & B. W. Windham Rd. 1,200
*Richardson, Hiram L. & Moody, Mary E. & Benjamin F.,
L & B, Dracut Rd. 4,000
Ridlon, Oscar G., L & B, Derry Road, Race Track 14,000
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Riesenberg, John N. & Gloria P., L & B, Birch St., Lot 2 7,400
Ritchie, James D. & R.uth H., L & B, 112 Ferry St., Lots 1-11 Incl. 4,100
Rivard, Cecile G. & Clement J., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 300
Rivers, Lena M. & Charles C, L & B, Cutler Rd. 3,200
*Robb, VVinfred E., Jr. & Joanna, L & B, Musquash Rd. 5,000
Robbins, Stephen R. & Eleanor F., L & B, 58 Lowell Rd. 4,100
Robert, Gerald R. & Claire B., L & B, 9 Belknap Rd. 4,000
Roberts, Joseph A. & Catherine A., L & B, 20 Maple Ave., Lot 2 5,800
Roberts, William L. & Nancy S., L & B, Windham Rd. 4,300
Robertson, Edward, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1,800
*Robinson, Henry J., L & B, Robinson Rd. 600
Robinson, John A. Est., Land, Robinson Rd. 200
Robinson, John A. Est., Land, Greeley St. 150
Robinson, John A. Est., Land, Clement Land 150
Robinson, John A. Est. & Parker, Charles, L & B, Robinson Rd. 6,000
Robinson, Joseph, Trailer & Land, Old Derry Rd. 2,000
Robinson, Julia A., L & B, Robinson Rd. 250
Robinson, Julia A., Land, Webster St. 200
Robinson, Mary L., Land, Highland St. 250
*Robinson, Roger L. & Bessie H., L & B, 53 Highland St. 3,000
*Roby, Catherine K., L & B, 9 George St., Lot 2 pt 1 4,500
*Rochussen, George A. & Jean D., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,000
Rock, Clarence & Yvonne, L & B, 25 Lowell Rd. 3,300
Rock, Lillian & Hubert, L & B, 7 Roosevelt Ave., Lot 1 2,200
Rodd, Albert E. & Gladys E., L & B, 37 Ferry St. 6,200
*Rodgers, Alvin H. & Mary E., L & B, 6 Cummings St. 7,500
Rodgers Bros., Inc., L & B, Marshall St., Lot 13 3,200
Rodgers Bros., Inc., Land, Power St. 500
Rodgers Bros., Inc., L & B, Reed St. 3,500
Rodgers, Ella M., L & B, 10 Hurley St. 2,000
Rodgers, Ella M., Land, Greeley St. 100
Rodgers, Ella M., Land, Walnut St., Lots 114-117 Incl. 140-143 Incl. 150
Rodgers, G. Philip & Barbara M., Land, Burton St. Ext., Lot 14 300
Rodgers, G. Philip & Barbara M., L & B, 32 Highland St. 4,200
Rodgers, George FL & Ella Est., L & B, 1 Central St. 3,300
Pvodgers, George H. & Ella Est., L & B, Gloria Ave.,
Lots 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 2,800
Rodgers, George H. & Ella M. Est., L & B, 3-9 Central St. 15,000
Rodgers, George H. & Ella M. Est., L & B, 18 Central St., 2 houses 10,000
Rodgers, George H. & Ella M. Est., L & B, 7 Webster St. 14,000
Rodgers, George P. & Barbara M., L & B, Bond St., Lot 15 7,000
Rodgers, Kenneth J. & Patricia A., L & B, 64 Highland St. 4,500
Rodier, Albert L. & Blanche, L & B, Robinson Pond, Lots 3, 4 1,800
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Rodier, Albert S. & Laurette M., L & B, 156 Lowell Rd. 5,500
Rodier, John B., L & B, Derry Rd. 3,200
Rodier, Roseanna, L & B, 5 D St. 2,000
Rogers, George A., Jr. & Natalie B., L & B, 63 Ferry St. 5,800
*RoIlins, Gerald M. & Estelle M., L & B, 58 School St. 4,500
Rollins, Irvine A., Jr. & Ruth, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,500
Rollins, Irvine A., Jr. & Ruth, Land, Kimball Hill Rd. 100
Rolo, Arthur C., L & B, 118 Ferry St. 3,000
Roman Catholic Bishop, L & B, 23 Library St. 6,000
*Romanowski, Clement & Jennie, L & B, 25 Derry St. 3,900
Root, Charles C. & Maude M., L & B, 16 Alpine Ave. 2,500
Rowe, Clara, L & B, 152 Highland St. 2,500
Rowell, Clifton H. & Miller, Harold, Jr., Land, Robinson Pond Rd. 500
Rowell, Zoula, L & B, 30 Derry St. 6,000
Rowell, Zoula, L & B, 164 Webster St., 2 houses 13,500
Rowman, Philip J., L & B, 70 Ferry St., Lots 1,2 9,000
Roy, Joachim J. & Bertha, L & B, 246 Webster St. 4,000
Roy, Joseph & Adele, L & B, 6 Coll St. 2,800
*Roy, Philip L. & Irene, L & B, Off 237 Webster St. 4,300
Roy, Robert A. & Mary E., L & B, 1 Blackstone St., Lots 59, 60 4,000
Roy, Robert L. & Elaine P., Land, New Derry Highway 200
Roys, Mary E., L & B, 142 Ferry St. 1,300
Russell, Raymond & Eva, L & B, 94 Central St. 6,500
Russell, Zara, L & B, 12 Alpine Ave., Lots 164, 165, 166, 167 4,000
— S —
*Sage, Walter C. & Carmella D., L & B, 29 Library St. 6,000
St. Jean, Donat, L & B, School St 8,000
St. Jean, Donat & Irene, L & B, 15 Cummings St. 8,500
St. Jean, Leo A. & Elizabeth, L & B, 7 Gillis St. 7,500
St. Jean, Thomas, Land, River Rd. 300
St. Laurent, Melina, Land, Moody St. 150
*St. Laurent, Roger, L & B, 277 Webster St. 4,500
*St. Laurent, Roger L. & Rita, L & B, 30 Lowell Rd. 4,100
St. Laurent, Yvonne, L & B, 273 Webster St. 5,500
St. Laurent, Zenon & Gertrude G., L & B, 28 Central St. 8,800
St. Onge, Albert R., L & B, 7 County Rd.,
Lots 340, 341, 342 pt. 343, 344 2,000
St. Onge, Antoinette B. & Marchand, Olena R., L & B, 2 Second St.,
Lot 23 5,000
Salesky, Edward W. & Constance A., L & B, Sherburn Rd. 5,000
Samways, Frederick R. & Doris M., L & B, New Derry Highway 800
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Sanders, Harry, L & B, 15 Gloria Ave. 3,800
Sanders, Harry & Mildred, Land, Gloria Ave., Lot 51 250
Sanderson, Harold C. & Cora E. Est., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 3,800
Sargent, Isaac, L & B, Derry Rd. 4,000
*Sargent, Isaac, Land, Putnam Rd. 200
Sargent, Nat. Heirs, Land, Elmhurst, Lots 75, 76 150
*Saunders, Arthur L., Jr. & Sylvia F., L & B, 8 Gloria Ave. 4,000
*Savage, Edward E. & Barbara E., L & B, 1 Lowell Rd. 4,000
Savickas, Vytautas & Bertha, L & B, 3 Clark St.,
Lots 454, 455-459 Incl, 464, 465, 466 2,500
Sawicky, William, L & B, 10 Clark St. 4,000
Sawicky, William & Mary, Land, Riverside Ave.,
Lots 312, 14, 16, 18, 20, 23 300
*Schober, Wayne F., L & B, U Hill St.,
Lots 197-205 Incl. 206-209 Incl. 3,700
*Schreiterer, Robert F. & Gloria, L & B, 36 Library St. 4,800
Scontsas, Christo & Lucille, Land, Off" Alpine Ave.,
Lots 68-73 Incl. 92-95 Incl. 300
*Scott, Ida & Woodrow F., L & B, 11 B St. 5,200
*Scott, Verian J. & Pauline A., L & B, 16 Oakwood St., Lots 1, 2 5,200
Scribner, Harold W. & Rita E., L & B, 97 Highland St. 5,000
*Seaman, William R. & Joann, L & B, 12 Second St. 4,500
Seaman, William R. & Joann G., L & B, Greeley St., Lot 3 3000
Seger, Thomas, Trailer, 122 Ferry St. 1.500
Selvis, Mary, L & B, 62 Highland St. 3,400
Serino, Arthur B., L & B, Robinson Rd. 2,100
Serino, Arthur B. & Jean, Land, Robinson Rd. 300
*Settle, James E., Jr. & Helen, L & B, Off Ferry St.,
Lots 58, 62, 65, 66, 80, 81 4,200
Seymour, Richard S. & Annette, L & B, 12 Adelaide St.,
Lots 326-336 Incl. 4,500
Shaver, Robert & Mabel A., L & B, 121 Highland St., Lot 10 pt. 9 5,800
Shea, James D. & Eleanor R., L & B, 29 Baker St. 5,000
Shepard, Donald C. & Rita, L & B, 3 Newton St. 5,500
Shepard, William M. & Margaret C, L & B, Derry Lane 5,200
Shepherd, Arthur H. & Beatrice N., L & B, 18 Connell St. 2,300
Shepherd, Mary E. & Herbert A., L & B, 44 Ferry St. 4,000
*Shepherd, Nellie E., L & B, 93 Central St. 5,400
Sheppard, George F., L & B, Burns Hill Rd. 3,000
Sherburne, Norman & Maxwell, Land, Off Sherburne Rd. 500
Shumsky, Sigismond & Dorothy, Land, Fulton St. 500
*Shumsky, Sigismond & Dorothy L., L & B, Off 16 Fulton St. 3,100
*Shunaman, Leslie J. & E. Louise, L & B, Musquash Rd. 6,000
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*Sidileau, Roger W. & Joan P., L & B, 7 Frenette Dr., Lot 7 4,200
*Sidney, Walter E., L & B, 7 Reed St. 4,300
Sienkiewicz, Joseph & Sylvia, L & B, 53 Adelaide St.,
Lots 87, 88, 89, 96, 97, 98, 6,800
Sienkiewicz, Joseph & Sylvia, L & B, 1 Riverview Ave.,
Lots 266, 267, 268-271 Incl., 272, 273, 264, 265, 195-199 Incl.,
202, 204, 206, 208, 210, 212, 214 3,000
Silk, Clara B. & Barbara J., L & B, Lowell Rd., 2 houses 8,300
Silva, George T. & Gertrude A., L & B, 49 Ferry St. 6,300
Simard, Alphonse & Rhea A., L & B, 13 Melendy Rd. 3,000
Simard, Donald N. & Cecile L., L & B, Vinton St., Lot 9 3,000
*Simard, Edward H. & Rose M., L & B, 3 Vinton St., Lot 4 4,800
Simard, Joseph N. & Bertha, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot A 1,500
Simo, Nicholas, L & B, 57 Lowell Rd. 3,100
Simonds, Lee G., Land, Windham Rd. 50
Simonds, Lee G., Land, Windham Rd. 50
Simoneau, Paul A. & Norman R., L & B, 46 Central St. 6,500
Simpson, Edward & Cora, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 3,200
Sirois, Hannah, L & B, River Rd. 1,500
Sirois, Leonce & Beatrice, L & B, 22 Third St. 5,000
*Sirois, Ralph C, L & B, 35 Melendy Rd. 4,500
Skinner, Ray & Isabel, Land, Proposed Lowell St. 200
Sklat, Agnes & Mary R., L & B, 10 Gillis St. 5,000
*Skliutas, Anthony J. & Bertha, L & B, 53 Ferry St. 7,800
Skuzinskas, Mona, L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 1,600
Slattery, James E., Land, Layers Pond, Lots 131-138 Incl.,
149-156 Incl. 150
Small, Malcolm & Rita, L & B, 26 Frenette Dr., Lots 24B & 25 4,200
Smilikis, Alphonse P., L & B, 23 Baker St. 5,300
*Smith, Albert E. & Florence S., L & B, Windham Rd. 3,600
Smith, Albert E. & Florence S., Land, Windham Rd. .300
*Smith, Arthur M. & Ella R., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 2,800
*Smith, Byron B. & Maude, L & B, 203 Central St. 3,500
*Smith, Clayton E. & Victoria L., L & B, 88 Ferry St. 4,000
Smith, Deering, G., Dr., Land, Off Barretts Hill Rd. 500
Smith, Deering G., Dr., Land, Windham Rd. 50
Smith, Deering G., Dr., Land, Gowing Rd. 150
*Smith, Elliot A., L & B, 8 State St. 3.500
*Smith, Elmer F. & Ethel & Binks, Gloria & Leslie, L & B,
Kimball Hill Rd. 4,000
Smith, Deering G., Dr., Land, Belknap Rd. 200
Smith, Deering G., Dr., Land, Belknap Rd. 500
Smith, Emma Mabel, L & B, 78 Central St. 5,500
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Smith, Emma Mabel, Land, Bush Hill Rd. 150
Smith, Ethelyn, Land, Greeley St. 250
Smith, Ethelyn A., Land, Tarnic Pond 100
Smith, Ethelyn A., L & B, Greeley St. 3,000
Smith, Ethelyn A., Land, Off Central St. 100
Smith, Gardner J. & Ruth A., L & B, 208 Central St. 4,500
Smith, Gordon, L & B, 22 Baker St. 5,000
Smith, Harold D., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 1,600
Smith, Harold E. & Hazel V., Land, Off Clement Rd. 400
*Smith, Harrison E. & Effie C, L & B, 5 Fulton St. 6,900
Smith, Hazel V. & Harold E., Land, Robinson Rd. 300
*Smith, Henry E., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,500
Smith, Henry E., Land, Off Gibson Rd. 300
Smith, Henry E., Land, Gibson Rd. 300
Smith, Herbert D. & Blanche G., L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 5,500
Smith, Herbert D. & Blanche G., Land, Old Derry Rd. 200
Smith; Herman K. & Ruth L, L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 2,500
*Smith, Ivan R. & Mary E., L & B, 188 Central St. 3,600
Smith, Ivan R. & Mary E., Land, Central St. 50
Smith, Ivan R. & Mary E., Land, Belknap Rd. 200
*Smith, John K. & Marjory, L & B, 27 Ferry St. 3,500
Smith, Leonard, L & B, 2 Derry St. 500
*Smith, Leonard, L & B, 3 Leslie St. 7,100
Smith, Leonard & Claire F., L & B, 10 Derry St. 13,000
Smith, Marion C, L & B, Speare Rd. 3,500
Smith, Perley B., L & B, 196 Central St. 2,800
Smith, Robert A. & Ila G., Trailer & Land, 6 Alpine Ave. 2,200
Smith, Robert C. & Martha E., L & B, 33 Central St. 11,800
*Smith, Robert C. & Martha E., L & B, 35 Central St. 7,200
Smith, Robert C. & Martha E., Land, Off Central St. 100
Snow, Phyllis H. & F. Donald, L & B, 6 Fulton St. 5,800
*Sojka, Chester W. & Mary V., L & B, 7 Atwood Ave. 9,600
Sojka, John F. & Anne L., L & B, 11 Atwood Ave. 4,000
Soucy, Gerard H. & Bertha Y., L & B, Robinson Pond 1,500
Soucy, Roger & Jeannette, Land, Lowell Rd. 150
Spalding, Charles H. Heirs, Land, Off Barretts Hill Rd. 400
Spalding, Donald H. & Dorothy M., L & B, 26 Baker St. 6,900
Spalding, Louis L., L & B, 30 Baker St. 7,000
Spaulding, Albert M. & Theresa R., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 2,300
Spaulding, Helen, Land, Off Melendy Rd. 400
Spaulding, Helen C, L & B, 22 Central St. 8,200
Spaulding, Martha Ann, Land, Highland & Greeley Sts. 400
Spaulding, Ruth G., L & B, 6 Easy St. 9,500
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Spaulding, Ruth G., Land, Lowell Rd. & Roosevelt Ave. 1,200
Spaulding, Ruth G., Land, Davenport Rd. 150
*Spear, Joseph & Wanda, L & B, Pelham Rd. 2,800
*Sprague, Frank G. & Lillian, L & B, 99 Highland St. 5,200
Sprague, George R., & Victoria, L & B, F St., Lot 2 1,000
Stanapedos, Michael, Land, Central St. 400
Stanapedos, Sophie, L & B, 52 Central St. 6,500
Stanbridge, Douglas M. & Janice L., L & B, Webster St. 6,000
Stanley, Richard I. & Warren F., L & B, Wason Rd. 4,000
Staples, Elmer F. & Susie F., L & B, 15 George St., Lot 5 4,700
Stebbins, Raymond & Mabel, L & B, 30 Atwood Ave. 2,000
Steck, John & Charles, Land, Pelham Rd. 100
*Steckevicz, Edwin F. & Josephine F., L & B, 29 Lowell Rd. 9,800
Steckevicz, Edwin F. & Josephine F., Land, Riverside Ave & Lowell Rd. 300
Steele, Harold G., Ruth M. & Helen, L & B, River Rd. 10,000
Steele, Ralph, L & B, 21 Baker St. 4,200
*Stevens, Richard A. & Bertha R., L & B, 9 Nottingham St. 4,000
*Stevens, William H. & Emma, L & B, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,600
Stimpson, Alfred, Trailer, Kimball Hill Rd. 2,200
Stone, D. Muriel P., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 4,400
*Stone, Wilfred W. & Barbara B., L & B, Derry Rd. 3,800
Strohschnitter, Marie A., L & B, 87 Central St. 3,500
Stultz, Clayton A. & Hildreth H., Land, George St., Lot 9 300
Styrna, Stanley & Elizabeth, L & B, 9 Ferry Ave. 3,700
Sullivan, Lorice K. & William J., L & B, 12 B St.,
Lots 199, 200, 201, 202 4,200
*Sullivan, Mildred, L & B, 38 Campello St. 2,200
*Sullivan, Paul W. & Cathleen, L & B, 34 Melendy Rd., Lot 2 5,400
Sutherland, Aurore, L & B, Speare Rd. 2,000
Sutherland, Aurore, L & B, River Rd. 600
Sutton, Stanley & Florence, L & B, Clement Rd. Ext. 2,500
*Symonds, George A. & Ruth P., L & B, Clement Rd. 2,500
Szopa, Stanley & Tacowicz, Paul, Jr., Land, Robinson Rd. 1,500
Szuch, Andrew A. & Miriam E., L & B, 165 Ferry St., Lots 24-35 Incl. 6,000
Szugda, Chester J. & Florence A., L & B, 7 Easy St., Lot 3 6,200
— T —
Talbot, Ina, L & B, Musquash Rd. 700
Tanarowicz, Alice & Tanar, Natalie, L & B, 6 Gambia St.,
Lots 19-27 Incl., 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 64, 59, 58, 36, 37 3,500
*Tanguay, Charles A. & Aldea, L & B, 4 Pleasant St. 4,500
Tanguay, Paul P. & Rose G., L & B, Roosevelt Ave. 6,000
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Tanguay, Robert J. & Constance R., L & B, 34 Canna Path,
Pt lot 33 & 34, 32 2,600
*Tate, Rupert, Jr. & Alice E., L & B, 149 Lowell Rd. 5,300
Tate, Rupert E. & Rose E., L & B, Birchcroft 15,000
Tate, Ruber t, Sr. & Rose, L & B, 13 Alpine Ave. 4,500
Tate, Rupert, Sr. & Rose, L & B, 1 1 Lowell Rd. 3,800
Tate, Rupert Sr. & Rose E., Land, Lowell Rd. 1,000
Tate, Rupert, Sr. & Rose E., L & B, 145 Lowell Rd. 4,300
Taylor, Ruth B., L & B, River Rd. 3,800
Taylor, Winslow N. & Laurette H., L & B, 5 Leslie St. 6,500
Teachout, Neil J., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 750
Temple, Joseph, L & B, Lakeside Ave. 1,000
Tennessee Gas Trans. Co., Gas Line 10,000
*Tessier, Alderic J. & Yvonne, L & B, Groves Farm Rd. 5,800
Tessier, Ernest & Alphonsine, L & B, 43 Belknap Rd. 5,900
Tessier, Jeannette C. & Albert L., L & B, Philbrick St.,
Lots 323-338 Incl. 2,800
*Tessier, Norman & Olive, L & B, 7 1 Melendy Rd. 4,000
Tessier, Rose R., L & B, Philbrick St., Lots 323-338 Incl. 1,200
Tetler, George & Irene B., L & B, 159 Belknap Rd. 4,000
*Therriault, Roland L. & Jean H., L & B, Philbrick St.,
Lots 74-97 Incl. 3,000
*Thomas, Ernest R., Jr. & Irene G., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 14 5,500
Thomas, Ernest R., Sr. & Florence, L & B, Lowell Rd. 1,800
*Thompson, Malvern J. & Doris H., L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 18 4,800
Thompson, Robert M. & Georgia, L & B, 6 Hamblett Ave. 3,500
Thornton, Elizabeth V. & Patrick J., L & B, Musquash Rd. 2,500
Thornton, Randall G., Jr. & Rita H., L & B, 10 Bond St.,
Lots 109, 111, 113 6,100
*Tiernan, Leo R. & Alice L., L & B, 153 Lowell Rd. 5,200
*Tildsley, Sidney A. & Margaret, L & B, 36 Melendy Rd., Lot 3 5,300
Tomou, George & Anthoula, L & B, 4 Water St. 6,000
Torrey, Lester W. & Marion E., L & B, Highland St. 3,800
*Trafford, Aubrey C. & Barbara E., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 1 4,800
*Tremblay, Robert A. & Laurette B., L & B, Derry Rd.,
Lots 115, 116^ 5,300
Trokim, Nellie & Veronica, L & B, 11 Oak Ave.,
Lots400, 401,416, 417, 418, 419 ' 2,200
Trombley, Leona N., L & B, Belknap Rd., Lot 3 5,000
*Trudeau, Edgar A. & Lilianne, L & B, 35 Ferry St. 8,000
Trudeau, Ulric C. & Loretta A., L & B, 12A Baker St. 7,500
*Trufant, Arthur & Gertrude, L & B, 33 Ferry St. 3,200
Tubinis, Mary, L & B, 3 Charles St., Lots 55, 58, 61 3,000
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Tufts, Harry W., L & B, Derry Rd. 5,500
Turcott, Valere R. & Jean J., L & B, Off Highland St.,
Lots 23, 24, 2 houses 3,000
Turla, Veronica, Land, Riverside Pines, Lots 56-60 Incl. 200
Turmel, David, L & B, Pelham Rd. 2,200
Twardosky, Peter & Cora, L & B, Stuart Rd., Lot 1 5,100
Twiss, Ethel M., L & B, Pelham Rd. 4,700
Twiss, Ethel M., L & B, Burns Hill Rd. 2,600
— u—
Ulcickas, Simon & Mary, Land, Robinson Pond, Lot 8 500
Underhill, Karl B., Land, Off Highland St., Lot 67 150
Usovicz, Peter & Maude, Land, School St., Lot 3 200
Usovicz, Peter & Maude E., L & B, 53 School St. 3,700
Ussery, Emil & Doris, Land, Blackstone St., Lot 101 100
*Ussery, Emil & Doris R., L & B, 4 Hayward PI. 3,000
— V —
Vallante, Charles & Grace E., L & B, Sanders & Musquash Rds.,
Lot 5 pt 4 1,000
Vallerand, Emile, L & B. Cowing Rd. 3,200
*Valley, Norman L., L & B, 4 Campbell Ave. 7,800
Van Rose, Joseph P., Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 300
*Varney, Charles E. & Rita H., L & B, 1 14 Highland St. 5,500
*VassiIakos, Nicholas & Blanche, L & B, 10 Second St. 4,400
Venne, Theresa E., L & B, Second St. 4,700
Venne, Theresa E., Land, Second St. 700
Vermette, Henry, Land, Derry Lane 300
*Viens, Andre A. & Helen R., L & B, 9 Highland St. 6,000
Viens, Antoine I. & Reina L, L & B, 48 Highland St. 5,000
*Viens, Gerard L. & Medora M., L & B, Lowell Rd. 6,000
Viens, Harvey J. & Mary, L & B, Speare Rd. 4,100
*Viens, Maurice N. & Evelyn E., L & B, 44 Highland St. 5,200
Vignola, Paul, L & B, River Rd. 3,000
Viskin, Antonina, Land, Highland St. 200
Vydfol, Albert Est., L & B, Robinson Rd. 1,800
Vydfol, Peter P., L & B, Robinson Rd. 750
— w—
Waiswilos, Anthony, L & B, 50 Webster St. 3.500
Waitonis, Mary Frances & Bulowka, Agata, Land, Wason Rd. 300
Wallace, Richard E. & Marie E., L & B, 18 Frenette Dr., Lot 22 4,100
*Walsh, John R. & Dorothy, L & B, 76 Highland St. 5,000
*Wardwell, Elmont E. & Margaret G., L & B, New Derry Highway 3,800
*Wardwell, Philip H. & Claudine N., L & B, 1 Melendy Rd. 3,500
Ware, L. Elinor & William J. HI, Land, Tarnic Pond Shore 200
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Warren, Ila M., Land, Sagamore Park Rd. 150
Wason, Edward H. Heirs, Land, Bush Hill Rd. 100
Wason, Edward H. Heirs, Land, Off Adelaide St. 150
Watson, William A. & Louise E.. L & B, Bond St., Lots 81, 82 5,500
Wattanick Grange Assn., L & B, 240 Central St. 750
*Watts. Ralph N. & Thelma S., L & B, Boyd Rd. 2,800
*Weaver, Ralph C. & Nellie A., L & B, Derry Rd. 5,000
Webster, Brinton Est., Land, Bush Hill Rd. 600
Welch, Ralph B. & Elizabeth, L & B, Highland St. 2,000
Wentworth, George S., L & B, Central St. 4,200
Wenz, Charles H. & Barbara A., Land, Smith Rd. 300
Wenzel, Carl E. & Sandra J., L & B, 5 Frenette Dr., Lot 6 4,300
Westneat, Arthur S. & Alice F., L & B, 54 Ferry St. 4,000
*Wheeler, Norman C, Sr., L & B, 73 Webster St. 4,000
Wheeler, Paul A., L & B, Robinson Rd. 4,000
Whip-Poor-Will Realty Corp., L & B, Marsh Rd., Golf Course 19,000
*Whitaker, Norman A. & Eleanor L., L & B, 12 Haverhill St., Lot 18 5,700
White, George H., L & B, Bush Hill Rd. 1,500
Whitney, Earle & Rosette T., L & B, Clement Rd. 3,500
*Whittemore, Roy L. & Annamay, L & B, 1 1 Third St. 4,800
*Whittemore, Wesley A. & Wanda S., L & B, 155 Belknap Rd. 4,000
Wiggin, Charles E., L & B, 100 Derry Rd., Lots 52-56 2,300
*Willette, Charles, L & B, Cross St., Lots 363-368 Incl. 369, 370 2,100
Williams, Ernest & Carrie, Trailer, 162 Ferry St. 1,700
*Williamson, Archibald & Lucille V., L & B, 13 Chase St. 6,400
*Williamson, Thomas C. & Marjorie, L & B, New Derry Highway 4,500
Wilson, Clyde, Land, Derry St. 100
*Wilson, Frank E., L & B, Sagamore Park Rd., Lot 10 600
Wilson, Frank E. & Constance A., L & B, 6 Newton St., Lots 10,1 1 6,200
Windsor Metals Co., L & B, 13 Central St. 6,000
*Winn, Edward P. & Norma M., L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 2 4,800
Winn, Effie May, Land. Lowell Rd. 300
Winn, Effie May, Land, Barretts Hill Rd. 250
Winn, Effie May, & Drown, Frances S. & Alton L., L & B,
31 Lowell Rd. 9,200
Winn, Effie May & Oban, Effie M., L & B, 53 Lowell Rd. 4,700
Winn, Effie May & Schindler, Lillian, L & B, 90 Central St. 6,700
Winn, Eva, Land, Dracut Rd. 300
Winne, Fred W., Land, Lowell Rd. 600
*Winslow, Gerald R. & Elizabeth A., L & B, 23 Highland St. 4,800
Winslow, John E. & Margaret M., L & B, Dracut Rd. 3,900
*Winslow, Minton E. & Violet Est., L & B, 21 Highland St. 5,100
*Winstanley, Ronald & Elizabeth, L & B, Dracut Rd., Lot 5 4,800
47
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*Wiseman, Howard W. & Ruth D., L & B, 19 Gloria Ave., Lots 52, 53 5,000
Witkowski, Mary & John, L & B, Windham Rd. 4,900
Wolangewicz, Michael & Carol, L & B, Canna Path 1,400
Wolczok, John S. & Lucille, L & B, Riverside Ave. 800
Wolczok, John S. & Lucille, Land, Riverside Pines,
Lots 244-251 Inch 300
*Wolczok, John S. & Lucille A., L & B, 33 Riverside Ave. 4,000
Wolczok, Mary, L & B, 30 Riverside Ave. 3,300
Wollen, John, L & B, 201 Central St. 7,000
*WolIen, Joseph, L & B, 74 Ferry St. 6,500
Wollen, Michael, L & B, 76 Ferry St. 7,200
Wollen, Michael, L & B, 49 Highland St. 1,500
Wollen, Michael, Land, Merrimack St., Lots 78, 79, 80, 81 200
Wollen, Mike, (Wolangewicz, Mike & Carol), Land, Tarnic Pond,
Lot 87 100
*Wood, James A. & Constance A., L & B, 84 Central St. 5,500
Woods, Hazel B., L & B, Barretts Hill Rd. 2,900
Woolley, Milton & Reby, Land, Highland St. 500
*Wormwood, Frank W. & Agnes M., L & B, 48 Adelaide St.,
Lots 172, 173 4,000
Worth, Arthur W. & Myrtle, L & B, 56 Derry St. 6,800
Wright, Charles M. & Janet L., L & B, 284 Webster St., Lot 4 6,500
Wynott, Laurence R. & Lillie E., L & B. 109^ Ferry St. 6,800
Wynott, Raymond W. & Joan E., L & B, Water Lily Path,
Lot 6, 7, 15, 16 1,800
— Y —
Yagielowicz, Bronislaw & Patricia, L & B, 24 Ledge Rd., Lot 6 5,000
*Yagielowicz, Edward S. & Marjorie V., L & B, 13 Ledge Rd. 5,800
*Yarmo, John S. & Jacqueline L., L & B, 44 School St. 5,000
*York, Harry E., L & B, 138 Ferry St., Lot 42 1,500
Young, Edward V. & Rose E., L & B, 27 Adelaide St. 4,900
Young, George & Stella M., L & B, Tarnic Pond, Lots 50, 51 3,000
Young, Kenneth & Alice, L & B, 9 County Rd. 1,800
*Young, Oscar D. & Sophie, L & B, 6 Young's Dr., Lot 6 7,800
— z —
Zalanskas, Wheeler & Helen M., L & B, 2 Gillis St. 6,300
Zedalis, Peter & Mary, L & B, 17 Oakwood St., Lot B 4,800
*Zelonis, Richard A., L & B, 150 Derry St. 5,500
Zelonis, Richard A., Land, Derry Rd., Lot 2 250
*Zelonis, Vincent J. & Mary E., L & B, 48 Lowell Rd. 8,000
Zinkiewicz, Anne, L & B, Greeley St. 3,500
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